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PACKAGE IT!
Adding custom packaging to your
promotional products is one more way 
to flex your marketing muscle!
• Increase your ROI

• Turn a giveaway into a gift

• Create a higher perceived value with retail
caliber packaging

• Strengthen your brand recognition

• Showcase your marketing message

• Differentiate yourself from your competition



CUSTOMIZE IT!

CUSTOM LABEL

DRAWSTRINGS
BRING Focus TO YOUR BRAND
You put a lot of time into creating your brand's logo-from the 
font to the color and design elements. Let us help you create 
custom promotional products that highlight your brand!

CONSISTENCY & RELIABILITY
With decades of experience sourcing overseas, we use 
our network of reliable factories to produce quality 
products at the best price while delivering exceptional 
customer service.

PRIVATE LABEL

CUSTOM KNIT PATTERN

DEBOSSED METAL PULLPIPING



GIVE BACK!
Giving a promotional gift feels
good, but receiving a promotional gift 
that GIVES BACK feels great! 
Many of our manufacturers and partners offer promotional products where 
a portion of product sales are donated to a charitable organization. Flex 
your marketing dollars to not only give, but also GIVE BACK!

Contact your  
representative  

for more information 
on products that  

GIVE BACK.

LADIES CHATHAM  
SATIN ANORAK

A portion of sales are  
donated to First Descents, an  

organization that provides  
adventure trips for patients  

fighting cancer. 
SEE DETAILS P.145

RECYCLED COTTON 
 BOUND NOTEBOOK

 1% of item sales will be donated 
to nonprofits committed to  

environmental causes. 
SEE DETAILS P.84

PARKLAND KINGSTON PLUS  
15" COMPUTER BACKPACK

 1% of item sales will be donated 
to nonprofits committed to  

environmental causes. 
SEE DETAILS P.10

MT. CARMEL TOTE BAG
A portion of proceeds is donated 
to Warrior Spirit Retreat, where  
wounded warriors learn to heal. 

SEE DETAILS P.76

Look for this icon  
throughout the catalog  

to identify items which have 
 a GIVE BACK component  

to their sale.

STAVANGER THERMAL VEST
1% of global sales is  

matched in donated gear  
to help at-risk youth
SEE DETAILS P.142



YOU DREAM IT. WE BUILD IT.
CUSTOM BAGS, TOTES,  
ACCESSORIES ... YOU NAME IT,

We can do it !
From private labeling to modifying current styles or 
building something from scratch, we will guide you 
through every step of the design process.

TOGGLE  PULLS

CONTRAST  STITCHING

CUSTOM 
LINING



Sustainable Look for this icon throughout 
the catalog to identify other 
items, not included in this 
section, that are made to be 
more environmentally safe.
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Hanes® EcoSmart®  
Pullover Hoodie
9A
Pull this fleece hoodie over your head and 
get going! This pill resistant medium weight 
hoodie features a ribbed waistband and 
cuffs, roomy front pockets and a matching 
drawcord. Includes a three color design printed 
on one location. Made with up to 5% recycled 
polyester from plastic bottles. 7.8 oz.
Colors: Black, denim blue, ash, yellow, smoke 
gray, deep red, lime, charcoal heather, white, 
navy, deep royal, kelly green, maroon, purple, 
light steel, cardinal, deep forest
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 96 288 500
Pricing, S-3XL $28.10 25.01 23.59

Alternative® Eco-Fleece 
Dodgeball Pant
9B
Ultimate comfort in athleisure. This tapered 
jogger is made of mid-weight Eco-Fleece with 
side pockets, a ribbed waistband, contrasting 
natural drawcord and relaxed ribbed cuffs at 
leg openings. Includes a three color design 
printed on one location. Eco-Fleece is made 
with recycled polyester and organic cotton 
for a super-soft feel that you’ll never want to 
take off. 6.49 oz.
Colors: Eco black, eco gray, eco true navy
Sizes: S-2XL
Quantity 48 288 500
Pricing, S-2XL $46.44 41.33 38.99

District® Re-Tee™
9E
Doing good for the planet feels as good on 
the outside as it does on the inside. The 
new, affordable Re-Tee™ is made of 60% 
recycled cotton scraps and 40% recycled 
polyester (rPET), derived from used items 
such as plastic bottles that otherwise could 
end up in a landfill. Ladies’ style features 
a v-neck and side vents.
Colors: Heather navy, maize yellow, blue 
heather, deep brown heather, black, light 
heather grey, charcoal heather, ruby red
Sizes: Men’s XS-4XL; Ladies’ XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $7.98 7.25 6.65

Vansport Trek Hoodie
9C
The eco-wise choice for outdoor 
enthusiasts. Made of 45% recycled 
polyester / 45% polyester / 10% 
elastane, this heather jersey polo 
is moisture wicking with self-goods 
cuffs and a kangaroo pocket. 1% 
of sales donated to nonprofits 
dedicated to protecting the planet.
Colors: Onyx, ocean, rainforest, 
beach
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ 
XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $52.60 49.30 45.98

Radius Quilted Vest
9D
With a 100% polyester dobby shell made from 
PET bottles and PrimaLoft® SPORT premium 
insulation for superior warmth, you can feel good 
about choosing this vest! Ultra-lightweight fabric 
allows it to pack into its own side pocket. Men’s 
features a square quilted pattern while ladies’ 
styling boasts a narrow, horizontal quilted pattern 
and a sculpted modern fit with princess seams. 
Dropped tail hem for extra coverage.
Colors: Men’s: Black/grey, grey/black; Ladies’: 
Black/grey, pink/grey, cobalt/grey
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $81.88 72.78 60.63

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes included in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request.  All apparel is priced undecorated. 
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Adventure™
10A
Our Adventure™ tote is a dream bag for 
eco-conscious customers who are always 
on the go. These totes are made from 
230-T recycled polyester (rPET), which 
comes from post-consumer plastic bottles 
that are saved from landfills, broken 
down, spun into fiber and woven into 
fabric. Conveniently folds up into the 
inside pocket for space-saving portability.
14 1⁄2"H x 16"W x 4"D
Colors: Black, royal, white
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.55 4.05 3.75

Eco Vino
10B
The perfect wine bag to dress 
up a gift! This natural kraft 
wine bag features twisted paper 
handles and a serrated cut top. 
Made from 100% recycled 
paper with a minimum of 60% 
post-consumer content.
13"H x 6"W x 3 1⁄4"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $1.56 .80 .70

Negozio Natural 
Cotton Tote
10C
Display your brand or message 
on this biodegradable, cotton 
canvas shopper tote featuring 
a large main compartment, a 
hook and loop closure and 22" 
handles. Natural.
15 3⁄4"H x 14 3⁄4"W x 3⁄16"D
Quantity 100 1000 2500
Pricing $5.96 4.24 3.79

Parisian Cotton 
Market Bag
10E
Replace your paper and 
plastic bags with this perfect 
reusable market bag. This 
cotton tote is lightweight and 
easily packable in your pocket, 
bag, or trunk for trips to the 
farmers market or grocery 
store. Natural.
16"H x 17 1⁄2"W 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $19.42 16.66 13.99

Hamptons  
Jute Tote
10D
An Eco-Responsible™ prod-
uct, this tote bag is made of 
laminated natural jute fabric 
with leather handles and top 
zipper closure. Lightweight 
and folds flat for easy 
storage.
10 1⁄2"H x 17 1⁄4"W x 5 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, blue, natural, 
red
Quantity 50 400 1200
Pricing $7.99 7.39 6.89

Parkland Kingston Plus 15" 
Computer Backpack
10F
This is a backpack designed with style and 
sustainability in mind. The exterior of the 
bag is made with 100% recycled water 
bottles. Equipped with a variety of pockets, 
including one for your water bottle and one 
for your 15" laptop, the Kingston Plus is an 
essential upgrade to your organizational 
game. Through a partnership with 1% For The 
Planet, one percent of sales of this bag will be 
donated to nonprofits dedicated to protecting 
the planet.
17 1⁄2"H x 12 1⁄4"W x 6"D
Colors: Army green, asphalt, black, skyline
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $75.58 69.58 59.98Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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ApPeel® Medio Journal
11A
Have little impact on the world’s resources 
while generating big gains in your business. 
This journal is sustainable and all natural. 
Paper is made from apple pulp and other 
vegetable fibers that have been ground and 
emulsified into an organic material. Features 
192 lined pages printed in green, gold ribbon 
marker, pen loop and a back pocket. A great 
way to entice more customers to your brand!
5 1⁄4"H x 8 3⁄8"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Gray, golden delicious, red delicious, 
granny smith, renetta, applewood, black 
beauty, bella blue
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $15.50 11.75 10.65

ApPeel® Medio Slim Journal
11B
This ground breaking eco-friendly journal is 
animal-friendly, sustainable and all natural. 
Made from apple peels that are ground and 
emulsified into an organic paper. Features 
160 pages with green lines, gray end pages 
with colorful stripes, a gold ribbon marker 
and back paper pocket.
5 1⁄4"H x 8 3⁄8"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Gray, golden delicious, red delicious, 
granny smith, renetta, applewood, black 
beauty, bella blue
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $10.31 8.90 8.25

goingreen™ 5" x 7" 
Notebook
11C
Use this eco-friendly journal 
as an advertising tool for any 
environmentally friendly business. 
Features a spiral cardboard cover 
with 50 sheets of college ruled 
lined paper, made of a minimum 
of 30% recycled material.
7"H x 5"W
Colors: Kohl, green tea, ginger, 
wheat, maize, imperial red, 
espresso, indigo
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $7.26 6.46 5.75

Albany Bamboo 
Notebook & Pen
11E
Use this eco-friendly notebook 
daily to jot down quick notes 
and reminders! Features 
bamboo front and back covers, 
80 sheets of lined paper, silver 
spiral binding, black elastic 
closure and pen loop. Bamboo 
pen included. Custom packaging 
available for additional charge.
7 1⁄8"H x 5 3⁄4"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $11.40 9.09 7.25

Kiva Ballpoint Pen
11D
Plunge-action ballpoint pen 
features a smooth natural 
bamboo body with your 
choice of black, blue or green 
accents. Bamboo is 100% 
natural and biodegradable. 
Black ink.
5 5⁄8"L
Quantity 250 1000 2500
Pricing $2.25 1.85 1.65

Ambrose Pen & 
Pencil Set
11F
Made entirely of paper 
and wood, this writing set 
includes two paper pens  
with black ink, two bamboo 
lead pencils and a wooden 
sharpener all packaged 
together in a sturdy paper 
case.
8 1⁄4"H x 1"W x 1"D
Quantity 100 1000 2500
Pricing $4.18 2.97 2.65

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Craft Gift Box  
Paper Straws
12A
Save the turtles with these 
biodegradable paper straws 
packaged in a craft gift box. 
Pack contains 50 paper straws. 
Great for promotional hand-
outs! BPA free. FDA approved.
Box: 9 1⁄4"H x 3"W x 1"D
Straw colors: Black/white, red/
white, royal/white
Quantity 25 300 1200
Pricing $7.25 6.50 5.80

Wheat Travel 
Tumbler
12B
Eco-friendly natural tumbler 
composed of reclaimed 
wheat stalks. Features 
silicone band for an easy 
grip with a spill resistant lid. 
Meets FDA requirements. BPA 
free. 16 oz.
6"H
Band colors: Black, blue, 
gray, lime green, orange, 
red, white
Quantity 100 600 1000
Pricing $5.23 3.96 2.99

Gaia Bamboo Fiber 
with Stainless Steel 
Tumbler
12C
Constructed of 70% natural 
bamboo fibers and other natural 
materials, this tumbler features a 
stainless steel interior, push-on lid 
for added hot and cold retention 
and non-slip grip for extra stability. 
Fits in most car cup holders. One-
piece natural gift box included. 
BPA and PVC free. 13.5 oz.
6 3⁄4"H
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $24.99 21.43 17.99

Silicone Straw
12E
Think before you drink! 
Made of food grade silicone, 
this reusable straw is 
eco-friendly, collapsible and 
portable. Includes cleaning 
brush, white hard plastic 
case and metal carabiner.
Straw: 9 1⁄4"L 
Case: 3"H x 2"W x 1"D
Colors: Navy, red, white
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $7.27 6.58 6.00

The Last Straw
12D
Take this collapsible stainless 
steel straw anywhere! 
Kit includes straw with 
silicone tip and a collapsible 
cleaning brush. Comes in an 
aluminum case with metal 
carabiner. Durable, reusable 
and safer than plastic for our 
environment.
Collapsed: 4"H 
Extended: 9 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, gold, silver, 
red, blue
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $8.47 7.67 7.00

Corky
12F
Sleek design, matte glazed, 
double wall ceramic mug 
with cork bottom. Cork is 
100% natural and biodegrad-
able. Great for coffee shops 
and cafés. BPA free. 14 oz.
4 3⁄4"H
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $7.75 7.03 6.50

Valencia
12G
This single wall glass bottle 
features a clear lid and a 
silicone strap for easy  
transport. Bottle is  
recyclable. 16 oz.
Strap colors: Black, green, 
light blue, magenta, navy, 
orange, red, tan, white, 
yellow
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $8.47 7.67 7.00

red

orangelime green

blue

gray

white

black

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Reclaim Recycled  
4 Can Lunch Cooler
13A
This cooler features a 100% recycled 
polyester outer main material. Top 
fold-over style reminiscent of a 
paper lunch bag. Includes a grab 
handle. Foil lining, webbing handle 
and webbing trim are not made 
with recycled materials. Through 
a partnership with 1% For The 
Planet, one percent of sales of 
EcoSmart products will be donated 
to nonprofits dedicated to protecting 
the planet. Graphite.
10 1⁄2"H x 7"W x 5 1⁄2"D
Quantity 100 300 600
Pricing $7.66 7.05 6.08

Gaia Bamboo Fiber 
Bento Box
13B
Fashionable design meets a  
traditional bento box that lets 
you carry your meals in style! 
Constructed of 70% natural 
bamboo fibers and other natural 
materials, this bento box features 
an outer band that helps keep box 
packed together when on-the-go. 
Packaged in a natural gift box. 
BPA and PVC free.
5 3⁄4"H x 5 3⁄4"W x 2"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $16.65 14.28 11.99

Ceramic Container 
with Bamboo Lid
13C
Use this eco-friendly ceramic 
container to store dry goods, tea, 
coffee and so much more! Features 
smooth finish and bamboo lid. 
Bamboo is 100% natural and 
biodegradable. Meets FDA  
requirements. BPA free. 24 oz. 
5 5⁄8"H x 3 3⁄4" Diameter
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $12.24 9.25 6.99

Wheat Utensil Set
13E
Three-piece utensil set composed 
of reclaimed wheat stalks. Includes 
a fork, spoon and knife packaged 
in a protective travel case for 
convenient travel. Meets FDA 
requirements. Microwave safe. 
BPA free.
Box: 8"H x 21⁄4"W
Colors: Blue, gray, lime green, 
natural, orange
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $3.47 2.63 1.99

Wheat Lunch Set With 
Phone Holder
13D
Lunch set composed of reclaimed 
stalks from wheat. Includes a plastic 
fork, removable and adjustable 
divider, built-in steam vent and a 
durable lid with clips to ensure a tight 
seal. Use the phone holder to rest 
your device for easy viewing. Meets 
FDA requirements. BPA free.
4 1⁄2"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, brown, navy
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $8.30 6.28 4.75

Bamboo & Slate 
Charcuterie Cutting 
Board
13F
Protect your countertops by 
using this easy-to-store cutting 
board made of natural resources 
– bamboo and slate. Use the
slate surface as a chalkboard.
Chalk not included.
13"H x 6"W
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $11.35 8.58 6.49

navy

black

brown

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Eco Blanket
14A
The Eco Blanket is made of 
100% recycled polyester 
and features contrast whip 
stitching. Each blanket comes 
with a string tie.
50" H x 60" W 
Colors: Black, blue, sage, 
khaki, rust, burgundy, brown
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing 17.32 16.98 16.65

Eco Folding  
Umbrella
14B
Stay dry with this auto-open 
folding umbrella made from 
RPET fabric and featuring a 
recycled black plastic handle. 
Folds down to 15" in length. 
42" arc.
Colors: Black, navy, royal
Quantity 25 250 1200
Pricing $12.58 10.50 8.75

Concrete Candle
14C
This urban style concrete 
candle features soy wax and 
a copper paint design. Soy 
wax contains no herbicides 
or pesticides, contains no  
genetically modified  
material, is 100% biode-
gradable and produces no 
petro-carbon soot.
4 1⁄4"H x 3 13⁄16" Diameter
Quantity 10 50 250
Pricing $23.85 22.35 20.95

House Of Marley®  
No Bounds Portable  
Bluetooth® Speaker
14E
Portable and durable, this outdoor speaker 
is crafted with sustainable REGRIND™ 
cork to be as natural as its intended 
environment. Designed for outdoor use 
with rugged, waterproof and dust-proof 
materials. Features a 10-hour battery life 
with wireless dual-speaker pairing capability 
and speakerphone functionality. Charge 
cable included. Project Marley® donates 
toward reforestation.
2"H x 4 1⁄4"W x 4 1⁄4"D
Quantity 10 50 250
Pricing $75.99 73.99 69.99

1" Qualatex® Latex 
Round Balloons
14D
Qualatex® latex balloons have 
an average flying time of 18-24 
hours with helium. Available in 
standard colors with one color 
imprint on one side. Degradable 
natural latex from rubber trees. 
Price per piece. Eco-friendly.
Colors: Dark blue, green, red, 
yellow, orange, pink, pale blue, 
white
11" Round
Quantity 100 2500 25000
Pricing $.84 .26 .183

Reef Safe Sunscreen 
Lotion Tube
14F
Prepare for fun in the sun! Reef Safe 
Formula is ocean friendly and does 
not use octinoxate or oxybenzone. 
The broad spectrum formula with 
SPF 30 protects against both UVA 
and UVB rays, reducing the risk of 
sunburn, skin cancer and premature 
skin aging. Create your custom full 
color design providing brand exposure 
with every use. 2 oz.
5"H
Colors: Cap: Black; Tube: Black, gold, 
silver
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $6.12 4.63 3.50Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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MyBuds™
16A
These lightweight, wireless, 
Bluetooth® headphones include a 
magnetic charging case to allow 
you to charge your headphones 
on-the-go. Easily answer incoming 
calls with voice prompts. White.
Charging case: 2"H x 2"W x 1 1⁄4"H
Quantity 1 10 100
Pricing $97.49 89.99 74.99

Port Authority
16B
Portable adaptor with one HDMI 
port, two USB ports, one micro 
port, and a type-C cable. Its small 
and sleek design makes it easy to 
travel with and very convenient. 
Silver.
7 5⁄8"H x 1 1⁄8"W x 3⁄8"D 
Quantity 1 10 100
Pricing $41.99 40.24 34.99

Double Dip™
16C
This Bluetooth® wireless 
speaker featuring built-in dual 
woofers provides great sound 
quality and a classy look. 
Bamboo.
5 7⁄8"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 3"D
Quantity 1 10 100
Pricing $38.86 33.59 23.99

LitUp™ 2.0
16E
MFi certified 3-in-1 charging cable 
for your tablets and smartphones. 
The cable lights up when your 
device is being charged and the 
LED lights will move faster or 
slower depending on the amount 
of power needed to charge your 
device. Black.
31 1⁄2"L
Quantity 25 50 250
Pricing $27.59 26.39 23.99

MyVibe™
16D
Wireless Bluetooth® headphones 
with 40mm drivers for excellent 
sound quality are made of soft 
material that is lightweight and 
comfortable to wear. Voice prompts 
allow you to activate your phone 
through the headphones. Enjoy eight 
hours of playtime. Black.
8 13⁄16"H x 7 5⁄8"W x 3 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 10 100
Pricing $47.99 45.99 39.99

Biggie
16F
This compact 20,000 mAh power 
bank features a LED light indicator 
which displays the remaining 
available power. Comes with built-
in type-C and micro input ports 
as well as USB and type-C output 
ports. White.
5"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 1"D
Quantity 1 10 100
Pricing $71.99 68.99 59.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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KOOZIE® Chillin’ Blue-
tooth® Speaker Kooler
17A
This combo makes chillin’ at the 
beach, tailgating or your next back-
yard BBQ easy and fun. Features 
large zippered main compartment 
with heat-sealed PEVA liner, front 
zippered pocket, two side mesh 
pockets and an attached bottle 
opener. Two Bluetooth® speakers 
are mounted in front pocket to pair 
with your device.
12 1⁄4"H x 12 3⁄8"W x 10 1⁄4"D
Colors: Red, royal, navy, lime
Quantity 12 48 240
Pricing $60.97 54.26 48.30

Light Up Dual Charging 
Cable with USB-C
17B
This one-of-a-kind product is extremely 
functional and can charge multiple devices 
at once when using an ample power 
source. Your laser engraved imprint lights 
up when the charging cable is in use. 
Features a USB Type-A and USB Type-C 
connector plus a dual function connector 
where one side can charge Apple-compat-
ible devices while the other side works 
with Android phones and tablets.
1"H x 5 3⁄7"W x 5⁄8"D
Colors: Blue, red, black
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $5.48 4.38 4.17

4-Port Wall
Adapter
17C
Instantly transform a single
wall outlet into multiple USB
charging ports allowing you to
charge up to four devices at
once. Fold the prongs down
for easy transport.
3"H x 2 1⁄4"W x 1"D
Colors: White, blue, red, black
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $22.05 18.38 15.93

Pillar Light-Up  
Bluetooth® Speaker
17E
Bluetooth® speaker with a 
dazzling light feature. The sound 
quality and light show make this 
a spectacular choice. Light ring 
dazzles in sync with your playlist. 
Works with all Bluetooth® enabled 
devices and connects from over 
30 feet away. Up to 3 hours of 
playback time. Black.
4 1⁄2"H x 2 3⁄8"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $19.99 15.99 12.99

Let the Beat Rock 
Bluetooth® Speaker
17D
Let the beat rock all day and all 
night with this perfectly sized Blue-
tooth® speaker. Connects from up 
to 30 feet away and works with all 
Bluetooth® enabled devices: Play, 
pause, skip, and volume control are 
controlled by your device. Up to 1
1⁄2 hours of playback time.
2"H x 2 3⁄8" Diameter
Colors: Black, royal, silver
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $15.99 12.15 9.99

Light Up Logo 
Power Bank 
10,000 mAh
17F
This 10,000 mAh power 
bank is small, sleek, and 
perfect for on-the-go 
travelers who need serious 
power. USB port delivers 
1.0A output and lights up 
when charging. Black.
3"H x 6 1⁄8"W x 5⁄8"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $41.99 32.29 24.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Aria
19A
Dual 5-watt speaker with Blue-
tooth® wireless technology. Pair it 
to a phone or tablet to experience 
bold, rich sound from your music, 
movies or games. Individually 
boxed. White/grey.
5 3⁄8"H x 3"W x 1 5⁄8"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $65.00 61.40 58.33

Arietta
19B
Dual 5-watt speaker with 
Bluetooth® wireless technology. 
Pair it to a phone or tablet and 
stream music for up to eight hours. 
Individually boxed. White/grey.
6 1⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 1 1⁄4"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $54.00 50.88 48.33

Ari
19C
Mini 5-watt speaker with 
Bluetooth® wireless technology. 
Engineered to have impressive 
sound. Individually boxed.  
White/grey.
4 1⁄4"H x 2 3⁄8"W x 1 1⁄8"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $31.39 29.74 28.25

Luna
18B
Pocket-sized 5-watt wireless 
speaker with Bluetooth® wireless 
technology. Individually boxed. 
White.
4 1⁄4"H x 2 5⁄8"W x 1"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $35.09 33.25 31.58

Forte
18C
Combination Bluetooth® wireless 
speaker and wireless charger with 
two impressive 5-watt drivers. 
Charges Qi-enabled devices and 
non-wireless charging phones. 
Individually boxed. White/grey.
10 1⁄4"H x 2 3 ⁄8"W x 1 7⁄8"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $83.33 78.95 75.00

Concerto
18A
Combination wireless speaker 
and charger. Dual 5-watt, 
ultra portable, lightweight and 
water-resistant with Bluetooth® 
wireless technology. Individually 
boxed. White.
6 3⁄4"H x 4"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 500 1000
Pricing $69.44 65.79 62.50

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Flashlight Wireless 
Speaker
20A
Duo LED light and wireless 
speaker made of aluminum alloy 
features carabiner on top for 
easy on the go listening with up 
to 2 1⁄2 hours of playback time. 
Charging cable included.
4"H x 1 1⁄3"W x 1"D
Colors: Black, blue, silver
Quantity 25 100 600
Pricing $17.99 15.99 13.99

Melody Wireless Earbuds
20B
Simply pair your handheld device and 
listen with these rechargeable wireless 
earbuds. Includes call, answer and 
microphone features. Earbuds turn on 
automatically when taken out of the 
case. When not in use, the earbuds 
automatically turn off and fit in left 
and right ports of the plastic charging 
case.
Case: 2 1⁄3"H x 2 1⁄3"W x 1 1⁄5"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 15 300 600
Pricing $27.99 25.99 24.99

Roma Tech Portfolio
20C
Tech portfolio with built-in 5000 
mAh powerbank and wireless 
charger. Features textured PU 
cover, front side pocket, writing 
pad with 20 college lined white 
sheets and zipper closure to keep 
the contents inside secure. Black.
13 1⁄4"H x 10 1⁄10"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Quantity 5 50 150
Pricing $65.99 57.99 53.99

Trigger 2-in-1 WiFi 
Smart Plug
20E
Control your device remotely via 
a free smartphone app by simply 
connecting your devices to this 
duo WiFi “smart” plug that plugs 
into any standard wall outlet. 
White.
1 3⁄5"H x 3 2⁄3"W x 1 4⁄5"D
Quantity 12 100 250
Pricing $40.99 36.99 34.99

Pocket Sounds  
Wireless Speaker  
Key Chain
20D
Listen to music from your pocket 
with this mini wireless speaker key 
chain. Made of aluminum alloy, 
this speaker features up to 2 1⁄2 
hours of playback time and a LED 
indicator light.
3⁄4"H x 3"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, reflex blue, silver
Quantity 50 300 600
Pricing $8.99 8.75 7.99

Mini Colorful  
Diamond Wireless 
Speaker
20F
Fun LED wireless speaker featuring 
a disco light function that cycles 
through various colors. Turn it up 
and listen from up to 10 meters 
away or simply slide the lanyard 
onto your wrist. Up to 4 hours of 
playback time. Translucent blue.
1 3⁄4"H x 1 3⁄4"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 25 400 800
Pricing $13.99 11.99 10.99

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Power Loaded Tech 
Squad Backpack
21A
This tech ready combo includes 
it all! Constructed of 600D 
polyester, this backpack includes a 
built-in USB port and a 4000 mAh 
powerbank inserted into the front 
pocket for easy charging of all your 
devices. Features large zippered 
main compartment with a padded 
sleeve that holds up to a 13" 
laptop, padded adjustable straps 
and a top carry handle. Black.
13 1⁄4"H x 11"W x 5"D
Quantity 10 50 150
Pricing $42.99 39.49 37.99

Hydration Charging 
Station Stainless 
Steel Bottle
21B
Multifunction stainless steel water 
bottle with a built in powerbank 
and wireless charging pad. The 
wireless charging mat feature 
will charge most remote wireless 
charging enabled smartphones. 
Unscrew ABS plastic base from 
bottle to reveal wireless charging 
pad. Designed for use with cold 
beverages. Black. 22 oz.
9 4⁄5"H
Quantity 10 150 300
Pricing $35.99 33.99 32.99

Budget Wireless 
Charging Pad
21C
Designed to charge most wireless 
charging enabled smartphones, 
this mini wireless charging pad 
is more efficient than traditional 
chargers and operates at a lower 
temperature. Charging pad must 
be connected to a power source 
with a USB cable. Includes USB to 
micro USB charging cable.
2 3⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 50 300 1200
Pricing $8.69 8.19 7.19

Cube Duo Wireless 
Speaker & Charger
21E
ABS plastic and aluminum mul-
tifunction duo is both a wireless 
speaker and a wireless charger. 
Wireless charging mat feature is 
designed to charge most remote 
wireless charging enabled smart-
phones and is more efficient than 
traditional chargers, and operates 
at a lower temperature. Up to 4 
hours of playback time.
2 1⁄2"H x 2 3⁄8"W x 2 3⁄8"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 15 300 600
Pricing $19.89 18.49 17.99

Roadster Car Vent 
Wireless Charger
21D
Convenient multifunction tech 
device doubles as a dashboard 
phone holder and wireless charging 
pad. Designed to efficiently charge 
most remote wireless charging 
enabled smartphones and operates 
at a lower temperature. Black.
4 1⁄2"H x 2 3⁄5"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 25 100 600
Pricing $16.99 14.99 12.99

Charging Lantern 
Power Bank Station
21F
This multifunction rechargeable 
tech accessory is perfect for your 
next outdoor adventure! Features 
a 3600 mAh powerbank, wireless 
charging pad and COB lantern 
flashlight. Simply pull open to  
release light. Batteries and 
charging cable included. Gunmetal.
5"H x 3 1⁄2"W x 3 1⁄2"D
Quantity 15 150 300
Pricing $32.99 30.99 29.99

DEVICE  
NOT 

INCLUDED
DEVICES NOT 

INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Travis & Wells® Ashton 
Computer Backpack
22A
A modern, sleek backpack with classic 
style, perfect for business or casual use. 
Features a front zippered pocket with an 
organization panel, an interior padded 
laptop compartment that fits up to a 17" 
laptop, and an integrated trolley strap 
that slips over luggage handle for easy 
transport. Adjust the padded shoulder 
straps for a perfect fit. Black.
18 1⁄2"H x 12"W x 6"D 
Quantity 12 25 100
Pricing $55.54 47.63 39.99

Mobile Office Computer 
Backpack
22B
Working in a shared space or storing your 
items in a locker, this backpack will keep 
you organized. Features dual zippers that 
open to the large main compartment, an 
interior padded laptop compartment, and 
interior pockets with an expandable side 
water bottle pocket. Adjust the padded 
shoulder straps for the perfect fit. Black.
17"H x 11 1⁄4"W x 4 1⁄2"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $27.76 23.81 19.99

Travis & Wells® Lilah  
Computer Tote
22C
This modern, elegant women’s tote 
is perfect for business or casual use. 
Features an interior padded, quilted 
laptop compartment that fits up to a 15" 
laptop, integrated trolley strap that slips 
over a luggage handle for easy transport, 
and interior pockets for additional storage. 
Black.
12"H x 17"W x 4 3⁄4"D 
Quantity 12 25 100
Pricing $61.09 52.40 43.99

Mobile Office Commuter 
Sleeve
22E
A commuter sleeve designed to keep 
your mobile office up and running. The 
padded laptop compartment fits up to a 
15" laptop. Features a top flap with hook 
and loop fasteners for easy access, and 
a multifunction organizer with storage 
pockets perfect for storing papers or file 
folders. Black.
10 1⁄2"H x 14 3⁄4"W x 1"D 
Quantity 30 50 300
Pricing $19.42 16.66 13.99

Truman Wireless Charging 
Desk Organizer
22D
Put all your daily necessities in one location 
with this ultra portable desk organizer. 
Each organizer can be magnetically 
attached, which allows for maximum 
flexibility. Features anti-slip rubber feet, an 
LED indicator light and USB-C cable. Perfect 
for travel. Black.
3 3⁄5"H x 11 3⁄5"W x 4 1⁄3"D 
Quantity 6 25 100
Pricing $88.81 76.17 63.94

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Phoenix True Wireless 
Bluetooth® Earbuds
23A
Enjoy your music while on-the-go! 
These hassle free wireless earbuds 
feature an integrated microphone 
with answer and end call button 
allowing a smooth transition 
between audio playback and 
telephone use. Travel case doubles 
as a charging case. Includes inter-
changeable earbud covers. Black.
1 3⁄8"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 1 1⁄4"D 
Quantity 6 25 100
Pricing $88.68 76.05 63.84

Torus Qi Wireless 
Charger
23B
Charge up to three Qi enabled 
devices simultaneously! This 
wireless charger includes an 
optimized temperature control 
feature protecting devices from 
overheating, overcharging, and 
provides short circuit protection. 
Includes LED indicator light that 
illuminates when a device is being 
charged. Black.
1⁄2"H x 4"W x 4"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $37.76 32.38 27.19

Apex Power Bank 
2200 mAh
23C
Conveniently charge your 
device on-the-go with this 
2200 mAh portable power 
bank. Features an integrated 
LED flashlight, micro USB with 
1A output charging cord and 
drawstring storage pouch. UL 
certified.
4"H x 1 1⁄4"W x 1"D 
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $13.88 11.90 9.99

Sitka Bluetooth® 
Outdoor Speaker
23E
Stream music from any 
Bluetooth® enabled device. 
The integrated buttons allow 
you to answer calls through 
the speaker, adjust volume 
and skip music tracks. Up to 8 
hours of playback time. Water 
resistant Level: IP67. Black.
4"H x 4"W x 2"D 
Quantity 6 25 100
Pricing $95.83 82.19 68.99

Talon Auto-Grip Qi 
Wireless Charger
23D
Charge devices in your car 
with the Talon Auto-Grip Qi 
Wireless Charger. This charger 
clips tightly to a car vent. 
Features a unique auto-grip-
ping mechanism to secure 
devices and built in sensors for 
automatic clamping. Black.
3 1⁄8"H x 3 1⁄8"W x 3 1⁄2"D 
Quantity 6 25 100
Pricing $88.72 76.09 63.87

Halo Lighted Bluetooth® 
Headphones
23F
Stream music from any Bluetooth® 
enabled device or take a call mid-playlist. 
The integrated buttons allow you to 
answer calls through the headset, adjust 
volume and skip music tracks. Features 
LED back light in each headphone that 
changes colors. Passive noise cancellation 
reduces unwanted noise without sacrificing 
sound quality. Folds up for easy storage 
and travel. Black.
7 1⁄4"H x 6 1⁄5"W 
Quantity 12 25 100
Pricing $49.98 42.87 35.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Dynamic Duo
24A
Fast, non-slip ultra slim 
wireless charger for Qi enabled 
phones. Charges two devices 
simultaneously with fast charge 
technology. Compatible with 
Samsung or Apple® devices. 
Black.
6 1⁄10"H x 2 2⁄5"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $22.18 20.10 18.33

Mobile Phone Mount
24B
Mount your device on the left or 
right side of a laptop or desktop 
monitor using this adjustable clip. 
Features access for charging cables 
and a large canvas for your full 
color design or message. Black.
3"H x 2 2⁄5"W x 4⁄5"D
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $6.65 6.03 5.50

NFC Charger
24C
Don't be left without power! 
This light up charging cable 
features a built in NFC chip that 
is programmed to go to a web-
site, phone number or e-mail 
and is capable of collecting 
data pointing to your site. Logo 
lights up when plugged in.
Colors: Blue, red, silver
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $12.08 10.95 9.98

Loud 'N Clear
24E
Small and durable Bluetooth® 
speaker with up to three hours 
of playback time. Features 
built in 600 mAh rechargeable 
battery. Water, dust and shock 
proof. Black.
31⁄3"H x 42⁄5"W x 13⁄5"D
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $21.17 19.20 17.50

Wireless Car Charger
24D
Hassle-free, wireless charging 
on the go! This fully adjustable 
wireless vehicle mount is ideal for 
GPS navigation, hands-free phone 
calls or music control for safe 
driving. Suction cup securely fits 
onto window. Black.
4 3⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $19.08 17.30 16.00

Earlink
24F
Designed with high definition noise 
isolation technology to ensure clear 
and smooth hands-free communication. 
These Bluetooth® wireless earbuds 
feature up to 8 hours of talk or music 
time, an inline mic and volume control 
buttons. Built-in lithium batteries.
Case: 2"H x 2"W
Colors: Black, blue, red, silver
Quantity 48 288 1008
Pricing $23.00 21.00 19.00

Mounts to 
the left or 
right of your 
monitor!

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Optic Wireless 
Charging Phone 
Stand
25A
Simultaneously charge your 
smartphone without the cables 
and use as a phone stand.  
Supports wireless charging 
at up to 1A for most mobile 
devices.
3"H x 3 3⁄4"W x 2⁄5"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 50 500 1000
Pricing $7.77 7.38 6.99

Plato 3-in-1  
Charging Cable
25B
This 3-in-1 charging cable 
features a USB A tip, a 2-in-1 dual 
compatible tip that can be used 
for both Apple® iOS and Android 
devices and a Type C tip for Android 
devices with 2A current. The cable 
slides inside the case when not 
in use. Case has a key ring. Not 
compatible with iPad Pro®.
3 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄3"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 100 1000 2000
Pricing $3.61 3.30 2.99

Silicone Case for 
AirPods
25C
Protects AirPods from dirt, dust 
and scratches. Features an open 
port to allow charging while in use. 
Attach the case to a handbag or 
a backpack using the aluminum 
caribiner. AirPods not included.
Case: 2"H x 1 3⁄4"W x 1"D
Colors: Black, lime, orange, red, 
royal, white
Quantity 200 1000 2000
Pricing $2.26 2.13 1.99

LCD e-Writing &  
Drawing Tablet
25E
Go paperless! This portable tablet offers a 
unique writing experience. Use the plastic 
stylus or your finger to write. The words 
and images stay as long as you need and 
can be erased with the press of a button. 
Perfect for an office memo or refrigerator 
message board. This item comes with 
built-in battery, which supports 6-12 
months working time. Black.
4 1⁄2"H x 3 1⁄3"W x 1⁄5"D
Quantity 60 500 1000
Pricing $8.57 8.03 7.48

Wire Earbuds with 
Multi-Tips
25D
Earbuds featuring three inputs 
making them compatible with 
most mobile devices. Includes 3.5 
mm auxiliary, iOS and micro USB 
inputs. Use the iOS or micro USB 
input to play audio.
Cable: 47"L 
Case: 1⁄2" Diameter
Colors: Black, red, royal, white
Quantity 40 1000 2000
Pricing $7.85 6.42 4.99

Stick and Flip  
Kickstand
25F
This two-in-one kickstand sticks 
to the back of any smartphone 
device. Adjust the angles while 
in the stand position or use it 
as a grip while in your hand.
1⁄4" Diameter
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 250 1250 2500
Pricing $1.70 1.39 1.09

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Titus Wireless 
Charging Journal
26A
With a built-in 5000 mAh 
power bank, this refillable graphite 
colored journal offers wireless 
charging capability. Zip-closure 
folio features phone pocket, built-in 
phone stand and elastic pen 
loop. Bound notebook includes 
64 sheets of cream-colored lined 
paper.
9"H x 7"W x 1"D
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $51.64 47.54 40.98

Light Up Logo  
Bluetooth® Speaker
26F
Light up your brand with this 
desktop Bluetooth® speaker. 
In addition to illuminating your 
logo and wirelessly playing 
music, the speaker can also be 
charged wirelessly! Black.
3"H x 4" Diameter
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $35.26 32.46 27.98

Clip Clap Bluetooth® 
Speaker
26C
Power your music with this 
portable Bluetooth® speaker! 
Offering quality sound in a small 
form, this speaker plays your 
music or other audio from any 
Bluetooth® enabled device. The 
built-in clip makes it great for 
on-the-go!
1 3⁄4"H x 4 7⁄8"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, royal, white
Quantity 50 300 600
Pricing $10.07 9.27 7.99

Zoom® Covert  
Power Bank
26E
Containing a 10,000 mAh Grade 
A lithium polymer battery and 
wireless charging transmitter/
receiver, this power bank can 
wirelessly charge your phone and 
be wirelessly charged itself. It can 
also charge and be charged via a 
cable. White/sliver.
3 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 1"D
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $45.34 41.74 35.98

Essos True Wireless 
Auto Pair Earbuds
26D
The future of Bluetooth® earbuds. 
Featuring Bluetooth® 5.0, auto- 
pairing, and auto power-on, once the 
earbuds are removed from the case 
they will power on and automatically 
sync to each other! The case doubles 
as a power bank for the earbuds and 
can be charged with the included 
micro USB cable. Earbuds and case 
are white.
Case: 2 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $25.18 23.18 19.98

ifidelity Sound  
Design Pro  
Bluetooth® Speaker
26B
With two 10 watt speaker 
drivers and built-in DSP (digital 
signal processor) technology, this 
speaker delivers sound with tight 
mid-frequency and crystal clear 
high frequency. Additional features 
include two passive radiators, a 12 
watt subwoofer and eight hours of 
playback time. Black.
5 1⁄4"H x 11 3⁄4"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Quantity 3 20 50
Pricing $132.28 121.78 104.98

Comes 
elegantly 

gift boxed!

Illuminate 
your brand!

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Pop Tunes Wireless 
Speaker
27A
Pop Tunes features an omni- 
directional, top-firing speaker. 
The result is 360° sound that 
fills the room. Built-in lithium-ion 
battery provides up to six hours 
of play time on a single charge. 
Built-in microphone for hands 
free calling. White.
2 1⁄4"H x 2 3⁄8" Diameter
Quantity 25 50 100
Pricing $17.55 17.25 16.95

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

JBL® Tune 120 Truly  
Wireless In-Ear Headphones
27B
These in-ear headphones are powerful in 
sound thanks to a 5.8mm driver featuring 
JBL® Pure Bass sound. The earbuds along 
with the portable charging case provide 16 
hours of unrestrained musical enjoyment. 
Equipped with intuitive and handy controls 
that are conveniently located on each 
earpiece, including one click access to Siri 
and Google Now.
Case: 2 1⁄4"H x 1"W x 2 5⁄8"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 6
Pricing $104.51 

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

JBL® Flip 5 Portable  
Waterproof Speaker
27C
Completely waterproof Bluetooth® 
speaker comes with built-in passive 
radiators for extra bass. Pair two JBL® 
PartyBoost-compatible speakers to-
gether for stereo sound or link multiple 
speakers to create the ultimate party. 
Enjoy 12 hours of play time.
7 1⁄8"H x 2 7⁄8" Diameter
Colors: Black, red, blue, white, grey, teal
Quantity 6
Pricing $125.50

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 

Tucano® Bluetooth® 
Keyboard
27E
This Bluetooth® keyboard in 
blue eco-leather with built-in 
stand is compatible with 
phones and tablets up to 10". 
The thin keyboard features a 
magnetic closure cover and 
an exceptionally long-lasting 
lithium battery.
9 5⁄8"H x 7 7⁄8"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 12
Pricing $50.99 

myCharge Adventure 
Solar Powerfold
27D
This 8000 mAh power bank 
with three highly efficient solar 
panels requires only four hours of 
direct sunlight for a full charge. 
Includes SOS and strobe mode 
for emergency situations along 
with a LCD indicator screen. Solar 
panels fold up to wallet size for 
easy portability. Grey/black.
Folded: 6 1⁄8"H x 1"W x 3 1⁄8"D
Quantity 12 50 100
Pricing $70.99 70.69 70.39

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 

Zuiki Wireless 
Mouse
27F
Wireless mouse that lets you 
display graphics on the entire 
top surface. Features include 
an ergonomically-molded 
palm rest and optical sensor 
with an adjustable DPI. 
Two AAA batteries included. 
White.
1 1⁄4"H x 2 5⁄8"W x 4 1⁄2"D
Quantity 25 50 100
Pricing $17.55 17.25 16.95

pi WARNING: Cancer and 
Reproductive harm:  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Celly Water- 
Resistant Pouch
28A
Keep devices dry with this PVC 
plastic pouch featuring a snap 
and lock closure. Adjustable 
15" polyester neck lanyard. 
Make and receive calls and 
use your touch screen device 
without having to remove it 
from the water-resistant pouch.
8"H x 4 1⁄8"W
Colors: Black, blue, lime green, 
red, white
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $5.23 3.96 2.99

Tritan™ Merge Bottle 
with Wireless Earbuds
28B
Don't miss a beat with this duo. Made 
of durable Tritan™, this bottle is impact 
and shatter-resistant. Features a smooth, 
rubberized finish, screw on, spill resistant 
lid with a wide mouth opening. Wireless 
earbuds are stored in the lid. Simply 
pair your device and enjoy stereo sound 
or receive hands-free calls with up to 3 
hours of playback time. BPA free. 20 oz.
91⁄2"H
Colors: Lid: Black, white; Bottle: Black, 
blue, frost, green, red
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $69.94 52.89 39.99

Wireless Phone 
Charging Pad
28C
Charge Qi enabled devices wire-
lessly by placing your compatible 
device on top of the charging pad. 
LED indicator light illuminates 
when phone is charging. Features 
a non-slip bottom and micro USB 
input and cord. Compatible with 
all Qi certified devices.
4"Diameter
Colors: Black, blue, gray, navy, 
red, white
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $15.72 11.89 8.99

Fierce Floating  
Wireless Speaker
28E
Take your tunes outside with this 
waterproof, wireless speaker. 
Connect wirelessly from over 30 
feet away with your Bluetooth® 
enabled device. The 2000 mAh 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery 
provides up to 8 full hours of play 
time. Simply pair your device to 
enjoy dynamic stereo sounds. 
Great for the pool, beach or 
boating! Black.
2 1⁄4"H x 4"W
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $34.97 26.44 19.99

Rumble Bottle with Speaker
28D
Made of stainless steel, this bottle features a 
built-in wireless speaker with high definition 
Bluetooth® 4.0 technology and 360 degree 
stereo sound. A 300 mAh lithium polymer 
rechargeable battery allows you to enjoy 
up to 90 minutes of play time. Bottle has a 
colored silicone band for easy comfort grip, 
and a spill-resistant screw cap. Meets FDA 
requirements. 11 oz.
10"H
Colors: Bottle: Silver, black; Band: Black, 
blue, gray, lime green, orange, purple, red
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $31.92 24.14 18.25

Bamboo Wireless 
Charging Pad 
Desktop  
Organizer
28F
Promote your brand with this 
desk organizer featuring a 
1000 mAh wireless charging 
pad and non-slip bottom. 
Charge Qi enabled devices 
wirelessly by placing devices 
on top. Natural.
5 1⁄4"H x 10"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $39.35 29.76 22.50
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Kensington 2-Piece Mobile 
Technology Set
29A
Thoughtful and practical gift for any 
client. Includes a wireless charging pad, a 
power bank and two micro USB cables for 
charging. Packaged in a two-piece classic 
black gift box.
7 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄8"W x 1 13⁄16"D
Colors: Green, blue, red, black
Quantity 25 100 250
Pricing $22.99 20.99 19.99

Junior Tech 5-Piece Travel Set
29B
The Junior Tech travel set includes a 2200 mAh 
power bank with a micro USB charging cable, 
earbuds, a USB wall charger and a ballpoint 
pen featuring a capacitive stylus. Comes in 
a zippered travel case with a molded outer 
shell, wrist strap, two mesh pockets and three 
elastic bands to hold your accessories in place. 
Includes full color printed packaging.
7 1⁄2"H x 5 3⁄8"W x 2 1⁄16"D
Colors: Black, green, blue, red, orange
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $25.99 23.99 22.99

Geo Slim Power Bank
29C
This 4000 mAh portable power bank 
offers a geometric design with white 
skeletal lights and a black matte 
finish. Features an LED battery level 
indicator and comes with a velour 
drawstring pouch. Black.
4 3⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 12 50 100
Pricing $43.99 39.99 37.99

Argus Adjustable Wireless 
Charging Stand
29E
An adjustable wireless charging stand with 
charging efficiency greater than 70%. 
Adjust the height of the charging pad to 
match the size and preferred orientation 
of your mobile device. Easily disassembles 
for storage and transport. White.
4"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 3 3⁄8"D
Quantity 50 250 500
Pricing $16.49 15.43 14.99

Xoopar® Geo Dock  
Charger
29D
Instantly charge your device on contact 
with the Xoopar® Geo Dock charging 
station. Its compact frame and stylish 
colors make it perfect for any executive 
office desk. USB cable included.
2 9⁄16"H x 2 9⁄16"W x 2 5⁄16"D
Colors: Green, blue, red, orange, white
Quantity 12 50 100
Pricing $44.99 40.99 38.99
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DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE  
NOT INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Fusion Power Bank
30A
This power house with 5.6 watts of speaker 
power features a 6000 mAh battery for 
extra long play time and a handsfree 
speaker phone. Charge your device multiple 
times. Comes with a rubber stand, pouch, 
and carry handle.
3"H x 5 5⁄8"W x 1"D
Colors: Black, gold, white
Quantity 6 25 50
Pricing $86.66 79.17 75.96

Power Wave
30B
Keep your device charged with 
this fast charging 10 watt wireless 
charger. Comes with a USB to 
micro USB charging cord.
3 7⁄8" Diameter x  1⁄2"D
Colors: Gun metal/black
Quantity 10 50 100
Pricing $29.99 26.49 24.99

Wireless Earbuds
30C
Wireless earbuds in their own 
charging case with 90 minutes of 
playback time. Use the earbud side 
button to answer calls. Brand the 
case with your full color design. 
Charging cable included. White.
Case: 2 7⁄8"H x 2 1⁄8"W x 1"D
Quantity 10 50 100
Pricing $25.49 21.99 20.49

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Marco Polo Backpack
30D
This water-repellent backpack made of polyester is great 
for overnight stays or short trips. Features multiple 
compartments for storage, a powerbank connection and 
unzips flat for easy access. Offers a large canvas for your 
full color design. Powerbank not included. Gray.
18"H x 13 1⁄2"W x 6 1⁄2"D
Quantity 6 25 50
Pricing $74.99 64.99 59.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Arlington Wireless Charging 
Portfolio
31A
Stay charged with this wireless charging portfolio. 
Features magnetic closure, an integrated 5000 
mAh built in power bank, internal pop up USB port, 
matte black notebook with 64 ivory lined sheets, 
organization panel and pen loop. USB to micro USB 
cord included. Packaged in black gift box. Charcoal.
8 7⁄8"H x 6 3⁄4"W x 3⁄8"D
Quantity 25 150 300
Pricing $59.99 54.99 49.99

Richmond Powerbank  
Portfolio
31B
Two-tone heather gray linen-like full zip 
portfolio with a built-in rechargeable 4000 
mAh powerbank. Includes exterior pockets, 
interior organization panel and a spiral bound 
notebook with 50 lined sheets. All packaged 
in a matte black gift box.
9 5⁄8"H x 7 1⁄8"W x 1 1⁄4"D
Quantity 25 250 500
Pricing $39.59 36.29 32.99

Cambridge Wireless Charging Padfolio
31C
This linen polyester and soft PU wireless charging portfolio 
has it all! Features a removable 5000 mAh powerbank for 
charging on the go, wireless charging dock, pop up USB port 
for non-wireless charging tech products, 60 sheet lined ivory 
notepad, organization panel, webbed accessory storage, card 
holder, elastic pen loop and zipper closure. USB to Micro USB 
cable included. Packaged in black gift box. Charcoal.
13"H x 10 1⁄4"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Quantity 20 250 500
Pricing $69.69 65.89 63.89

Freemont Powerbank Portfolio
31D
Don't settle for less with this senior-sized portfolio. 
Features linen-like cover, 5000 mAh powerbank, 
built-in charging cord, interior tablet sleeve, business 
card holder, elastic webbing for cords and accessories, 
and a notepad with 60 lined sheets. Packaged in 
matte black gift box.
13 3⁄8"H x 10 1⁄4"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Colors: Charcoal, heather gray
Quantity 25 250 500
Pricing $51.59 47.29 42.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Smart Charge Wireless Power 
Bank 5000 with Suction Cups
32A
A whopping 16 mini suction cups deliver a 
stronghold on a smartphone, while the 5000 
mAh, 5W power bank wirelessly charges any 
Qi enabled device. The low-profile, suction cup 
design and smartphone together are slim enough 
to put in a pocket or clutch. While the suction 
cups create a connection with the smartphone, 
the front of the power bank creates a lasting 
bond by showcasing brands in full color.
2 5⁄8"H x 5"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $42.13 37.62 33.95

HG Series Wireless 
Charging Pad
32B
Stunning and powerful Qi certified, 
fast charging (up to 10W) pad 
features a smooth, high-gloss, 
black curvature and glass-center 
charging panel. Mesmerize clients 
with its full color, high definition 
and life-like decoration capabilities. 
Brands will impress when gifting 
this useful tech accessory. Black.
3 9⁄10"H x 3 9⁄10"W x 3⁄10"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $34.68 30.97 27.95

Scooch® WINGBACK® Grip, 
Kickstand & Mount
32C
Morph virtually any phone case into a 
multi-function branding powerhouse 
with this four-in-one accessory. Turns the 
simplest phone case into a phone stand, 
case with a secure grip, a vent mount, 
and it makes the case magnetic mount 
ready. A less bulky solution that lays flat 
until snapped into use.
3 9⁄10"H x 1 3⁄5"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black/clear
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $14.19 12.13 10.95

Toddy Twist Cable and 
Cord Organizer
32E
The flexibility of the Toddy Twist organizes 
multiple cables and cords at once. Simply 
wrap the Toddy Twist around the cables 
and done! Providing the convenience of 
organizing virtually any cable or cord, the 
Toddy Twist features a full color digital 
imprint on the entire length of both sides 
and an expanded imprint on the ends. 
Branding has never been this organized! 
Available in a 3-pack. Cables not included.
8"H x 1"W x 1⁄5"D
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $4.04 3.27 2.65

Flip Wireless Charging Pad  
& Stand
32D
This dual coil fast charging (5/7.5/10W) 
wireless charger takes a new angle on 
branding. Features five viewing angle positions 
ideal for video calls, watching movies, or using 
the phone as an alarm clock on a desk or 
nightstand. Offers a unique “flip” design that 
flips up when needed and folds flat after use, 
all while showcasing the captivating full color 
design. Cables not included.
5"H x 2 4⁄5"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $40.88 36.51 32.95

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Infinity Smart Pad
33A
Experience the branding potential of over 
two square feet of your full color design. 
Features a smooth, virtually frictionless 
surface providing precision and speed for 
gaming, drafting, and design professionals. 
The superfine weave and thick black 
stitched edges make it a heavyweight in 
its class. Expand the workspace and maxi-
mize efficiency with this statement-making 
mousepad. White.
11 3⁄4"H x 27 1⁄5"W x 1⁄10"D
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $16.69 13.52 10.95

The Wedge™ Mobile 
Device Stand
33B
This truly unique, full color and 
fully customizable, multi-functional 
tech accessory supports virtually 
all smartphones. Its silky side 
polishes any high gloss surface, 
and the soft, plush bottom serves 
as a screen cleaner. Use its atten-
tion-grabbing power to showcase 
your brand. White.
3 1⁄2"H x 4"W x 5"D
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $10.64 8.62 6.98

Toddy Tech Caddy
33C
Tidy up those messy accessories 
with this tech caddy! The ideal 
accessory to organize all on-the-go 
tech gear in a neat package and 
offers a huge canvas for full color 
brand messaging on the front side. 
Black hem.
17 1⁄3"H x 9 1⁄4"W
Quantity 25 250 1000
Pricing $26.68 23.82 21.50

Micro-USB to USB Charge  
and Sync Cable
33E
Empower brands while charging devices with this 
one-of-a-kind, stunning, full color imprinted Micro 
USB to USB cable with an Apple® approved MFi 
Lightning adapter. Includes high-definition vibrant 
full color on both sides of the slim, flat cable 
surface and USB connector. The modern and slim 
aluminum connector design delivers premium 
style, durability, and maximized brand exposure. 
Compatible with all micro USB devices. White.
39"L x 1⁄3"W
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $22.50 19.67 17.75

Loops™ Desktop Cord  
Organizer
33D
Brandable, clean, organized, and adhesive-free, 
this desktop cord organizer features a perfectly 
angled decoration area, a sturdy weighted base, 
and an impressive 6 loop, 5 cable slot design that 
holds multiple cords per slot. Its non-slip, rubber 
texture securely holds the cables in place, while 
an extra-wide and thick base ensures stability 
and provides a substantial full-color decoration 
area that keeps branding front and center. Black.
16⁄13""H x 3 9⁄16"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $13.18 10.68 8.65

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Vibrantly show off 
your brand!

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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PopWallet+ Lite
34A
This is a silicone wallet with a 
built-in PopSockets® Grip. Offering 
a secure way to carry important 
cards paired with everyone’s 
favorite phone grip. Five day 
turnaround.
2 1⁄4"H x 3 1⁄2"W x 1"D
Colors: Black/black, white/black
Quantity 25 100 1000
Pricing $9.98 8.82 8.32

P4000UL 5-in-1 Flip
34B
This power bank for the masses is UL 
listed and has a 4000 mAh battery large 
enough to provide up to two full charges 
to most mobile devices. A dual micro USB 
and lightning connector, type-C adapter, 
and USB port are all built-in. You’ll also 
find a USB cable to recharge the power 
bank. Twenty-four hour turnaround.
5 1⁄4"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: White, black
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $19.15 17.82 16.65

PopMirror
34C
Put your best face forward with 
this dual-purpose phone and  
fashion accessory. Get the same 
great benefits of the classic Pop-
Sockets® Grip but with a built-in 
swivel mirror. Five day turnaround.
1 7⁄8"H x 1 7⁄8"W x 1 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $11.32 10.82 9.98

Qi Quad
34E
The ultimate charging hub. 
A 10W wireless charger 
that can charge up to three 
devices at once with its Qi 
capabilities and two built-in 
USB ports. Twenty-four hour 
turnaround.
3 3⁄8"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: White, black
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $13.82 13.15 11.65

iShine Glow
34D
This dual purpose media stand 
and compact mirror is perfect for 
beauty industry clients. Features 
include dual mirrors, a ring of 
lights, and three brightness 
settings. Prop the mirror open to 
use as a media stand. Twenty-four 
hour turnaround.
2"H x 2"W x 3⁄8"D
Colors: White, black
Quantity 1 100 1000
Pricing $13.15 12.48 12.15

PopGrip – 
BackSpin
34F
Give it a spin! Equipped  
with ball bearings, this is 
a PopSockets® Grip that 
satisfies our need to fidget. 
Five day turnaround.
1 5⁄8"H x 1 5⁄8"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Silver, black
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $15.65 14.98 14.15

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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iPopStand
35A
Bottle opener, phone stand, 
and key chain in one. This is 
the perfect device to satisfy 
both your refreshment and 
your entertainment needs! 
Twenty-four hour turnaround.
3"H x 1 1⁄8"W x 5⁄8"D
Colors: Silver, black, red, blue
Quantity 1 100 1000
Pricing $1.65 1.15 .82

iShine 5x
35B
The ideal phone grip and stand for 
makeup touch-ups and discreet 
after-lunch teeth checks. Features 
include dual mirrors when opened, 
one side that will magnify 5x. 
Twenty-four hour turnaround.
2"H x 2"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $4.15 3.82 3.32

iClick USB Drive
35C
A classic USB drive available 
in a variety of colors, swivel 
options and GB capacities. 
No minimum order quantity 
and twenty-four hour  
turnaround with no rush 
fees.
21⁄4"H x 3⁄4"W x 3⁄8"D
Quantity 
Pricing contact rep for pricing

PopGrip
35E
A PopSockets® Grip sticks flat to 
the back of your phone, tablet or 
case with its rinsable, reposition-
able gel. When extended, it’s a 
media stand for your device or 
a convenient way to grip your 
phone. Five day turnaround.
1 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄2"W x 7⁄8"D
Colors: White/light gray, white/
black, black/black
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $5.40 5.32 5.23

iCamCover Plastic
35D
Protect your privacy with this 
slim, discreet and must-have  
tech accessory. Easily attaches 
to tablets, computer monitors 
or laptops to keep you safe 
from digital voyeurs. Twenty- 
four hour turnaround. Black.
11⁄4"H x 1 1⁄2"W x 7⁄8"D
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $3.48 3.32 2.48

PopGrip – Aluminum
35F
Available in eight matte metallic colors, this is 
a bold, on-trend version of the PopSockets® 
Grip. Sticks flat to the back of your phone, 
tablet or case with its rinsable, repositionable 
gel. When extended, it's a media stand for 
your device or a convenient way to grip your 
phone. Five day turnaround.
1 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄2"W x 7⁄8"D
Colors: Ruby, gold, sapphire, emerald, rose 
gold, space gray, black, champagne
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $9.15 8.98 8.65

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED DEVICE NOT 

INCLUDED

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Main Post™
36A
This trendy personal organizer and tablet 
holder keeps you organized and tidy 
with its pockets and functional design. 
A designated padded sleeve that fits up 
to a 10.5" tablet keeps your device safe 
and protected while on the go. With 
pockets made for business cards, pens, 
charging cords and even a notebook, 
you’ll have a spot for all the necessities.
7 3⁄4"H x 10 1⁄10"W x 1"D
Colors: Black, denim
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $45.00 35.00 28.75

Ruckman Roll™
36E
Keep cords, tech necessities 
and jewelry rolled up 
and stowed away neatly. 
Features four snap straps for 
organization, inner zippered 
pocket for additional storage 
and a leather strap closure. 
Perfect package for travel.
8 1⁄10"H x 13 3⁄5"W
Colors: Black, denim
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $27.08 20.00 15.83

Embarcadero Pack™
36C
Comfortable, stylish, check-
point-friendly bag with dual water 
bottle/accessory holders and a 
USB techport. The padded pockets 
for both tablet-sized devices and 
most 15" laptops allow you to 
travel with comfort knowing that 
your valuables are protected.
19"H x 14"W x 8 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, gray
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $88.33 76.67 66.67

Aaytee™ Voice- 
Activated Robot
36B
Voice-activated robot that’s 
always on the move! Aaytee can 
move forward, backwards, turn, 
spin, sing and dance. Responds 
to voice commands and can play-
back 4 songs and dance along. 
Equipped with touch sensing 
mode to control movements. Let 
the adventures begin! Gray.
5"H x 3"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $43.33 38.33 35.00

Aquathump™  
Waterproof Speaker
36D
On the hunt for the perfect pool-
side wireless speaker? This water-
proof speaker can be submerged 
in water for up to 30 minutes! 
Features a built-in microphone with 
more than 4 hours of playback 
time. Your brand is guaranteed to 
make a splash anywhere you take 
your tunes. Black.
2 7⁄10"H x 5 1⁄10"W x 1 1⁄10"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $41.67 36.67 34.17

Flyington™  
Selfie Drone
36F
Made to go above and beyond, 
the Flyington™ takes you on 
a ride of a lifetime. Remotely 
controlled through an app on 
your smart device. Take real-time 
pictures and videos. Features 
aerobatic flight, real-time camera 
transmission, and phone-tilt 
control. Soar to new heights in 
no time! Black.
2"H x 3 1⁄4"W x 2⁄5"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $103.33 93.33 86.67

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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4-in-1 Microfiber
Mousepad
37A
Made of high quality microfiber, this
4-in-1 item can be used as a mouse-
pad, a screen cleaner, a cushioning
pad for enclosing in a standard laptop,
or a slip-free buffer for placing under
your laptop. With a full color imprint
of your logo or company name, your
campaign will be remembered every
time this item is used!
6 1⁄3"H x 10 1⁄4"W x 1⁄16"D
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $2.25 2.10 1.95

Lunchbox Tech Kit
37B
Keep all your tech accessories in 
one place with this kit. Equipped 
with a smart wallet and stylus 
stand, earbuds, microfiber cleaning 
cloth, power bank, USB hub and a 
full color postcard all packaged in 
an easy-to-carry reusable lunchbox.
Lunchbox: 6"H x 8"W x 4"D 
Postcard: 6"H x 4"W
Lunchbox colors: Black, white, silver
Quantity 25 150 500
Pricing $35.99 35.75 33.75

Media Pillow Pouch
37C
Create tremendous brand exposure with this media 
kit. Packaged in an elegant, full color pillow pouch. 
includes silicone smart wallet with a stand, earbuds and 
a microfiber cleaning cloth. This Media Pillow Pouch kit 
is a must have!
Silicone wallet: 3 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄4"W 
Earbud case: 2" Diameter 
Microfiber cloth: 6"H x 6"W" 
Pillow pouch: 3 3⁄8"H x 7 1⁄10"W x 1 1⁄4"D
Colors: Silicone wallet: Black, green, grey, navy blue, 
orange, pink, purple, red, royal blue, teal, white, yellow; 
Earbuds: Black, blue, frost, green, orange, purple, red
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $6.55 5.82 5.45

Webcam Cover
37E
This ultra-thin webcam cover protects your security and 
privacy and prevents webcam spying. Simply place your 
finger on the tab and lift to hide and unhide the web 
camera. Fits most smartphones, smart TV’s, PS4’s, Xbox’s, 
laptops, MacBooks, PCs, tablets and any 3rd party external 
webcams. The thin lifting tab allows for easy access to the 
web camera or locks your webcam to prevent hackers and 
spying eyes. 
5⁄8"H x 1 3⁄8"W x 1⁄16"D
Colors: Black, lime green, navy blue, neon pink, orange, 
pale pink, purple, red, royal blue, silver, teal, white, yellow
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $1.05 .85 .65

All-In-One  
Cleaning Kit 2
37D
Perfect for the office or on 
the go, remove smudges and 
spots from your devices or 
eyeglasses with this handy 
screen spray and microfiber 
cloth combo kit.
3 1⁄3"H x 13⁄5"W x 1"D
Colors: Blue, clear
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $1.45 1.35 1.25

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.

4 functions in 
one item!
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Wisconsin Cheese Sampler
39A
Packed with three assorted gourmet Wisconsin 
cheeses paired with water crackers. Includes 
brown bamboo serving board, cheese knife, 
and food-safe soapstone chalk for labeling 
each selection on the inlaid slate for the perfect 
presentation. 6-12 servings.
Cutting Board: 12"H x 8"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 8 48 96
Pricing $65.95 65.65 64.95

Treat • Eat • Repeat Dish
39B
Add a little flair and fun to someone’s desk with this 
unique Word Art candy dish filled with world-famous 
Jelly Belly® jelly beans. This modern and stylish white 
candy dish features “Treat • Eat • Repeat” across the 
front and your logo on the back. We fill this gift with 
world-famous Jelly Belly® jelly beans. Dish is reusable 
as a succulent container or desk accessory.
4 1⁄4"H x 4 1⁄4"W
Quantity 24 48 96
Pricing $29.95 29.65 28.95

Classic Savory & Sweet Tower
39C
Classic plaid pairs beautifully with white diamonds in this stylish 
tower full of sweet and savory delights. Features seasoned 
dipping pretzels with sweet and hot mustard, chocolate dipped 
Oreo® cookies, world-famous milk chocolate covered almonds, 
and crunchy English butter toffee. Includes silver foil-stamped 
imprint on red, black or ivory ribbon. 6-12 servings.
16 1⁄2"H x 6 1⁄2"W x 5 3⁄4"D
Quantity 8 48 96
Pricing $69.95 69.65 68.95

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Calais Metallic Midnight Blue 
Ballpoint
40A
With Art Deco inspired lines and a striking 
two-toned finish, the Calais is an instant 
classic. A vibrant matte metallic blue lacquer 
finish with polished chrome appointments, this 
ballpoint brings a crisp, clean look to the table 
every time. Black ink.
5 3⁄8"L
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $31.25 28.58 19.58

Calais Matte Metallic Crimson 
Rollerball
40B
Calais was inspired by Art Deco design, and this 
rollerball features an asymmetrical tapered profile, 
a vibrant matte metallic crimson lacquer finish 
and polished chrome details. It’s one of the more 
modern Cross collections that appeal to those who 
appreciate the simple pleasure of a stylish everyday 
pen. Black ink.
5 3⁄8"L
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $35.42 32.33 22.92

Sheaffer® 100 Chrome with 
Gold Rollerball
40C
Impressively business-minded and impressively 
affordable. Bright chrome with a polished 
gold-tone trim, this rollerball pen has an 
elegant, streamlined silhouette and provides a 
silky smooth writing experience. Black ink.
5 3⁄8"L
Quantity 1 250 500
Pricing $35.10 29.76 25.55

Sheaffer® 100 Black with 
Gold Ballpoint
40D
Impressively business-minded and impressively 
affordable. Glossy black with a polished 
gold-tone trim, this ballpoint pen has an 
elegant, streamlined silhouette, a smooth 
and convenient twist action mechanism and 
specially formulated ink that flows flawlessly 
for a smooth writing exprience. Black ink.
5 3⁄8"L
Quantity 1  250 500
Pricing $29.50 25.07 21.58

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Classic Century Chrome Pen with 
Journal
41A
The Cross Pen & Journal combo set has an elegant, 
simple yet modern design. The black journal features 
a side storage slot to carry and display our beautiful 
lustrous chrome Classic Century pen. Black ink. 
Packaged in a premium gift box.
Journal: 8 3⁄8"H x 6 1⁄8"W; Pen: 5 1⁄3"L
Quantity 1 125 500
Pricing $66.04 60.35 55.24

ATX Rollerball Pen
41B
A brushed chrome finish with a machine-turned, 
diamond-pattern engraving and polished 
black PVD appointments, this rollerball pen is 
streamlined from integrated clip to tapered tip. 
Exclusive gel ink rollerball formula flows freely 
like a fountain pen. Black ink.
5 1⁄2"L
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $74.58 67.58 64.08

ATX Ballpoint Pen
41C
A brushed finish with a machine-turned, diamond- 
pattern engraving and polished black PVD 
appointments, this ballpoint pen is streamlined from 
integrated clip to tapered tip. Delivering singular 
contemporary style in a chic, ergonomic package. 
Black ink.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: Brushed rose-gold, brushed black
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $66.25 60.08 57.00

Cross X Rollerball
41D
This capless rollerball pen comes in a variety of modern 
finishes. Features a powerful wide stance with strong lines 
and the iconic Cross conical top. It springs into action on 
demand via a dynamic patented snap-open, snap-shut 
slide writing mechanism that extends the pen when you’re 
ready to put ideas to paper. Black ink.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: Crimson red, cobalt blue, charcoal black, graphite 
gray
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $52.92 50.98 48.08

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Classic Century Chrome 
Gift Set
42A
Add some additional flair to your Cross 
pen with this gift set. The Classic 
Century Selectip Rollerball Pen is paired 
with a smart, two-toned pen pouch in 
high-quality leatherette with a contrasting 
zipper closure in Cross gold. You can 
personalize both pen and pouch for a truly 
original gift.
Pouch: 2"H x 7"W; Pen: 5 3⁄4"L
Pouch colors: Black, midnight blue, 
crimson red
Quantity 1 125 500
Pricing $57.50 52.67 48.32

Tech3+ Multifunction Pen
42B
Today’s high achievers need a high-tech 
pen. Tech3+ is the ultimate multi-tasker, 
equipped with all the tools required to 
tackle a busy day. Simply twist to switch 
from black ballpoint to red ballpoint to 
pencil. Or use the stylus at the top to 
navigate any touchscreen device. Need 
an eraser? We’ve hidden one right under 
the stylus.
5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Brushed black, brushed rose-gold, 
brushed chrome
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $66.25 60.08 57.00

Classic Century  
Rollerball Pen
42C
Generations later, passionate fans remain 
loyal to this iconic silhouette while trend-
setters appreciate its authenticity. Cool 
comes full circle. With an engine-turned, 
diamond-patterned PVD finish and 
polished black PVD appointments, this 
rollerball pen has a click-off cap and an 
exclusive gel ink formula that flows freely 
like a fountain pen. Black ink.
5 1⁄4"L
Colors: Brushed black, brushed rose-gold
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $67.08 62.08 57.71

Bailey Light™ Resin Pen
42E Ballpoint 
42F Rollerball
Introducing time-honored Cross quality in a 
timely lighter weight. Bailey Light™ is the 
first pen in the Light Series, crafted in glossy 
resin that’s easy to hold and nicely balanced 
for everyday writing. Dependable, comfortable 
and affordable, it is a wonderful introduction 
to the Cross collection for young professionals. 
Available in ballpoint and rollerball.
5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Gray, blue, white, black, red
Quantity 1  250 750
Pricing 
Ballpoint  $21.25 19.92 18.75 
Rollerball  $23.33 21.83 20.52

Classic Century Brushed 
Chrome Ballpoint Pen
42D
Generations later, passionate fans 
remain loyal to this iconic silhouette 
while trendsetters appreciate its 
authenticity. Cool comes full circle. 
Brushed chrome with an engine-turned, 
diamond-patterned finish and polished 
black PVD appointments, this ballpoint 
pen has a swivel-action propel/repel 
feature and specially formulated ink that 
flows flawlessly for a superior writing 
experience. Black ink.
5 1⁄4"L
Quantity 1 250 750
Pricing $58.75 54.42 50.63

crimson 
red

midnight 
blue black

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Waterman® Hémisphère
43A
Waterman® Hémisphère pleases from every 
angle, with its elegantly tapered form, beveled 
button, gold or nickel palladium plated trims 
and a wide array of finishes. With undeniable 
appeal, the Hémisphère is ideal for your next 
corporate gift. Available in roller ball and ball 
point. Roller ball is black ink, fine point. Ball 
point is blue ink, medium point. Refillable.
Ball Point: 5 1⁄4"L; Roller Ball: 5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Trim: gold, nickel; Finish: Black lacquer, 
matte black, stainless steel
Quantity 15 100 250
Pricing 
Black Roller:  $101.82  82.47 78.35 
Black Ball Point:  $90.52 73.32 65.99 
Stainless Steel Roller:  $79.28  64.22 57.80 
Stainless Steel Ball Point:  $68.01 55.09 49.58

Parker® Jotter London
43B
Instantly noticed, Jotter® stands as an 
authentic design icon of the last 60 years. 
With covetable colors and a distinctive 
shape, Jotter® remains Parker's most 
popular pen, recognizable down to its 
signature click. Expertly crafted iconic 
stainless steel body, complimented by a 
high-shine stainless steel arrowhead clip. 
Medium point. Black ink.
4 1⁄2"L
Colors: Bond street black, waterloo 
blue, chelsea orange, portobello purple, 
kensington red, royal blue, victoria violet
Quantity 100 1000 2500
Pricing $20.62 15.03 13.53

Waterman® Expert
43C
Waterman® Expert has the originality, style 
and precision of an expert. Its beveled cap, its 
double rings of gilded 23 karat gold or nickel 
palladium plate highlight classic black lacquer. 
Matte black or stainless finishes. Available in 
fountain, roller ball and ball point. Fountain 
and roller ball are black ink, fine point. Ball 
point is blue ink, medium point. Refillable.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Trim: Gold, nickel; Finish: Black lacquer, 
matte black, stainless steel
Quantity 15
Pricing 
Fountain:  $180.27 
Rollerball:  $157.81 
Ballpoint:  $141.07 

Parker® IM
43E
Parker® IM is redefining affordable luxury 
with its modern design and six timeless 
finishes, successfully melding the classic 
with the contemporary. Available in roller 
ball and ball point. Comes packaged in 
a Parker® two-piece gift box. Black ink, 
medium point. Refillable.
Ball Pen: 5 3⁄8"L; Roller Ball: 5 1⁄2"L
Trim colors: Chrome: Light blue grey, 
matte blue, dark expresso, white lacquer, 
black lacquer; Gold: Black lacquer
Quantity 15 100 250
Pricing 
Roller Ball:  41.76 33.83 30.44 
Ball Pen:  31.46 25.48 22.93

Parker® Urban  
Ballpoint Pen
43D
Eye catching and dynamic! The 
Parker® Urban Ballpoint Pen 
delivers a boldly modern look 
that dares to be noticed. With 
its curved silhouette, you enjoy 
a perfectly balanced writing 
experience that complements your 
style. Medium point. Black ink.
5"L
Colors: Night sky blue, black 
lacquer, light blue grey, dark 
espresso, white lacquer
Quantity 15 100 250
Pricing $46.91 38.00 34.20

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Forest SeminarPad
44A
This SeminarPad features a heavy 
wood-like paperboard front cover 
decorated with a one color foil 
imprint. Comes with 100 sheets 
of ruled filler, a paperboard back 
cover and 97% recycled steel wire 
binding.
8 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Front cover: Gray, tan, 
brown; Back cover: Black, natural
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $13.25 10.81 8.74

Natural Steno  
ImageBook
44B
Beautiful full color front cover 
printed on natural colored Designer 
Cover paperboard. Includes 70 
sheets of ruled filler paper, a 
natural paperboard back cover and 
97% recycled steel wire binding.
7"H x 5"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 250 500 2500
Pricing $10.21 8.55 6.79

WoodGrain Flex 
NotePad
44C
Featuring a flexible, wraparound 
cover made from real wood. Each 
NotePad includes a one color foil 
imprint, 100 sheets of ruled filler 
paper and a perfect-bound spine.
7"H x 5"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Cedar, cherry, walnut
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $15.22 12.45 10.96

Classic TravelerNotes
44E
Flexible, wraparound paper cover 
with one color foil imprint. Includes 
28 sheets of ruled filler paper, 
rounded corners, and a thread-
sewn spine.
7"H x 5"W x 1⁄8"D
Colors: Natural, black, blue, brown, 
green, lime, orange, pink, red, 
white, yellow
Quantity 100 250 1000
Pricing $4.68 4.53 3.29

Eco NoteBook with 
EcoPort
44D
With a 100% recycled paperboard 
front cover and an EcoPort back 
cover with pen holder, this 
NoteBook includes a one color foil 
imprint on the front cover, 100 
sheets of ruled 100% recycled 
EcoFiller, a pen and 97% recycled 
steel wire binding.
10"H x 7"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Front cover: Black, natural, 
gray; Back cover: natural, black
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $14.32 12.57 10.86

Natural Leather  
WindowPad
44F
Featuring a natural bonded leather 
front cover with die-cut window 
and a one color foil imprint, this 
WindowPad includes a one-sided 
full-color insert, 100 sheets of ruled 
filler paper, a paperboard back cover 
and 97% recycled steel wire binding.
8 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Front cover: Heather natural, 
ash natural; Back cover: Natural, 
black
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $16.28 12.72 9.92

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply. Indicates items on this spread feature partially or fully recycled components. 
Please contact us for information on upgrades for fully recycled products.
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Eco ColorPop with 
GraphicWrap
45A
Recycled paper, hardcover journal 
with blind debossed imprint and 
full-color GraphicWrap. Features 
a thread-sewn binding, 80 sheets 
of ruled off-white filler with 
color painted edges, matching 
bookmark, pen loop, and elastic 
closure.
8 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Red, orange, turquoise, 
blue, white
Quantity 96 200 600
Pricing $9.78 8.90 7.62

ValueBook NoteBook 
with PenPort
45B
With a heavy paperboard front 
cover and a black PenPort back 
cover, this NoteBook includes a 
one color foil imprint on the front 
cover, 100 sheets of ruled filler, a 
Cougar pen and black wire binding.
10"H x 7"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Red, blue, black
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $8.73 8.10 7.82

Slimline SeminarPad 
with PenPort
45C
Featuring a brilliant full-color front 
cover with gloss UV coating, this 
SeminarPad includes 70 sheets of 
ruled filler, a black PenPort back 
cover with a Cougar pen and black 
wire binding.
8 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $6.42 5.96 5.76

ValueColor NotePad
45E
Vibrant, full-color wraparound 
cover with a gloss UV coat. 
Includes 50 sheets of ruled white 
filler, a perfect-bound spine and 
two rounded corners.
7"H x 5"W x 1⁄4"D
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $5.56 4.42 3.94

Americana with 
Full-Color Tip-In
45D
Textured linen hardcover journal 
with blind debossed imprint  
features a one-sided full-color tip-in 
page, 80 sheets of ruled white 
filler, a black satin bookmark, and 
thread-sewn book binding.
8 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Charcoal, light gray, dark 
blue, light blue, khaki, oatmeal
Quantity 48 300 600
Pricing $16.15 13.38 12.45

Textured Bohemian 
Gift Set
45F
Textured faux-leather, hardcover 
journal with blind debossed 
imprint and full-color GraphicWrap. 
Includes a two piece gift box with 
foil-imprinted logo and specialty 
tissue paper.
10"H x 7"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Red, orange, lime, blue, 
black
Quantity 48 300 600
Pricing $21.18 19.62 18.35

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Tucson Banded Medium 
Journal Gift Set
47A
Journal includes a matching elastic band, 
silver ribbon marker, and 192 white pages 
with gray lines. Features a smooth, soft tex-
tured cover that is often mistaken for leather. 
Includes a pen. All packaged beautifully 
together in a black gift box.
Journal: 8 3⁄8"H x 5 1⁄4"W 
Pen: 5 1⁄4"L 
Box: 10"H x 7 1⁄4"W  x 2"D
Colors: Orange, beige, black, royal blue, red
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $15.83 14.33 13.83

Tucson Cube Notes Gift Set
47B
Tackle each day head on with the help of these 
cube notes! Features a smooth soft textured 
cover, 640 white blank pages with a note area 
at the bottom, perforation at the top for easy 
removal and a pen. Great giveaway for upcoming 
tradeshows and conventions!
Cube: 7 7⁄16"H x 5 5⁄16"W; Pen: 5 1⁄2"L 
Box: 10"H x 7 1⁄4"W x 2"D
Colors: Gray, burgundy, terracotta, black, navy 
blue, royal blue, red, sky blue
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $23.25 19.67 18.50

Linen Banded Medium Journal  
Giftset
47C
Make a bold statement with this unique journal. 
Features a cover with a linen-like feel, match-
ing-color elastic band closure and 192 lined white 
pages printed with modern gray lines and a silver 
ribbon marker. Includes a pen. All beautifully 
packaged in a sleek black gift box.
Journal: 8 3⁄8"H x 5 1⁄4"W; Pen: 5 1⁄2"L 
Box: 10"H x 7 1⁄4"W x 2"D
Colors: Beige, light gray, blue, charcoal, orange
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $16.50 14.83 14.50

Tucson Medium Journal Giftset
47D
Potential clients are sure to take note of your brand with this gift set. 
Journal features a smooth soft texture cover that's often mistaken for 
leather, 256 white lined pages, two blue and silver ribbon markers, an 
elastic black pen loop and pen; all packaged together in a black gift box.
Journal: 9 7⁄10"H x 7"W 
Pen: 5 1⁄2"L 
Box: 10"H x 7 1⁄2"W  x 2"D
Colors: Gray, orange, burgundy, terracotta, black, green, navy blue, 
periwinkle, royal blue, red, bright red, light green, sky blue, burnt orange
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $16.05 14.98 13.38

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Channelside Kit
48A
This two-piece kit is perfect for on-the-go! 
Jot down quick notes and reminders in 
the 80 sheet college ruled lined notebook 
featuring a PEVA cover and a built in 
bookmark. Store small accessories in the 
matching lined leatherette pouch featur-
ing a front patch and trendy gold zipper.
Journal: 8 1⁄4"H x 6"W" 
Pouch: 6"H x 8 1⁄8"W
Colors: Black, gray, hunter green, khaki, 
navy, red
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $22.38 16.92 12.79

Harrison Reflective  
Backpack
48B
Made of high quality reflective polyester 
with a leatherette front patch and trim, 
this bag features multiple storage points 
with its large main compartment, front 
pocket and two side zippered pockets. 
Holds up to a 16" laptop. Adjust the 
padded shoulder straps for the perfect fit. 
5% of proceeds are donated to support 
designated nonprofits. Black.
16 1⁄2"H x 13"W x 6"D
Quantity 20 100 500
Pricing $102.29 77.35 58.49

Hunter Houndstooth  
Tote Bag
48C
Fashionable everyday tote, construct-
ed of 600D polyester, features a 
zippered main compartment, front 
pocket and 28" web carrying handles.
14 1⁄2"H x 18 1⁄8"W x 4 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black/blue, black/gray, 
black/white
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $13.28 10.04 7.59

Oxygen Backpack – Xactly
48E
Stylish backpack constructed of 900D 
matte post-consumer recycled material 
with XACTknit™ jacquard woven mesh  
accents. Features a large main  
compartment that opens fully and holds 
up to a 15.6" laptop, wireless charging 
pocket and a side pocket.
24"H x 21"W x 9"D
Colors: Gray/black, gray/blue
Quantity 2 24 96
Pricing $356.79 269.78 203.99

Vinay Gift Set
48D
Don't miss out on this all inclusive gift box! Set 
includes two 12 oz. stemless wine glasses and 
an 18 oz. stainless steel bottle. Decorate each 
piece with your brand or message. Packaged 
together in a gift box for a nice presentation. 
Decoration available on the gift box for an 
additional charge.
Glass: 4 1⁄2"H; Bottle: 10 1⁄4"H 
Gift box: 15"W x 12 1⁄4"W x 5 1⁄16"D
Colors: Glasses: Black, blue, gray, green, lime 
green, red, teal, white; Bottle: Matte black;  
Gift box: White, gray, black
Quantity 18 72 108
Pricing $65.84 49.78 43.29

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Solo® Parker Hybrid 
Backpack Tote
49A
Bring elegant style to your work place, 
travel or shopping excursion with this 
functional backpack tote. It easily 
converts from a tote to a backpack. 
Features gold accents, a padded 
laptop compartment that fits up to a 
15" laptop, carry handles and padded 
adjustable backpack straps with gold 
carabiner clips. Store small items in 
the zippered pockets or in the main 
compartment organizer. Black.
18 1⁄8"H x 15"W x 3"D
Quantity 6 25 50
Pricing $92.99 86.99 83.99

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Solo® Liberty  
Accessory Kit
49B
Stay organized with this travel bag. 
Features a large zippered pocket, 
five elastic loops, a mesh zippered 
pocket and two flat pockets. Store your 
cables, earbuds, pens, notes, hand 
sanitizer or other travel accessories.  
Designed to fold down for easy stor-
age; take this stylish fun-sized travel 
bag on your next trip. Gray.
7"H x 9"W x 3"D
Quantity 25 100 250
Pricing $24.29 22.49 21.59

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

iCOOL® Lake Havasu 
Rolling Cooler Bag 
49C
Grab this cooler for your next ex-
cursion! Features heat sealed PEVA 
lining with up to a 30-can capacity. 
Lift it with the top handle or extend 
the 36" locking telescoping handle 
and roll the bag to your destination. 
Carry water bottles or other small 
accessories in the side mesh pockets. 
Flattens for storage. Great for camp-
ing, picnics and beach trips. White.
20"H x 12 1⁄2"W x 10 3⁄8"D
Quantity 12 50 100
Pricing $58.99 54.99 52.99

Langley Classic 
Business Gift Set
49E
Wow your clients or employees 
with this classic business gift 
set. Features elegant rollerball 
stylus pen, business card holder 
that has a metal exterior and 
leatherette hinged magnetic 
lid with velvet interior and a 
keychain featuring a leatherette 
strap with a traditional split ring.
Gift box: 7 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄8"W x 
1 13⁄16"D
Quantity 25 100 250
Pricing $21.99 19.99 18.99

Johnnie 14-Piece  
Whiskey Set
49D
Elegant whiskey set that's a perfect gift 
for business partners and associates. 
Features two beautiful crystal glasses 
and two heavy-duty black coasters. Use 
the eight ice stones to cool your drink 
and enjoy its full flavor without dilution. 
Store the stones in the drawstring bag 
and use the tongs to place them in 
your drink. Comes packaged in a classic 
hinged black wooden gift box.
4 3⁄8"H x 9 3⁄4"W x 7 3⁄8"D
Quantity 12 50 100
Pricing $55.99 51.99 49.99

St. Cloud Frosted 
Sherpa Blanket
49F
Soft, cozy and perfect to 
snuggle with on a cold night. 
Gift this sherpa blanket to 
your friends, employees or 
associates! Gray.
60"H x 50"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 25 100 250
Pricing $28.99 26.99 25.99

telescoping handle

wheels for easy rolling

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Urban Metropolitan 
Chrono
50A
Swiss-made with quartz movement, this 
watch features a round case elegantly 
attached to the strap. The date display 
is positioned between four and five 
o’clock. Water resistant to 100 meters 
(330 ft).
44 mm case size; 22 mm lug width
Colors: Black/brown
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $287.00 244.00 230.00

Urban Classic
50B Men’s, 50C Ladies’
Swiss-made with a stainless steel case and 
sapphire coated mineral crystal. Clean design 
and features excellent legibility in the dark with 
Super-LumiNova® coated hands and markers. 
Water resistant to 100 meters (330 ft).
Men’s: 42 mm case size; 22 mm lug width 
Ladies’: 34 mm case size; 17 mm lug width
Colors: Silver/black
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $107.00 96.00 88.00

Victoria 2.0 Smartphone 
Wallet
50E
Designed to complement, this wallet 
with a detachable wristlet is a versatile 
everyday accessory. Features Nappa 
leather interiors and eye-catching gold 
and silver zippers. Keeps your essentials 
safe and organized.
3 9⁄10"H x 7 1⁄10"W x 4⁄5"D
Colors: Black, deep lake
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $135.75 128.75 124.75

FieldForce
50D
The Fieldforce boasts striking red second 
hands with a Swiss Army Knife-shaped 
counterweight. The Super-LumiNova® 
enhanced display offers unsurpassed day 
and night visibility and its new take on 
rugged, dynamic design.
42 mm case size; 21 mm lug width
Colors: White dial/black strap, blue dial/
brown strap
Quantity 10 250
Pricing $352.00 282.00

Altmont Professional 
Tablet Sling
50F
Your tablet’s favorite new travel 
space! Constructed of elegant and 
durable ballistic-weave polyester. 
Features removable essentials 
organizer for chargers or cords and 
folds down into a compact tri-fold 
for use without the bag. Black.
15 2⁄5"H x 9 2⁄5"W x 3 9⁄10"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $84.00 75.00 70.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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WT 6.0 Hardside  
Frequent Flyer Plus 
Carry On
51A
Luggage built to make traveling even 
more joyful. Features a lightweight, 
protective case with a Swiss-engi-
neered handle system and dual-caster 
Hinomoto wheels. Designed with 
the Pack More System for maximum 
capacity, the Access Lock Combination 
Recovery Program and an integrated 
USB port. This is a carry-on you’ll want 
to take with you wherever you go.
23"H x 15"W x 9 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $404.75 359.75 334.75

Altmont Original Vertical 
Zip Laptop Backpack
51E
Intelligent design and cutting edge 
materials take this backpack to the 
next level. Engineered to keep your 
laptop and other essentials safe while 
you jump on trains, cycle across town 
or take off into the hills. The spacious 
interior contains a padded pocket for 
up to a 17" laptop and organizational 
compartments to separate gadgets, 
pens and keys.
18 1⁄2"H x 13"W x 9 1⁄10"D
Colors: Black, blue, red
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $135.75 124.75 117.75

WT 6.0 Softside  
Medium Case
51F
Focused, flexible and able 
to compartmentalize, this 
extra-strong case is all you need 
on your travels. Constructed of 
abrasion-resistant nylon. Features 
Swiss-engineered handle system 
for comfort and stability, Hinomoto 
wheels with Lisof® silent tires, and 
self-cleaning YKK® RC coil zippers.
25 3⁄5"H x 17 3⁄10"W x 11 4⁄5"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $434.00 384.00 357.00

Altmont Professional 
Essential Backpack
51B
This sleek, simple, minimalist 
pack is a must have on your every 
journey through the professional 
landscape. Its durable exterior 
punctuated with deep vertical front 
pockets with inserts, loops and 
enclosures for keys, valuables,  
wallets and smaller devices. 
Features top-loading zipped areas 
with individual sections for both 
a up to a 15" laptop, tablet, and 
iPad. Black.
16 9⁄10"H x 13 2⁄5"W x 10 3⁄5"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $135.00 124.00 117.00

Connex Softside 
Frequent Flyer  
Carry On
51D
A suitcase that combines a 
clever space-saving interior with 
an elegant exterior. Designed 
for functionality as well as 
looks. Features an integrated 
USB port and lockable zippers. 
Streamlined, strong and 
perfectly pretty.
21 7⁄10"H x 13 4⁄5"W x 9 1⁄10"D
Colors: Black, deep lake
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $294.00 261.00 239.00

WT 6.0 Weekender
51C
Comfortable and practical, yet 
high on style! Arms business 
travelers with the tools they 
need for seamless trips. Features 
large main compartment with 
a drop-down expansion panel 
for extra capacity. Its minimalist 
surface makes it as suitable for an 
overnight bag and gym visits as it 
does for business trips.
12 3⁄5"H x 19 7⁄10"W x 8 7⁄10"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $104.00 95.00 89.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Wenger® Pinnacle Duffel
52A
This functional sport and travel duffel 
features a padded, detachable shoulder 
strap and grab handle, spacious main 
compartment for large gear and a 
front zip organizer compartment. 
Includes dual large side zip pockets for 
accessories and a mesh water bottle 
pocket. Use the bungee-cord system to 
hold extra gear. Black/grey.
11 1⁄2"H x 20"W x 9"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $44.00 41.00 39.00

Wenger® Synergy Pro
52B
The Synergy Pro comes equipped with a 
padded compartment that protects up to 
a 16" laptop with a dedicated 10" tablet 
pocket. Features airflow back padding, 
shock-absorbing shoulder straps, and a 
cable haul with soft grip handle. Use the 
Quick Pocket to access the items you need 
most frequently and use the pass-thru grab 
handle trolly strap that easily slides over 
the handle for easy travel. Black/grey.
18 1⁄10"H x 14 1⁄5"W x 10 1⁄5"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $95.00 82.00 75.00

Wenger® Leamarie
52C
This fashionable bag features 
a spacious main compartment 
that protects up to a 14" 
laptop and a 10" tablet. The 
bag is lined with a feminine 
sky blue interior for a stylish 
look. The trolley pass through 
sleeve and adjustable shoulder 
straps make traveling with 
this bag a breeze.
16 1⁄10"H x 12"W x 6 3⁄10"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $74.75 66.75 62.75

Wenger® CityFriend
52E
The perfect companion for daily 
business with space for up to 
a 16" laptop and plenty of 
storage options. Features pad-
ded compartment, essentials 
organizer, lockable zippers and 
hidden security pocket. Use 
the pass-thru trolly sleeve that 
easily slides over the handle for 
easy transport. Black.
16 9⁄10"H x 11 2⁄5"W x 8 3⁄10"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $85.00 74.00 69.00

Wenger®  
Waist Pack
52D
This waist pack is highly 
comfortable and reliable. This 
convenient multi-pocket lumbar 
pack carries your essentials on 
any short adventure. Features 
large main compartment with 
a basic organization panel and 
smaller lined compartment with 
elastic binding. Black.
5 7⁄10"H x 9 2⁄5"W x 4 7⁄10"D
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $30.00 27.00 25.00

Wenger® Quadma
52F
The Quadma comes equipped with 
a padded, anti-scratch compartment 
that protects up to a 16" laptop with a 
dedicated 10" tablet pocket. Features 
airflow back padding which allows for 
continuous air circulation to keep the 
wearer cool. This backpack also includes 
mesh side pockets sized perfectly to 
hold an umbrella or water bottle.
16 9⁄10"H x 11 3⁄5"W x 6 7⁄10"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $40.00 35.00 32.00Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Aliso Canyon  
Backpack Sling
53A
A great replacement for a purse! 
Features a large main compart-
ment with additional zippered 
pockets inside and out for your 
small personal items. Includes pen 
and phone holder slots and an 
attractive brown striped poly drill 
interior lining. Made of full grain 
buffalo hide. Distressed tan.
12"H x 11"W x 5"D
Quantity 5 25 50
Pricing $117.00 97.00 91.00

Little River Duffel
53B
This duffel is legal carry-on 
size and has a full leather 
bottom with five antique brass 
bottom feet to protect against 
dirt. Includes matching luggage 
tag and adjustable, removable 
shoulder strap. Made of full 
grain buffalo hide.
12"H x 22"W x 11"D
Colors: Distressed tan, 
distressed brown
Quantity 5 25 50
Pricing $239.00 232.00 227.00

Wind River Canyon 
Travel Kit
53C
Beautiful travel kit in full 
grain pull up buffalo hide. 
Featuring a top zip opening 
for your toiletries, a small 
interior zippered pocket with 
water resistant lining and side 
snaps. It's the perfect size for 
an overnight or weekend stay. 
Brown.
4 1⁄2"H x 8 1⁄2"W x 4"D
Quantity 12 25 50
Pricing $47.00 42.00 39.00

Mee Canyon Tote
53E
The perfect bag for the girl 
on-the-go! Full grain pull up 
buffalo hide tote with a large, 
deep compartment and raw 
edges. Change the look to 
match your mood with the 
removable 14" long fringe. 
Brown.
17"H x 16"W x 3 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 50
Pricing $124.00 111.00 100.00

Niagara Canyon Duffel
53D
Travel in style with this beautiful bag. 
It has floor to floor gusseted entry for 
easy access with double zippers and 
several small inside zippered pockets. 
The padded side pocket will protect 
a tablet or phone. The full leather 
bottom with five brass bottom feet will 
protect against dirt. Matching luggage 
tag. Made of full grain pull up buffalo 
hide. Brown.
11 1⁄2"H x 18"W x 10 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 50
Pricing $214.00 201.00 171.00

Sabino Canyon Briefcase
53F
Make an impression with this updated 
version of the classic briefcase! This 
stylish standup briefcase has it all, 
including a padded laptop sleeve, zip-
pered pockets, slots for phone, business 
cards, pens, and more. The adjustable 
double snap closure accommodates for 
varying levels of fullness. Adjustable, 
removable shoulder strap. Made of full 
grain pull up buffalo hide. Brown.
12 1⁄2"H x 14 1⁄2"W x 6"D
Quantity 1 5 50
Pricing $230.00 217.00 183.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Canto II Crystal Corner 
Block
55A
Large crystal corner block award. Each 
piece is handmade so the size and 
weight may vary from piece to piece. 
Comes packaged in a two-piece black 
satin lined gift box.
4"H x 4"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 25 50
Pricing $104.00 98.00 95.00

Dolmen I Small Crystal 
Obelisk
55B
Small crystal obelisk award made of 
crystal. Each piece is handmade so 
the size and weight may vary from 
piece to piece. Comes packaged in a 
two-piece black satin lined gift box.
4 3⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 50 100
Pricing $69.00 63.00 60.00

Arredon II Large Crystal 
Disc
55C
Angle cut large crystal disc award 
made of crystal. Each piece is 
handmade so the size and weight 
may vary from piece to piece. Comes 
packaged in a two-piece black satin 
lined gift box.
5 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄8"D
Quantity 1 50 100
Pricing $89.00 83.00 80.00

Tesla II Medium Crystal 
Tower
55E
Sleek medium crystal tower award 
made of optical crystal. Each piece 
is handmade so the size and weight 
may vary from piece to piece. Comes 
packaged in a two-piece black satin 
lined gift box.
7 1⁄4"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 50 100
Pricing $99.00 93.00 90.00

Rimini Gem Cut Crystal 
Paperweight
55D
Gem cut optical crystal paperweight 
with octagon face. Each piece is 
handmade so the size and weight may 
vary from piece to piece.
2 3⁄4"H x 2 5⁄8"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 50 100
Pricing $36.00 32.00 30.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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JAFFA® Collection  
Iceburg Star Award
56A
The frosty finish adds a level of sophisti-
cation to this award with a unique three 
dimensional look. Perfect for recognizing 
the rising star in your company.
2 3⁄4"H x 4 7⁄8"W x 3 1⁄8"D
Quantity 1 6 25
Pricing $151.94 143.22 135.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

JAFFA® Collection  
Four Round Coasters 
with Wood Tray
56B
Beautiful high quality modern gift with a classy, 
timeless look. Includes four coasters inserted into 
a wooden case. With a variety of coaster colors 
and finishes, customize this gift set and make a 
lasting impression.
1 7⁄8"H x 4 3⁄4" Diameter
Colors: White, tan, red, black, royal, green, pink, 
navy, beige, burgundy, brown
Quantity 6 15 100
Pricing $130.10 122.64 111.98

JAFFA® Collection  
Color Peak Award
56C
Pop of color at the peak of this 
freestanding crystal award. An 
eye-catching award that can be 
given for many achievements.
11"H x 3 7⁄8"W x 1 1⁄8"D
Colors: Blue, green, yellow
Quantity 1 12 50
Pricing $135.06 127.31 120.00

JAFFA® Collection  
Dual Blue Award
56E
Bold double triangles wrap the sides of 
this freestanding plaque-style award for 
a message that is sure to stand out. Blue 
triangular accents highlight each side with 
a unique three dimensional look. Perfect 
for team building and creative minds. 
Blue.
7 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄8"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 12 50
Pricing $146.26 138.02 132.87

JAFFA® Collection  
Sky Scraper Award
56D
Reach for the sky with this tall angled award. 
Made of optical crystals, this award features 
a timeless geometric shape, contrasting 
black base and large imprint area. Perfect 
for recognition of team collaboration and 
achievement or top performers.
11"H x 3 5⁄8"W x 1 5⁄8"D
Quantity 1 12 50
Pricing $143.17 141.11 133.90

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Vestige Award
57A
A recognition award that sets 
the bar for grandiose splendor. 
This crystal award is the ultimate 
statement of enduring triumph. 
Light sparkles and diffuses through 
the many facets to create an 
extraordinary effect. Sits on a 
black crystal base.
14 1⁄4"H x 10 1⁄4"W x 4 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $575.00 546.00 529.00

Halifax Ruby Award
57B
Standing tall, this pillar of red 
crystal is enveloped by four 
different faceted pieces of 
flawless optical crystal. Choose 
this award for a recipient that 
has uncompromising standards.
13"H x 4 3⁄4"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $297.00 282.00 273.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Valencia Award
57C
Tiny bubbles of air rise upward, 
providing movement and energy 
to the tall diamond pillars of the 
Valencia Award. Add images and 
words that hold symbolic mean-
ing. Choose this crystal award for 
a corporate recognition occasion 
that is extra special.
13 1⁄2"H x 7 3⁄4"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $216.00 205.00 198.00

Navigator  
Globe Gold
57E
This aquatic cobalt blue 
crystal award features brilliant 
oceans and glimmering gold 
continents. Standing tall on 
a circular base, the Navigator 
Globe Gold offers ample area 
for a heartfelt message of 
appreciation.
5 1⁄4"H x 3"W x 3"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $119.00 113.00 110.00

Frontenac Goal-Setter
57D
The Frontenac Goal-Setter award 
features two clear crystal panels 
united by crystal blocks representing 
achievements in a line of culminating 
feats. A perfect award to help drive 
employee engagement as individuals 
strive to add more crystal blocks to 
their award.
10"H x 6 1⁄2"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $158.00 150.00 145.00

Everly Award
57F
The Everly Award is a show 
stopper! Features clear crystal 
juxtaposed with brilliant blue 
crystal to create an award that is 
unlike all the rest. It is ready to 
convey a powerful message of 
appreciation to outstanding leaders 
and deserving individuals.
13"H x 4 3⁄4"W x 2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $195.00 185.00 179.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Silver Alloy Plaque
58A
Commemorate any achieve-
ment with this stunning 
silver alloy plaque. Features 
an innovative design and 
exceptional color.
9"H x 7"W x 1 1⁄4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $188.00 179.00 173.00

Discovery Award
58B
The charismatic design of the Discovery 
Award brings light and energy to its 
surroundings. The asymmetrical white 
crystal swoosh balances perfectly with 
a snappy crystal arch. Create a fresh 
award that will elevate your recognition 
experience to the next level.
8"H x 6 1⁄4"W x 3 1⁄4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $180.00 176.00 174.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Giza Pyramid
58C
The Giza Pyramid optical award 
is bold, bright, and beautiful. 
A recognition message meant 
for outstanding individuals or 
fearless leaders will fit this award 
perfectly.
10"H x 5"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $266.00 252.00 244.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Eaton Award
58E
The Eaton Award is perfect for em-
ployee years of service, leadership, 
or outstanding service. Simple yet 
charming, the clear crystal panel 
brings your recognition message to 
life in a new way against a sloping 
crystal base.
8"H x 3 3⁄4"W x 2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $178.00 174.00 172.00

Archer Award
58D
The Archer Award is contemporary 
and unique in every way. Tiny air 
bubbles fill the clear crystal of this 
award, giving it an artistic flair. 
The beautiful black glass triangle 
centers this award, offering space 
for your message of appreciation.
9 1⁄2"H x 6 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $141.00 134.00 130.00

Nebula Award
58F
Rippling bubbles offer a back-
drop to the asymmetric panel. 
The Nebula award is contempo-
rary and sophisticated.
9 1⁄2"H x 4 3⁄4"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Colors: Clear/blue, clear/black, 
clear/white, clear/red
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $160.00 152.00 148.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Denton Diamond
59A
The optical crystal Denton 
Diamond is eye-catching with 
its petite and artistic style. 
Customize this award with an 
image of a special place, tourist 
attraction, or monument.
2 1⁄2"H x 3 1⁄4"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 25 100 200
Pricing $15.00 14.10 13.60

Butler Indigo
59B
A stunning, flawless optical crystal 
cube sits atop the blue base pro-
viding a canvas to personalize your 
next recognition award. Includes 
a 3D subsurface imprint for the 
ultimate wow factor. Perfect for 
honoring all achievements.
6 1⁄4"H x 6 1⁄2"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $155.00 147.00 143.00

Collier Trapezoid 
Cube
59C
Design options are endless with 
the Collier Trapezoid Cube. Lay this 
accolade on the long flat surface 
or stand it tall. Perfect for a new 
product launch, new slogan launch, 
or a company logo.
2 5⁄8"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 5 10 25
Pricing $37.50 35.70 33.80

Nicollet Award
59E
The tall rectangular shape of 
the Nicollet Award combined 
with the trapezoid top makes 
this accolade a perfect option 
for a film festival or launching 
a new product.
5"H x 3 1⁄4"W x 2 1⁄4"D
Quantity 1 10 25
Pricing $71.25 67.75 64.25

Penfield Arch
59D
The fan-shaped arch of the 
Penfield Arch award gives it a 
beautiful and royal look. Recreate 
any object inside and applaud the 
entertainment industry, sports 
tournaments, and top sales with 
this amazing accolade.
4"H x 6"W x 2"D
Quantity 1 10 25
Pricing $97.25 92.25 87.50

Oakley Imperial
59F
A simple design that makes a singular 
statement! Use the Oakley Imperial 
Award as a deal toy, a promotional 
product, or a service award by adding 
a 3D subsurface design or logo that 
represents your special occasion.
7 1⁄4"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 2 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 5 20
Pricing $82.50 78.50 76.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Endeavor
60A
Optical crystal award with giant 
rhombus with four individual 
quadrilateral columns on a 
circular base.
12"H x 4"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $215.00 205.00 190.00

Vaso
60B
Recognize your employees with 
this optical crystal vase that 
portrays a sense of balance and 
continuity.
12"H x 5 5⁄8"W x 4"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $124.00 119.00 109.00

Azure Quill
60C
A beautiful blue and clear optical 
crystal award to recognize great 
achievements.
10"H x 4 1⁄4"W x 2 5⁄8"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $184.80 173.25 150.15

Global
60E
Show your appreciation with this 
award made of clear optical crystal 
and featuring an etched globe with 
a brushed silver base.
Globe: 2"H x 2"W 
Base: 11⁄4"H x 13⁄4"W
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $50.41 48.56 44.48

Incentive
60D
Recognize dedicated employees 
who strive for excellence with this 
clear jade crystal award featuring a 
rectangular base and sharp peak.
7 1⁄2"H x 5"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $70.83 67.72 61.49

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Personalization, additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Nature 4-Piece Wellness 
Gift Set
62A
Head to your favorite hiking destination 
with this nature gift set! Includes a 25 
oz. water bottle featuring an infuser, a flip 
spout and an integrated carry handle. This 
set also comes with a hand sanitizer with a 
silicone strap, a reflector LED light and 10 
antibacterial wet wipes. Perfect for outdoor 
and adventure lovers!
Gift box: 10 1⁄2"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, lime, blue, purple, red, orange
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $13.89 13.29 12.99

Beverly Square Gel 
Bead Hot/Cold Pack
62B
Soothes sore muscles and  
injuries with this square hot or 
cold beaded gel pack. Apply 
heat or cold as needed. Micro-
waveable and freezer safe.
 3⁄4"H x 3 3⁄4"W x 3 3⁄4"D
Colors: Clear, blue, red, orange, 
green
Quantity 200 2500 5000
Pricing $1.87 1.33 1.19

Getaway 4-Piece 
Spa Kit
62C
Give the gift of relaxation with 
this luxurious spa kit. Includes 
a pumice stone, wood nail 
brush, sisal sponge and loofah 
packaged in a wooden box 
etched with your logo.
2 3⁄4"H x 8 1⁄4"W x 6 1⁄2"D
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $14.95 11.92 9.50

Blossom Gel Bead 
Hot/Cold Pack
62E
Soothe sore muscles and 
injuries with this hot or cold 
beaded gel pack. Apply heat 
or cold as needed. Microwave-
able and freezer safe.
4 1⁄2"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Clear, green, blue, red
Quantity 200 2500 5000
Pricing $3.13 2.23 1.99

Feel-Good 7-Piece 
Spa Kit
62D
This 7-piece kit encourages 
you to relax. Includes a sponge 
scrubber, a padded sponge 
with an elastic strap, a loofah 
on a rope, a pumice stone, a 
wood-handled callous smooth-
er, a small handled brush and 
a foot brush all packaged in a 
clear zippered tote.
10"H x 10 1⁄2"W x 3"D
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $24.38 19.44 15.50

Serenity 3-Piece  
Wellness Gift Set
62F
Spread the gift of wellness with 
this gift set. Includes a 25 oz. 
water bottle featuring an infuser, 
a flip-spout lid and an integrated 
carry handle. The serenity gift set 
also includes a hand sanitizer with 
a carabiner clip and earbuds.
Gift box: 10 1⁄2"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, green, blue, purple, 
red, orange
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $11.89 11.29 10.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Atchison® Yoga  
Retreat Cotton Tote
63A
A unique cotton tote designed to 
hold a yoga mat or beach towel 
in the front pocket! The large 
main compartment and rope-like 
carrying handles make this tote 
ideal for a day out on the town.
14 1⁄8"H x 22"W x 7 1⁄8"D
Colors: Natural/royal, natural/
red, natural/gray
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $21.27 17.88 14.59

Exercise Mat
63B
Great for yoga or pilates, 
this exercise mat will proudly 
display your brand. Features 
a textured, non-slip surface. 
Rolls up for easy storage. 
Carry bag included.
Mat: 68"H x 24"W x 1⁄8"D 
Carry Bag: 8 1⁄2"H x 24 1⁄2"W
Colors: Blue, red, black, 
yellow, purple
Quantity 48 168 336
Pricing $27.14 24.87 23.91

KAPSTON® Natisino 
Backpack
63C
This stylish and durable leatherette 
backpack will turn heads, whether at 
a meeting or taking a class. Features 
large laptop compartment, interior 
organization panel and multiple pockets 
for extra storage. Travel in comfort with 
the adjustable and removable padded 
shoulder strap and top carry handles.
17 3⁄4"H x 11 3⁄4"W x 6 7⁄8"D
Colors: Tan, black
Quantity 10 50 250
Pricing $85.16 75.79 67.46

KOOZIE® Wanderer Daypack
63E
This outdoor backpack comes with all the bells 
and whistles. Features a large main zippered 
compartment with laptop sleeve, two front 
zippered pockets and two side mesh pockets. 
The bungee cords attached to the front help 
hold larger items. Walk in comfort with the 
padded mesh back and padded adjustable 
shoulder straps.
20 1⁄8"H x 13 3⁄8"W x 7 1⁄8"D
Colors: Red, black, royal, orange, lime
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $37.28 33.18 29.53

Elastic Exercise 
Band
63D
Great for fitness at any 
level. Simply wrap these 
versatile resistance bands 
for additional tension. Ideal 
for strength training, yoga, 
pilates and more. Includes 
ventilated carry bag.
7"H x 5"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Blue, gray
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $6.89 5.91 5.10

KAPSTON® Jaxon 
Fanny Pack
63F
Carry all your essentials for your 
next adventure in this trendy and 
versatile fanny pack. Features 
spacious main zippered compart-
ment, front pocket, leatherette 
accents and an adjustable waist 
strap with a premium buckle 
closure.
5 1⁄2"H x 10 7⁄8"W x 2 1⁄8"D
Colors: Blue, black
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $10.09 8.98 8.00

Front pocket 
holds a  
yoga mat  
or towel

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Titleist® Pro V1®
64A
The Titleist® Pro V1® offers 
total performance and features 
extraordinary distance, very low 
long game spin, penetrating flight, 
Drop-and-Stop™ control and very 
soft feel. Imprint is on the ball. 
White ball.
Box: 5 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 12 dozen 24 dozen 48 dozen
Pricing $59.99 58.99 57.99

Bridgestone e6
64B
The reformulated e6 is designed 
for golfers with moderate swing 
speeds seeking maximum distance. 
The new 2-piece construction with 
low compression core is designed 
for high ball speed while maintain-
ing a soft feel. Imprint is on the 
ball. White ball.
Box: 5 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 6 dozen 24 dozen
Pricing $29.99 23.29

Titleist® TruFeel
64C
Titleist® TruFeel is one of the 
softest Titleist® reimagined with 
a new TruTouch core and new 
TruFit aerodynamics for increased 
distance in your long game. The 
proprietary TruFlex cover gives you 
excellent control into and around 
the green. Imprint is on the ball. 
White ball.
Box: 5 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 12 dozen 24 dozen 48 dozen
Pricing $32.99 30.99 29.99

Callaway Warbird 2.0
64E
The Callaway Warbird 2.0 is a 
top selling value golf ball. It is a 
2-piece golf ball designed for dis-
tance seekers who love to watch it
fly. Features a fast core, a durable
ionomer cover and the patented
hex aerodynamics that delivers
super long ball flight every time.
Imprint is on the ball. White ball.
Box: 5 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 6 dozen 24 dozen
Pricing $25.99 19.99

Nitro Maximum  
Distance
64D
Nitro Maximum Distance delivers 
a solid 2-piece titanium core that 
maximizes the energy transfer 
from club head to the ball. Softer 
feel 85 compression, exceptional 
spin control with long distance off 
your woods. Imprint is on the ball. 
White ball.
3 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄4"W x 3 1⁄2"D
Quantity 6 dozen 24 dozen
Pricing $22.99 16.99 

TaylorMade®  
Distance +
64F
Distance + from TaylorMade® 
offers high-velocity performance 
for distance on all shots. Golfers 
will experience a golf ball designed 
for speed. Imprint is on the ball. 
White ball.
Box: 5 1⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 6 dozen 24 dozen
Pricing $26.99 20.49

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Pillow Pack Tees  
and Poker Chip
65A
Budget friendly golf kit perfect 
for fundraisers, golf outings or 
as a promotional giveaway. 
Includes 12 white wood tees 
and a poker chip ball marker 
conveniently packaged in a 
plastic pillow pack.
3"H x 4 3⁄8"W
Poker chip colors: Black, red, 
green, blue, orange, yellow, gray
Quantity 75 150 300
Pricing $3.99 3.89 3.79

Microfiber Golf 
Towel
65B
Dye sublimated microfiber 
golf towels allow for vivid 
high resolution images that 
won’t fade with washing. 
Display your messages and 
brand. Print from edge to 
edge in full color! Hook and 
grommet included.
16"H x 16"W
Quantity 50 150 300
Pricing $5.49 5.29 4.99

Tour Performance Golf Kit
65C
For the performance golfer, this golf kit includes 
three Titleist Pro V1 golf balls, a MarkerMate 
ball marker, packaged in a synthetic leather 
valuables pouch. Includes full color imprint on 
golf balls, ball marker and pouch.
7"H x 5"W
Colors: Bag: Black/black, white/black, red/ 
black, brown/black, green/black, blue/black; 
Poker Chip: Black, green, red, white, blue
Quantity 50 100 200
Pricing $34.99 33.99 32.99

Bottle Opener 
Divot Tool
65E
This multi-purpose divot tool 
features a bottle opener and 
a magnetic ball marker.
3 3⁄8"H x 1 3⁄8"W
Colors: Shiny sliver, silver, 
white, black, red, blue, green
Quantity 50 150 300
Pricing $5.19 5.09 4.99

Scramble Pic®
65D
The Scramble Pic® helps pick 
up golf balls without having to 
get out of the cart which greatly 
accelerates the pace of play. It 
attaches to the window of most 
golf carts and allows advertisers 
the opportunity to have hours 
of logo exposure. The #1 golf 
tournament fundraiser.
19 1⁄2"L
Quantity 24 100 150
Pricing $19.99 19.49 18.99

Weekend Warrior  
Golf Kit
65F
Birdies and beverages! Kit includes a 
white microfiber golf towel, collapsible 
neoprene can cooler, bottle opener divot 
tool with a removable ball marker and 
three Callaway Warbird 2.0 golf balls. 
All packaged in a nylon zipper pouch 
that conveniently clips to a golf bag.
Pouch: 6"H x 4 1⁄4"W
Pouch colors: Black, navy
Quantity 50 100 150
Pricing $20.49 20.29 19.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Frogg Toggs® Chilly 
Mini
66A
With its uniquely small size, this 
towel is ideal for any outdoor 
activity from team sports to yard 
work to a work out. One color 
imprint only.
33⁄4"W x 29"L
Colors: Sky blue, orange, pink, 
hi-vis green
Quantity 50 150 300
Pricing $5.29 5.09 4.99

Official Hockey Puck
66B
Take the perfect shot with this 
official size, black rubber hockey 
puck! Includes white circle to 
make for a more vibrant imprint of 
your brand.
1"H x 5" Diameter
Quantity 100 300 500
Pricing $3.39 3.29 3.19

Poker Chips
66C
The popularity of these poker chips 
is due to their affordability, color 
options, two large imprint locations 
and their many uses. Price includes 
full color imprint on both sides.
1 1⁄2" Diameter
Colors: Black, blue, gray, green, 
orange, red, yellow
Quantity 100 300 500
Pricing $1.49 1.39 1.29

Baseball
66E
The playable baseball is the official 
size, weight and feel of a baseball 
without the high price of leather. It 
is durable enough for competitive 
play and is great for a game ball or 
to collect signatures.
2 9⁄10" Diameter
Quantity 100 200 300
Pricing $4.99 4.89 4.79

Fishing Bobber
66D
A must-have for everyone’s tackle 
box, these bobbers promote a 
favorite outdoor pastime and your 
logo at the same time! A white 
top half and a red bottom half for 
visibility in the water.
1 1 ⁄4" Diameter
Quantity 100 300 500
Pricing $1.19 1.09 .99

Lacrosse Ball
66F
This official size, hard-rubber  
white lacrosse ball is great for 
chiropractors or for promoting your 
team! Meets NFHS and NCAA 
approved specifications and is 
NOCSAE certified. Price includes 
full color imprint. White.
2 1⁄2" Diameter
Quantity 50 150 300
Pricing $5.99 5.79 5.49

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Northwoods Folding Chair
67A
Made of 600D polyester, this chair 
features two mesh cup holders, a steel 
tubular frame and black trim. Includes 
a 600D polyester carrying bag with 
shoulder strap and drawstring. Weight 
limit is 300 lbs.
34"H x 32"W x 20"D
Colors: Black/red, royal blue/black, 
white/black
Quantity 24 288 576
Pricing $32.07 24.25 21.09

Waterproof Dry Bag  
Backpack
67B
Designed to keep your clothes, valuables, 
electronics, or snacks dry. Made of 210T 
polyester, this dry bag floats if dropped 
in the water. Simply roll the top down 
and secure with the side buckle. Features 
adjustable shoulder straps and web 
carrying handle. 27 Liter.
26 3⁄4"H x 15 3⁄4"W x 6 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, light blue, fuchsia, lime 
green, red, royal blue, white
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $24.47 18.50 13.99

Campfire Mug
67C
Sit around the campfire and enjoy a warm 
cup of hot chocolate with this unique 
specked campfire mug. 15 oz.
3 1⁄2"H
Colors: Solid: Black, cobalt blue, maroon, 
purple, yellow, white, green; Two-tone: 
Teal, pink, brown, royal blue, gray, 
orange, red, lime green
Quantity 144 576 2016
Pricing 
White:  $4.53 3.43 2.59 
Royal, Orange, Cobalt:  $5.23 3.95 2.99 
Red:  $5.75 4.35 3.29 
Other Colors:  $4.88 3.69 2.79

Fresh Prep Square Glass 
Food Container
67E
Pack your favorite to-go meal in this 
durable clear food container. Features 
silicone lid with side clips for a tight seal. 
BPA free.
6"H x 8"W x 2"D
Colors: Red, white, blue, lime green
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $12.24 9.25 6.99

Cob Pop-Up Lantern  
with Speaker
67D
Simply slide up or down to control the 
brightness of the three extra bright COB 
strips. Features a built in wireless Blue-
tooth® speaker that connects up to 30 
feet away. Three AA batteries included.
5"H x 3 1⁄2"Diameter
Colors: Black, gunmetal, hunter green, 
navy, maroon, red, royal blue, silver
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $34.97 26.44 19.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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KAPSTON® Pierce Tote-Pack
68A
A tote and backpack all in one! This bag 
features a sleek KAPSTON® design. Features 
zippered main compartment with a padded 
sleeve that can hold up to a 15" laptop, front 
slip and side pocket and adjustable padded 
shoulder straps.
14 5⁄8"H x 10 5⁄8"W x 4 3⁄4"D
Colors: Navy, gray
Quantity 25 150 500
Pricing $22.31 19.86 17.67

KOOZIE® Two-Tone  
Lunch-Time Kooler Tote
68B
Stylish, easy to carry cooler tote is 
great for a last-minute picnic or a stroll 
through the market! Features zippered 
main compartment with a heat sealed 
PEVA liner, and front slip pocket.
14"H x 16 7⁄8"W x 5 3⁄4"D
Colors: Red, black, royal, navy
Quantity 48 240 1008
Pricing $12.41 11.04 9.83

KOOZIE® Sport Kooler
68C
This versatile cooler is great for all outdoor 
activities whether it’s a day at the beach, or an 
evening at the campgrounds! Features large 
main compartment that can hold up to 20 cans, 
removable heat-sealed PEVA liner, front slip 
pocket, attached bottle opener and an adjustable 
padded shoulder strap and carry handles.
12 1⁄4"H x 12 1⁄2"W x 6"D
Colors: Red, black, royal, navy
Quantity 48 240 1008
Pricing $20.99 18.68 16.63

KOOZIE® Olympus 
Kooler Backpack
68E
The perfect way to carry your refresh-
ments for a day of fun. Features large 
main zippered compartment heat 
sealed with PEVA lining, two attached 
bottle openers, a front pocket to store 
small accessories and a padded mesh 
back and shoulder straps for added 
comfort. Holds ice up to 30 hours.
18 1⁄2"H x 13 3⁄8"W x 7 7⁄8"D
Colors: White, gray
Quantity 12 48 240
Pricing $45.15 40.20 35.77

KOOZIE® Olympus Kooler Tote
68D
This 22 liter capacity tote will fit all your needs 
on your next adventure. Features a zippered 
main compartment with a heat sealed PEVA 
liner, front zippered pocket, attached bottle 
opener and wrapped carry handles with a 
crossbar handle for extra support. Holds ice for 
up to 30 hours.
10"H x 12 5⁄8"W x 14 3⁄4"D
Colors: White, gray
Quantity 24 96 504
Pricing $34.10 30.36 27.01

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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KOOZIE® Backpack  
Kooler Chair
69A
Whether camping in the woods or 
enjoying a day at the beach, this cooler 
backpack chair is the perfect lightweight 
alternative to a separate large chair and 
cooler. Easily folds down and can be 
worn as a backpack for easy transport. 
Features a waterproof interior cooler with 
double zippers to easily access your cans, 
ice and snacks, and an attached bottle 
opener. Doubles as a comfy padded seat. 
Holds up to 300 lbs.
14 5⁄8"H x 13 3⁄8"W x 11"D
Colors: Red, black, royal, lime
Quantity 48 240 1008
Pricing $39.16 34.41 32.04

KOOZIE® Hydrating 
Backpack
69B
A great addition for any person who 
loves the outdoors! Features a 1.5L 
water reservoir, zippered main compart-
ment, reflective accents, air mesh 
backing on shoulder straps and bungee 
cords attached to the front to help 
hold larger items. Great for camping, 
concerts and sporting events.
14 1⁄8"H x 15 3⁄4"W x 7 7⁄8"D
Colors: Red, black, royal
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $34.07 28.63 23.37

Skipper Cotton Duffel
69E
An exclusive cotton duffel that is ideal for a 
weekend away! Constructed with top quality 
material with a design that sets it apart 
from the rest. Features a zippered main 
compartment, front slip pocket, leatherette 
wrapped carry handles with an adjustable 
and removable shoulder strap, and a fashion 
color accent along the bottom.
14 5⁄8"H x 20 7⁄8"W x 9"D
Accent colors: Forest green, black, navy
Quantity 25 100 500
Pricing $36.43 30.62 24.99

Two-Tone Sport 
Duffel
69C
This polyester sport duffel  
features a stylish two-tone 
look, main zippered compart-
ment, front pocket, two side 
pockets for additional storage, 
and an adjustable shoulder 
strap with carry handles.
15"H x 18"W x 63⁄4"D
Colors: Navy, gray, burgundy
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $11.75 10.45 9.30

Super-Soft Plush 
Blanket
69D
Luxury never felt so good! 
Wrap yourself in the warmth 
of this ultra plush and super 
soft faux fur blanket. Rich 
colors and fabrics combine for 
fashion and function. Includes 
clear carry bag.
59 7⁄8"H x 50"W x 3⁄8"D
Colors: Tan, red, black, royal
Quantity 24 72 504
Pricing $31.58 28.35 25.39

Campfire Mug
69F
Bring the outdoors inside 
with this speckled ceramic 
campfire mug! 13 oz.
3 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 3 7⁄8"D
Colors: White, blue, red, 
black
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $3.96 3.53 3.14

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Igloo® Legacy Lunch  
Tote Cooler
70B
Great to take along with you for any adven-
ture! This cotton canvas cooler can store up to 
12 cans of your favorite beverages. Features 
enhanced insulation with a leak resistant 
antimicrobial liner, a zippered opening to the 
main compartment for easy access to the 
contents inside and dual 21" handles. Store 
small accessories in the front pocket.
11 1⁄2"H x 14 3⁄4"W x 6 3⁄4"D 
Colors: Vintage black, vintage khaki
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $45.13 38.70 29.99

Jetsetter Roll-Up  
Garment Bag
70F
This convenient roll-up garment 
bag will keep you organized while 
traveling. Features large zippered 
opening to main compartment 
that fits a full suit set and is long 
enough to accommodate a full 
length dress. The mesh ventilation 
provides breathable storage op-
tions. The exterior straps feature 
snap closures. Includes top grab 
handle making it easy to grab and 
go! Black.
8 1⁄2"H x 19 1⁄2"W x 1 1⁄2"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $20.82 17.86 14.99

Leighton Sling Bag
70C
Sleek and sporty, this sling 
bag is perfect for the gym 
or the office. Carry as a 
sling bag or tote. Features 
zippered opening to the main 
compartment, interior padded 
pocket that fits up to a 10" 
tablet, and a front zippered 
pocket for additional storage. 
Includes mesh shoe bag for 
extra organization. Black.
18 1⁄2"H x 11"W x 7"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $32.16 27.58 23.16

Beckham Sport 
Duffel
70E
This sport duffel features a 
spacious main compartment, 
neoprene bottle cuff to hold your 
bottle in place and two interior 
mesh slip pockets for additional 
organization. Attach your keys 
or carabiner to the D-ring on the 
front pocket. Customize how to 
carry by adjusting or removing 
the shoulder strap. 
10 1⁄2"H x 19 1⁄2"W x 10 1⁄2"D 
Colors: Black, quiet grey, royal 
blue
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $37.49 32.15 26.99

Alder Medium Duffel
70A
This versatile duffel is perfect for 
the gym, a weekend away, or 
adventuring in the outdoors. The 
clamshell style opening makes it 
easy to access the contents inside. 
Features dual zippered opening to 
the main compartment, a zippered 
mesh divider and an adjustable, 
removable shoulder strap for 
customized carrying. Black.
12"H x 22"W x 11"D 
Quantity 25 50 300
Pricing $34.71 29.77 24.99

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated 
Wide Mouth Bottle
70D
Give back with this perfect everyday 
leak proof water bottle built for people 
on-the-go! MiiR® gives 3% of revenue to 
trackable giving projects focused on clean 
water, a healthy environment and com-
munities. Features a wide mouth opening, 
making it easy to clean and add ice cubes. 
Keeps your drink hot up to 12 hours and 
cold for up to 24 hours. BPA free. 20 oz.
10"H
Colors: Black powder, white powder
Quantity 12 25 100
Pricing $45.12 38.70 29.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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UA® Undeniable Duffle
71A
UA Storm® gear uses a DWR finish to repel water 
without sacrificing breathability in this duffel. Fea-
tures include an adjustable, padded, HeatGear® 
shoulder strap for total comfort, a large vented end 
pocket expandable for laundry or shoes, and a top 
grip handle. Cubic volume is 5187 inches.
14 1⁄2"H x 14"W x 29 1⁄2"D
Colors: Academy, black, graphite
Quantity 1
Pricing $55.00

UA® Corporate Hudson Backpack
71B
Features include compression molded shoulder straps and 
a back panel with Charged Cushioning® for total comfort. 
Easily accessible, TSA-friendly laptop sleeve unzips to lay flat 
so you don’t need to remove it from your bag. Large main 
compartment with tons of open storage space. Side pockets 
and plenty of organizational pockets. 
19 3⁄4"H x 11 3⁄8"W x 8 7⁄8"D 
Colors: Black, grey
Quantity 1
Pricing $90.00 

PUMA® Executive Duffel
71C
This duffel features a two-way zip-into 
main compartment, a front external 
zippered pocket, side mesh pocket and a 
zippered shoe pocket with metal eyelets 
for ventilation. Black.
12"H x 23 3⁄4"W x 10"D
Quantity 1
Pricing $100.00

UA® Travel Backpack
71D
Made of 100% polyester and featuring UA Storm® 
technology to deliver an element-battling, highly 
water-resistant finish. Charged Cushioning® for 
total comfort. TSA friendly. Black.
20 1⁄2"H x 10"W x 14"D
Quantity 1
Pricing $130.00 

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Buffalo Plaid Fashion 
Umbrella
72A
Automatic opening umbrella with 
a buffalo plaid printed pongee 
on alternating panels. EVA foam 
handle in complementary brown 
color adds to the design. 46" arc.
Colors: Red/black, royal/black, 
white/black
Quantity 36 150 400
Pricing $10.07 9.27 7.98

High Sierra Slim 15" 
Computer Backpack
72B
Made from durable and easy to 
clean water-resistant material. Get 
ample storage with the dedicated, 
padded 15" laptop compartment, 
the roomy main compartment 
with padded tablet sleeve and 
the smaller compartment with 
organization panel.
18"H x 12"W x 6"D
Colors: Gray, navy
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $73.05 67.25 57.98

Field & Co.® Double 
Sided Plaid Sherpa 
Blanket
72C
Featuring soft and warm sherpa 
fabric on both sides for even more 
comfort and coziness, this blanket 
is white on one side and a stylish 
plaid on the other.
50"H x 60"W
Colors: Blue/white, grey/white
Quantity 24 150 400
Pricing $44.08 40.58 34.98

Black Marble 
Cheese Board Set 
with Knives
72E
This chic cheese cutting board 
set is the perfect fit for any 
home. It is crafted from black 
marble and acacia wood. 
Cheese cutting tools easily 
store in the built-in drawer 
under the cutting board.
7 1⁄2"H x 11 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $45.35 41.75 35.98

Arctic Zone® Titan Deep 
Freeze® Doctor Tote
72D
The main compartment has a doctor 
bag style opening that opens wide for 
easy loading and unloading. Features 
Deep Freeze™ high performance 
insulation with Therma-Flect® radiant 
barrier for long lasting cold as well as 
an Ultra Safe® leak proof, easy clean 
interior lining.
10 1⁄2"H x 8"W x 10"D
Colors: Black, navy, white
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $62.98 57.98 49.98

Parkland Kingston 
Backpack
72F
Say hello to a backpack designed 
with style and sustainability 
in mind. The exterior of this 
classroom classic is made with 
100% recycled water bottles. 
Through a partnership with 1% 
For The Planet, one percent of 
sales of EcoSmart products will be 
donated to nonprofits dedicated to 
protecting the planet.
17 3⁄4"H x 12 1⁄2"W x 6"D
Colors: Black, navy, red, skyline
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $62.98 57.98 49.98

navy

gray
black

navy

red

skyline

red/
black

white/
black

royal/
black

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Tritan™ Bottle with Cooling Towel
73A
Durable Tritan™ plastic bottle featuring a flip-top lid, wide mouth 
opening and silicone band. Includes a soft polyester cooling towel. 
Simply wet the towel thoroughly and shake to experience the cool-
ing effect. Silicone band matches cooling towel color. Also available 
with full color decoration. 17 oz. bottle.
Bottle: 10"H 
Towel 31"W x 8"L
Colors: Red, blue, purple, black, lime green, orange, pink, gray
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $8.10 7.60 7.10

Exercise Stretch Band
73B
Stay fit and reach your goals with this exercise 
band. Features 10 example exercises printed 
on the back of each band.
3 1⁄2"H x 36"L
Colors: Lime green, orange, bright blue, red, 
yellow, dark gray
Quantity 100 250 1000
Pricing $3.75 3.25 2.69

Luminant Key Chain  
Flashlight
73C
Light up your brand with a press of a 
button! Features metallic colors, sleek UV 
plated sides and a chrome trim.
1 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄4"W
Colors: Red, blue, black, gunmetal
Quantity 200 400 1000
Pricing $2.70 2.60 2.45

Halcyon® Collapsible Lantern
73D
This powerful COB light features a brightness of 100 
lumens. The brightness is adjustable by sliding the 
top up to turn on and increase brightness or sliding 
down to turn off or decrease brightness. Foldable 
hooks for hanging. Three AAA batteries included. 
Also available with full color decoration.
3 3⁄4"H x 2 1⁄2" Diameter
Colors: Red, blue, black, gray, slate blue
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $5.75 5.05 4.60

Cooling towel 
comes in the base!

stretching techniques  
on the back

logo on  
front side

closed

open

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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BUILT® Welded Cooler 
Small Arctic Ice
74A
Designed with durable 1000D 
polyester, this water-resistant 
cooler features TPU coating and 
welded leak-resistant PEVA lining. 
Includes stainless steel bottle 
opener. 10 can capacity.
10 1⁄2"H x 14 1⁄2"W x 8"D
Colors: Gray/black
Quantity 4 24 120
Pricing $86.99 84.89 79.99

Budget Waist Pack
74B
The perfect fashion piece for small 
necessities. Constructed of 210D 
polyester, this waist pack features a 
zippered main compartment, back 
panel zip pocket and an adjustable 
web belt with an ABS plastic buckle 
release. Adjustable strap size ranges 
from 20" up to 35".
6"H x 13 1⁄2"W
Colors: Black, reflex blue, lime 
green, red
Quantity 150 600 2600
Pricing $3.05 2.85 2.64

Travel Blanket
74C
This cozy 160 GSM polyester 
fleece blanket folds down and is 
inserted into a decorated black 
zipper pouch for easy transport. 
Blanket can also be decorated for 
an additional charge.
Unpacked: 60"H x 43"W 
Packed: 12"H x 10 1⁄2"W
Colors: Charcoal gray, red, reflex 
blue
Quantity 40 300 1200
Pricing $7.95 7.59 6.99

Co-Polyester  
Water Bottle with 
Rechargeable Light
74D
This two-in-one durable single-wall 
water bottle features rechargeable 
COB and LED lights inside the 
screw-on lid. Convenient ergonomic 
handle for easy transport. 24 oz.
10"H
Colors: Clear, translucent blue
Quantity 20 120 600
Pricing $14.79 13.89 12.99

Leeman™ Venezia 
Sightseer Luggage 
Tag
74E
Thermo PU luggage tag with 
clear PVC display panel. Features 
detachable steel cable and ID card 
that is visible through the clear 
display panel.
2 1⁄3"H x 4 1⁄3"W x 1⁄8"D
Colors: Black, lime green, navy 
blue, orange, red, tan, teal
Quantity 100 800 1200
Pricing $3.49 2.79 2.49

Yoga Fitness Tote
74F
Get active with this stylish 
fitness tote! Constructed of 
420D polyester, this tote is 
designed to hold a yogo mat 
using the two elastic straps on 
the bottom. Features a large 
front zippered pocket and side 
water bottle pocket.
13 3⁄4"H x 16"W x 6 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black/gray
Quantity 20 150 600
Pricing $21.79 19.79 17.79

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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The Luxe
75A
This auto-open and close 
black mini-fold umbrella 
features a rubberized handle, 
comes with a vegan leather 
sleeve and is packaged in 
a gift box. Sleeve can be 
debossed at an additional 
charge. 42" arc.
Gift box colors: Black, silver
Quantity 25 250 1200
Pricing $24.95 23.75 22.45

Classic Director 
Chair
75B
This table height director 
chair is made from solid 
beech wood featuring a light 
blonde frame and a 17" seat 
height.
29"H x 22"W x 17"D
Colors: Black, navy, white, 
red, orange, lime, royal
Quantity 6 100 600
Pricing $94.10 92.92 91.50

The Rebel
75C
This unique inverted opening umbrella 
closes away from you to keep you dry. 
Features a black, straight, rubberized, finger 
grip handle, black canopy, auto-close and 
color coordinated inside. 48" arc.
Colors: Black/black, black/cyan, black/
lime, black/orange, black/red, black/royal, 
black/yellow, black/clouds, red/white, 
royal/white, navy/white, black/white
Quantity 25 250 1200
Pricing $19.95 18.75 17.45

The Revolution
75E
This automatic folding umbrella fea-
tures a windproof frame and matching 
color rubber spray handle and sleeve. 
Folds down to 15 1⁄2" long. 42" arc.
15 1⁄2"H x 2"W x 2"D
Colors: Beige, black, brown, cyan, 
fuchsia, grey, hunter, lime green, 
navy, pink, purple, red, royal, teal, 
white, wine, yellow, orange, rainbow
Quantity 25 250 1200
Pricing $12.10 10.00 8.25

54 Quart Cooler
75D
Great for outdoor events such as 
tailgating or a trip to the beach! 
This 54 quart steel cooler features 
a locking closure mechanism and a 
drain spout. Brand the front of this 
cooler with your full color graphics.
16 1⁄2"H x 22 1⁄2"W x 14 1⁄2"D
Colors: Stainless steel, black, 
white
Quantity 3 72 600
Pricing $266.58 254.08 241.58

Classic Beach Chair
75F
The perfect way to relax at the beach, 
park, or outdoor event. This backpack 
style beach chair features a three position 
adjustable incline, wood arm rests with a 
cup holder on one side, large back pocket 
and hanging side pocket giving you plenty 
of room to store your personal belongings.
35"H x 27 1⁄2"W x 20"D
Colors: Black, red, royal
Quantity 12 72 300
Pricing $74.17 72.50 70.83

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Basecamp® Tundra Bottle
76A
Narrow mouth vacuum insulated bottle keeps 
contents cold for 24 hours or hot for 12 hours. 
Powder coated finish with copper lining. Stain-
less steel construction and a BPA free insulated 
lid. 20 oz.
10 3⁄4"H
Colors: Black, blue, eggplant, graphite, lime, 
navy, olive, orange, pacific blue, red, seafoam, 
shaded spruce, silver, white
Quantity 50 500 2500
Pricing $17.99 16.49 14.99

Basecamp® Mega SP Tundra 
Bottle
76B
Wide mouth vacuum insulated bottle with 
easy-open drinking spout and carry handle 
keeps contents cold for 24 hours or hot for 12 
hours. Powder coated finish with copper lining. 
Stainless steel construction and a BPA free 
insulated lid. 40 oz.
11 4⁄5"H
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 50 400 800
Pricing $25.19 23.09 20.99

Basecamp® Nevins Backpack
76C
TSA friendly executive tech backpack features 
lots of organizational pockets, including one 
RFID pocket, a cable feed through port, and 
padded air mesh shoulder straps. Black.
18 3⁄4"H x 12 1⁄2"W x 7 3⁄4"D
Quantity 12 100 250
Pricing $95.99 90.69 87.99

Basecamp® Mt. Carmel Tote Bag
76D
Stylish tote made of 230D twill and 100% poly-
ester. Features MOLLE webbing accents, twisted 
fashion paracord webbing straps, large main 
compartment with zip closure, felt lined laptop 
sleeve that fits up to a 15" laptop, front slip and 
inner zip pocket. Black.
13"H x 19 1⁄4"W x 6 1⁄4"D
Quantity 25 250 500
Pricing $51.59 47.29 42.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.

A portion of proceeds 
from the sale of these 
items is donated to 

Warrior Spirit Retreat, 
where wounded warriors 

learn to heal.
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Epicurean Large  
All-In-One Board
77A
All the best features of our popular 
boards combined into one with the 
All-In-One Board. Features non-slip 
feet in the corners and a generous 
juice groove on one side. These 
compact boards are perfect for 
any home.
11 1⁄4"H x 14 1⁄2"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Natural, slate
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $35.00 33.00 32.00

Epicurean Board and 
Spreader Set
77B
This will become the most used tool in 
your kitchen. The gracefully curved shape 
of the spreader fits comfortably in your 
hand and nests perfectly into the cutting 
board for easy storage. The wide face 
with beveled edge lets you put more 
butter, jam or cheese down with less 
work. Dishwasher safe. Natural.
9"H x 11 1⁄2"W
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $42.00 38.00 36.00

Epicurean Gourmet Board
77C
The thick profile and heavy weight of this 
board will give you the confidence to cut 
and chop with gusto. Features a juice 
groove on one side to keep tidy with a 
flat food prep surface on the other side. 
Perfect for your most challenging recipes.
11 1⁄4"H x 14 1⁄2"W x 3⁄8"D
Colors: Natural/slate, slate/natural
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $52.00 48.00 46.00

Spartan Swiss Army Knife
77E
Slightly larger than the classic Swiss Army Knife, 
the Spartan includes a large blade, small blade, 
corkscrew, can opener with small screwdriver, 
bottle opener with large screwdriver, wire stripper, 
reamer, key ring, tweezers and toothpick.
3 1⁄2"L
Colors: Solids: Red, black, cobalt, white, hunter 
green, yellow; Transluscents: Ruby, sapphire
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $24.50 23.75 23.25

Classic SD Swiss Army Knife
77D
The classically designed product that breaks 
new ground. Includes a small blade, nail file 
with small screwdriver, scissors, key ring, 
tweezers and toothpick.
2 1⁄4"L
Colors: Solids: Red, black, cobalt, white, 
hunter green, yellow, purple, navy; Translus-
cents: Ruby, sapphire, emerald, orange, pink
Quantity 10 250 500
Pricing $18.00 16.75 15.75

red

black

white sapphire

purple orange

cobalt

hunter ruby

yellow emerald

navy pink

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Turkish Signature™ Colored Beach Towel
78A
The finest terry cloth in the world comes from Turkey. Combining 
outstanding quality at an affordable price, these are our best 
sellers.
Midweight: 60"H x 30"W; 12 lbs./doz. 
Heavyweight: 70"H x 40"W; 20 lbs./doz.
Colors: Grey, lime green, tangerine, royal blue, fuchsia, black, 
evergreen*, navy, lemon, red, turquoise, purple*, athletic gold*, 
coastal sky*, coastal nectarine*, coastal mint julep*, coastal 
pink* coastal lilac*  *only available in midweight
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing 
Midweight:  $26.95 23.95 21.50 
Heavyweight:  $34.25 31.75 28.95

Turkish Signature™ Cabana 
Stripe Beach Towel
78B
Made of 100% cotton, these vertically striped towels 
provide a luxurious palette for embroidered logos.
Basic: 60"H x 30"W; 10 1⁄2 lbs./doz. 
Midweight: 60"H x 30"W; 13 lbs./doz.
Colors: Yellow/white, lime/white*, red/white, 
orange/white*, turquoise/white*, fuchsia/white*, 
grey/white*, black/white*, royal/white, navy/
white*  *only available in basic weight
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing 
Basic:  $27.50 23.95 22.95 
Midweight:  $33.50 28.75 27.25

Colored Beach Towel
78C
Bring new life to your logo with decorated beach 
towels! Each towel is constructed of 100% cotton 
terry velour with dobby end hem borders and double 
shearing for a better imprint.
Basic: 60"H x 30"W; 101⁄2 lbs./doz. 
Superior: 60"H x 35"W; 15 lbs./doz.
Colors: Red, royal blue, navy, tangerine, lemon, 
lime green, fuchsia*, turquoise, maroon*, black  
*only available in basic weight
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing 
Basic:  $18.95 17.25 15.25 
Superior:  $26.75 22.50 19.75

Turkish Signature™  
Heavyweight Golf Towel
78D
These 100% cotton velour golf towels are 
crafted to demanding specifications, with 
unique features like dobby borders, rolled and 
sewn side hems, and double-shearing for extra 
softness. Corner grommet and hook available 
for an additional $0.28.
16"H x 24"W; 3 lbs./doz.
Colors: Pink, tangerine, red, black, navy, royal 
blue, evergreen, athletic gold, purple, light 
blue, beige, fuchsia, turquoise, lime, yellow, 
grey, maroon
Quantity 72 288 600
Pricing $7.15 6.50 6.25

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Surfside 360 Round 
Beach Towel
79A
This towel’s vivid colors attract 
the eye while the soft terry velour 
invites the touch. What’s more, 
with its huge imprint area, your 
logo is certain to grab a lot of 
attention!
60" Round; 16 lbs./doz.
Colors: Lime, royal blue, yellow, 
orange, turquoise, white
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing 
White:  $31.25 29.50 26.50 
Colors:  $33.75 31.95 28.50

Fiji Beach Towel
79B
Made of 100% cotton, sheared terry 
velour for a crisp and clear imprint. 
Great for company picnics, gift with 
purchase, or giveaways when budget 
and durability are a concern. Remem-
ber, beach towels are a great unisex 
gift and one size fits all.
60"H x 30"W; 10 lbs./doz.
Colors: Royal blue, red, lime green, 
tangerine orange, turquoise, white, 
navy
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing 
White:  $15.50 14.25 11.75 
Colors:  $17.75 16.25 13.75

Java Beach Towel
79C
This may be the the most afford-
able beach towel anywhere, but 
it's built to last. Made from 100% 
cotton sheared terry velour for a 
crisp and clear imprint. Don’t forget 
– beach towels have the largest
imprint area of any promotional
product and they last, on average,
for 15 years! White.
58"H x 29"W; 8 lbs./doz.
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $14.50 13.25 10.75

Riviera Peshtemal Beach 
Towel™
79E
Peshtemal is all the rage on Europe’s 
beaches and for good reason. With its 
terry backing, this exotic towel soaks up 
water and dries more quickly than most 
other towels. The 100% woven cotton front 
provides crisp definition to your printed logo. 
When it comes to fashion, the hand-knotted 
fringed hems break new ground.
70"H x 39"W; 15 lbs./doz.
Colors: Grey/white, blue/white
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $41.50 38.95 34.95

ColorFusion™ Beach Towel
79D
Finally, the ability to let your imagination run wild...on absor-
bent velour combed cotton blended towels. With ColorFusion™ 
towels, we offer domestically printed edge-to-edge designs in 
vibrant colors. Whether you want an unlimited number of spot 
colors or flawless reproduction of a full color photograph, Color-
Fusion™ is your solution. Low minimums. Quick turnarounds.
Standard: 60"H x 30"W; 11 lbs./doz. 
Deluxe: 60"H x 35"W; 13 lbs./doz. 
Ultra: 60"H x 35"W; 15 lbs./doz.
Quantity 18 72 600
Pricing 
Standard:  $30.25 25.75 23.25 
Deluxe:  $36.25 30.75 27.50 
Ultra:  $40.95 35.20 31.40

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Newcastle Sherpa Blanket™
80A
This deluxe, two-ply blanket is made from rich 
fabrics that feel exceptionally soft against your 
skin. With its large size, you can either share 
it with someone or keep it all for yourself. The 
heavyweight plush sherpa material keeps your 
body warm while the silvery sleek front is perfect 
for extra large logos. Packaged in vinyl carry 
case.
70"H x 50"W
Colors: Navy, ivory, black, light silver
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $44.25 40.25 38.75

Kingston Blanket™
80B
This soft fleece blanket is ideal for 
the home, travel or fun outside. 
It's extraordinarily durable yet very 
cozy. Perfect gift for the holidays, 
company anniversaries, referrals, 
employee or volunteer recognition 
and client appreciation. Corner 
imprint available at a lower cost.
60"H x 50"W
Colors: Black, red, navy, silver 
grey, royal blue
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $25.50 23.50 21.95

Brighton Striped Blanket™
80C
In virtually every aspect, this warm coral 
fleece blanket outshines all others. It's 
large enough for two and brings un-
matched value to any promotion. With its 
metallic stripes, this one-of-a-kind blanket 
gives your brand the shimmer and shine it 
needs to stand out.
70"H x 60"W
Colors: Navy, black, grey
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $29.50 27.25 25.50

Beach Blanket Tote with 
Sand Stakes
80E
Goes from a lightweight, roomy tote bag 
to a giant-sized beach blanket that stakes 
into the sand. Made from ultra-soft, 100% 
brushed cotton flannel and provides a 
layer of comfort large enough for two 
people.
Blanket: 6' H x 6' W
Colors: Turquoise/white, orange/white, 
blue/white, grey/white, lime/white
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $42.75 38.75 35.95

Clifton Classic Blanket™
80D
Regardless of the season, there’s always a 
place for this blanket. Remarkably soft and 
cozy, this lighter-weight version of our Kings-
ton Blanket™ is priced to suit smaller budgets. 
Great for picnics, beach bonfires, concerts, 
boats, sporting events and tailgating...or 
everyday use around the home or office.
60"H x 50"W
Colors: Black, red, navy, light grey, granite 
grey
Quantity 36 144 600
Pricing $22.50 19.50 17.50

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Reusable Stretchable  
Stainless Steel Straw
84A
This reusable straw made of food-grade stainless 
steel material is durable and easy to clean. Simply 
extend while in use and retract and store in the case 
while not in use. Attach it to a bag or key ring for 
easy transport. The silicone tip is safe for all ages. 
Through a partnership with 1% For The Planet, one 
percent of sales of EcoSmart products will be donated 
to nonprofits dedicated to protecting the planet.
Case: 4"H x 1⁄2" Diameter
Colors: Black, blue, gray, lime, orange, red, white
Quantity 125 500 1250
Pricing $4.26 3.66 3.05

Kai 2-Bottle  
Wine Tote
84B
Made of a soft poly-weave 
material with a modern 
look, this tote features a 
front slash pocket and an 
interior divider to hold two 
bottles of wine.
11"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 4"D
Colors: Light gray, navy
Quantity 125 750 1500
Pricing $4.02 3.51 2.99

Rally Clear  
Backpack
84C
This clear backpack with 
transparent material features 
a large main compartment 
with a zipper closure and front 
pocket. Perfect for stadium, 
event, workplace and other 
safety purposes.
16 1⁄4"H x 12"W x 5 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black, hunter green, 
maroon, navy
Quantity 40 500 1250
Pricing $13.46 12.18 10.89

BackSac Drawstring 
Sportspack
84E
A fully customizable, interactive, 
branding product that utilizes the 
seats in venues as an advertising 
medium, creating billboard like 
visibility! Features an elastic back 
panel that slides over seats to show-
case your brand. Open and close the 
spacious main compartment of the 
bag using the drawstring cord.
171⁄2"H x 19"W
Colors: Black, navy, royal, white
Quantity 150 450 1500
Pricing $3.95 3.77 3.59

Rally PVC  
Crossbody
84D
This crossbody pouch features 
a large compartment with 
a zippered closure to hold 
small accessories and an ad-
justable, removable shoulder 
strap. The perfect concert or 
game day companion.
8 1⁄2"H x 7"W
Colors: Blue, clear, gray
Quantity 100 500 1250
Pricing $5.16 4.33 3.49

Recycled Cotton  
Bound Notebook
84F
This hard bound, pre-consumer 
recycled cotton notebook features a 
color matching elastic closure, ribbon 
page marker and pen loop. Includes 
60 sheets of white wide ruled lined 
paper. Through a partnership with 
1% For The Planet, one percent of 
sales of EcoSmart products will be 
donated to nonprofits dedicated to 
protecting the planet.
7"H x 5"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Blue, natural, red
Quantity 100 750 1500
Pricing $3.66 3.12 2.59Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Thule® Enroute 
Backpack
85A
A 20 liter dayback with secure 
flap-style opening and dual 
access points. Easily store a 
water bottle in the side mesh 
pocket or attach extra gear 
onto hidden lash points. Padded 
back panel with airflow channel 
allows you to carry this bag in 
comfort.
17 7⁄8"H x 8 1⁄4"W x 11 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, sky blue
Quantity 6
Pricing $80.95

Tucano® Phono Backpack
85B
Hi-tech backpack for up to a 15.6" note-
book features an inside pocket for a 
power bank and left shoulder strap with 
smartphone pocket which allows you 
to recharge your smartphone straight 
from the power bank. Roomy and ready 
to multitask, the Phono backpack has 
double, secure internal pockets with 
anti-shock and a trolley strap. Power 
bank must be purchased separately.
18 1⁄8"H x 12 5⁄8"W x 6 7⁄8"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 12
Pricing $80.99

Matador® FreeFly16 
Packable Daypack
85C
This 16 liter backpack is built 
from waterproof Cordura® 
ripstop nylon with sealed 
seams and sealing zippers. 
Incredibly light and seriously 
equipped, this daypack is ready 
for whatever adventure is 
ahead! Black.
17"H x 11"W x 8"D
Quantity 12
Pricing $58.99 

Tucano® Tugò Travel 
Backpack
85E
Durable backpack designed to fit the 
maximum size of carry-on luggage. 
Features two convenient front pockets 
and a padded rear compartment to 
protect a notebook up to 15.6". The 
rear panel features a trolley strap and 
security pocket. The main compart-
ment has a capacity of over 18 liters. 
Made of water-repellent material.
15 3⁄4"H x 11 7⁄8"W x 5 7⁄8"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 12
Pricing $90.99 

Matador® Pocket 
Blanket™ 2.0
85D
A dry, clean place to sit – 
anywhere, anytime. Ideal 
for hiking, parks, beaches, 
festivals, and picnics. Water 
repellent, puncture resistant, 
and pocket-sized when 
packed. Go ahead, take a 
seat.
Unfolded: 44"H x 63"W
Colors: Black, green, red
Quantity 12
Pricing $32.99

Tucano® Rapido Backpack
85F
Lightweight backpack in mélange fabric, 
for ultrabooks and notebooks up to 
15.6". The roomy interior compartment 
features a double protective pocket 
for laptops and tablets. Adjustable, 
padded shoulder straps together with 
the ergonomic back and external front 
pocket make it convenient and useful 
for both work and leisure.
18 1⁄2"H x 12 5⁄8"W x 7 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, grey
Quantity 12
Pricing $40.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Big Thunder®

86A
The original Big Thunder® offers 
unsurpassed quality, durability, and 
flexibility. Constructed with 100 GSM 
premium non-woven polypropylene, 
10" gussets, dual 20" long reinforced 
handles, and plastic bottom insert.
15"H x 13"W x 10"D
Colors: Teal, black, royal, navy, 
orange, yellow, lime, brite pink, grape, 
burgundy, khaki, hunter, red, brown, 
tropical green, gray, white
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $3.05 2.30 1.90

Franklin
86B
The Franklin tote is appropriate for any 
occasion! Constructed with durable 80 
GSM premium non-woven material, 
strong stitched seams, dual 28" 
long reinforced sewn handles and 6" 
gussets. Optional plastic bottom insert 
available for an additional charge.
12"H x 16"W x 6"D
Colors: Teal, black, royal, navy, red,  
burgundy, khaki, hunter, white, lime, 
brite pink, brite blue, grape, orange, 
yellow
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $2.55 1.85 1.65

Josephine™
86C
The stylish and sturdy  
Josephine™ tote features 
durable 10-oz. front and back 
cotton panels paired with  
natural-colored interior  
laminated jute gussets and 
bottom.
12"H x 17"W x 6"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.00 3.40 3.10

Renoir
86E
Turn your tote into a work of art 
with stunning full color, edge-
to-edge coverage. This 80 GSM 
non-woven bag features white 
front and back panels to showcase 
your sublimated design, accented 
by black gussets, piping, and 28" 
handles. Optional plastic bottom 
insert available for an additional 
charge.
15"H x 13"W x 8"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $5.10 4.60 4.30

Izzy™
86D
The reusable Izzy™ tote is 
designed with a natural-colored 
jute exterior, 10-oz. cotton 
front pocket, and laminated 
interior. Features a wooden 
button with loop closure and 
cotton twill handles.
14"H x 14"W x 8"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.40 3.80 3.50

Picasso
86F
The Picasso tote features sturdy 
white 230-T polyester front and 
back panels, accented by black 
gussets and 28" handles. Optional 
plastic bottom insert available for 
an additional charge.
14"H x 14"W x 8"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $5.70 5.10 4.90

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Therm-O Tote™
87A
Keep items hot or cold. Designed 
with durable 238 combined GSM 
premium non-woven polypropylene 
exterior, thermal foil interior, 
dual-reinforced 20" handles and 
plastic bottom insert.
15"H x 13"W x 10"D
Colors: Orange, teal, black, royal, 
navy, lime, grape, red, hunter, 
brite pink, khaki, brown
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.95 4.25 4.00

Therm-O Super Snack™
87B
Keep items hot or cold with this 
premium non-woven 238 combined 
GSM polypropylene insulated lunch-style 
tote. Features zippered closure, dual side 
pockets, dual reinforced 20" handles and 
plastic bottom insert.
14"H x 9"W x 7"D
Colors: Orange, teal, black, royal, navy, 
lime, grape, red, hunter, brite pink, khaki
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.35 3.65 3.40

ITO™
87C
This sophisticated hi-density 3.0 
mil. frosted clear plastic bag 
features clear plastic comfort-grip 
handles, reinforced fold-over top, 
cardboard bottom insert and a 
clear card-pocket that can hold 
business cards, gift cards, or 
appointment reminders.
6"H x 8"W x 3"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $2.60 1.98 1.84

Magellan
87E
This lightweight string cinch backpack 
carries gear while keeping hands free. 
Constructed with durable 80 GSM 
premium non-woven polypropylene 
material, sturdy carrying handles, black 
draw cords, reinforced corner grommets 
and dual reflective safety stripes.
20"H x 16"W
Colors: Yellow, royal, red, lime, white, 
black, navy, burgundy, hunter
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $3.10 2.45 2.25

Cubby™
87D
The all-purpose Cubby™ tote features 
six interior floating sleeves that fold 
to the side when you need room for 
larger items. This 80 GSM premium 
non-woven propylene tote features 
a reinforced fold-over top, dual-rein-
forced 18” handles, hang loop and a 
sewn-in foam bottom insert.
13"H x 10"W x 7"D
Colors: Natural, black
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $4.10 3.40 3.10

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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15" x 18" Digital Full 
Color Die Cut
88A
Showcase your brand with this one 
sided full color die cut bag. Offers 
crisp colors and a generous imprint 
area. Exceptional clarity for small 
fonts, fine lines, and details. These 
2.0 mil. plastic bags have non-rein-
forced die cut handles. White.
18"H x 15"W
Quantity 250 500 3000
Pricing $1.62 1.42 1.20

9" x 13" Digital Full 
Color Die Cut
88B
Showcase your brand with this full 
color die cut bag. Offers 2-sided 
imprints, crisp colors, and a generous 
imprint area. Exceptional clarity for 
small fonts, fine lines, and details. 
These 2.0 mil. plastic bags have 
non-reinforced die cut handles.
13"H x 9"W
Colors: White, clear
Quantity 250 500 3000
Pricing $1.30 1.10 .88

Paris
88C
Achieve a refined high-end look  
for your gift packaging with 
this 157 GSM premium-weight 
matte-laminated tote. Features 
matching 12" long macramé 
handles, reinforced fold-over top, 
and cardboard bottom insert.
8"H x 10"W x 4"D
Colors: White, navy, black, silver
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $1.98 1.58 1.46

Sparkle
88E
This 3.0 mil. hi-density 
frosted clear plastic bag offers 
upscale, retail-style packaging. 
Features matching fused loop 
handles and cardboard bottom 
insert.
13"H x 10"W x 5"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $1.70 .90 .80

Crystal™
88D
Add a glossy sheen and bold 
color to your gift packaging with 
this 128 GSM premium-weight 
gloss-laminated eurotote. Features 
12" long macramé handles,  
reinforced fold-over top, and 
cardboard bottom insert.
9 3⁄4"H x 7 3⁄4"W x 4 3⁄4"D
Colors: Navy, royal, red, hunter, 
white, silver, black
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $2.00 1.64 1.46

Munchkin
88F
Increase your brand visibility with 
this elegant matte paper shopper. 
Features a serrated cut top and 
twisted kraft paper handles. 
Perfect for gift shops and retail 
stores.
9 3⁄4"H x 7 3⁄4"W x 4 3⁄4"D
Colors: Purple, blue, hunter, black, 
dubonnet
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $1.76 1.26 1.10

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Winona™
89A
This show-stopping specialty bag 
features stylish flat cotton twill 
handles, 10-oz. cotton front and 
back panels, and natural-colored 
jute gussets. The interior gussets 
are laminated for added durability. 
Perfect size to hold wine bottles, 
champagne bottles, or growlers.
14"H x 6"W x 5"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $3.30 2.70 2.40

Mimi™
89B
The Mimi™ offers a trendy, 
upscale boutique appearance. Fea-
tures 10-oz. cotton front and back 
panels, flat cotton twill handles 
and natural-colored jute gussets. 
The interior gussets are laminated 
for added durability. Ideal for retail 
purchases, promotions, giveaways 
and more!
13"H x 10"W x 8"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $3.70 3.10 2.80

Elizabeth™
89C
This distinctive upscale matte- 
laminate paper eurotote features 
12" grosgrain ribbon handles, 
reinforced fold-over top and a 
cardboard bottom insert.
9 3⁄4"H x 7 3⁄4"W x 4 3⁄4"D
Colors: White, black
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $2.04 1.64 1.52

White Jenny
89E
Promote your brand with this 
popular white kraft paper shopper. 
Features a serrated cut top and 
matching twisted paper handles.
13"H x 10"W x 5"D
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $1.62 .86 .76

Victoria™
89D
This distinctive upscale matte- 
laminate paper eurotote features 
12” grosgrain ribbon handles, 
reinforced fold-over top and a 
cardboard bottom insert.
8"H x 10"W x 4"D
Colors: White, black
Quantity 150 500 3000
Pricing $2.08 1.68 1.56

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Stand-Out Phone Holder
90A
Keep your device secure in your hand with 
this dual function tech device that is a 
phone holder and stand. Includes remov-
able adhesive for placement on the back 
of a phone. The holder opens up allowing 
your finger to slide through the middle 
for a firm grip. Turn your device sideways 
and let it rest for handsfree viewing. Also 
available with full color decoration.
1 3⁄4" Diameter
Colors: Blue, black, white, red
Quantity 250 500 2500
Pricing $.95 .85 .71

USB Charging 
Cable
90B
Never be without a charging 
cable again! Cable can be 
used to charge micro USB 
and most Apple® devices. 
Split ring included. Also 
available with full color 
decoration.
5"H x 1 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Red, blue, green, 
black, orange
Quantity 200 500 2500
Pricing $2.05 1.95 1.85

RPET Fold Away Carry All
90C
The perfect tote for any adventure! Made of 
190D recycled PET, this tote features a large 
main compartment and a 13" strap. Simply 
fold the tote into the attached sewn in 4" x 5" 
pouch with a rope closure when not in use for 
easy transport. Also available with full color 
decoration.
Pouch: 4"H x 5"W; Tote: 15 1⁄2"H x 19"W
Colors: Red, blue, black, olive green, cocoa 
brown, cranberry, steel blue, gray
Quantity 100 250 1000
Pricing $3.10 2.75 2.55

TechSmart Gloves
90E
Keep your hands warm 
without losing the ability to 
use your device. Features 
conductive fingertips that 
provide universal touch screen 
compatibility. Also available 
with full color decoration. One 
size fits most. Black.
9"H x 3 3⁄4"W
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $7.30 6.75 6.00

Otaria Pouch
90D
Keep valuables dry with this 
water resistant pouch made 
of 210D lightweight ripstop 
material. Features zippered 
main compartment and a 
convenient clip. Great for 
travel. Also available with full 
color decoration.
5 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W
Colors: Black, light blue, gray
Quantity 150 250 1000
Pricing $1.69 1.55 1.40

Mood Click Pen/ 
Stylus
90F
The heat of your hand changes the 
color of the barrel! Stylus tip on the 
top of the plunger. Narrow stylus 
for increased control. Medium point, 
black ink. Also available with full 
color decoration.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: Orange to yellow, purple to 
pink, green to yellow, blue to white, 
tropical red to orange
Quantity 250 500 5000
Pricing $1.20 1.14 1.00

Conductive fingertips for universal touch screen compatibility!

steel blue

red

black

olive green

cranberry

cocoa brown

blue

gray

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.

DEVICE NOT 
INCLUDED
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Halcyon® Tritan™ 
Bottle
91A
Featuring a Halcyon® soft 
touch feel exterior and durable 
Tritan™ plastic. Screw on lid. 
Also available with full color 
decoration. 25 oz.
9 1⁄2"H
Colors: Red, blue, smoke, frost
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $6.95 6.25 5.60

Deluxe Halcyon® Bottle
91B
Featuring a Halcyon® soft touch feel 
exterior and a vacuum insulated double 
wall stainless steel construction. 
Keeps beverages cold for up to 24 
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Twist 
off cap. Also available with full color 
decoration. 17 oz.
9 3⁄4"H
Colors: Solid: Black, lime green, purple, 
white, gray, bright blue; Metallic: 
Silver, red, blue
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $11.00 10.50 9.95

Halcyon® Tumbler
91C
This tumbler is made of vacuum 
insulated double wall stainless 
steel with a Halcyon™ soft touch 
feel coating. Keeps beverages 
cold for up to 24 hours or warm 
for up to 12 hours. Features 
push-on, clear acrylic, sip through 
lid. Also available with full color 
decoration. 20 oz.
7"H
Colors: Blue, black, white, gray
Quantity 48 96 504
Pricing $11.35 10.75 10.15

Halcyon® Cork Bottom Tumbler
91E
Take your coffee to-go with this stylish double 
wall stainless steel tumbler with a black propyl-
ene insert. Features a Halcyon™ soft touch feel 
coating with metallic silver accents, cork-look 
rubberized base and push-on smoke acrylic lid 
with a slide closure. Also available with full color 
decoration. 20 oz.
7"H
Colors: Black, white, metallic silver, metallic blue
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $7.75 7.25 6.50

Mood Stadium Cup
91D
This cup changes color as you add ice cold liquids! Made 
of durable plastic and ideal for outdoor events. Two styles 
of lids are available for an additional charge. Made in the 
USA. Also available with full color decoration. 17 oz.
5"H
Colors: Green to blue, blue to purple, yellow to orange, 
pink to purple, yellow to green, frosted to purple, frosted 
to red, frosted to green, frosted to orange, frosted to 
blue, frosted to smoke, frosted to pink, frosted to yellow, 
orange to tropical red, frosted to turquoise
Quantity 250 500 2500
Pricing $.92 .87 .77

white

white

metallic 
red

gray black

black

metallic 
blue

Optional cap 
imprint available

metallic 
blue

bright 
blue

metallic 
silver

metallic 
silver

lime 
green

purple

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Camper
92A
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal mug 
with copper vacuum insulation, stainless steel 
rim, clear push-on lid with matching swivel 
closure, and powder coated finish. 16.9 oz.
5"H
Matte colors: White, red, orange, mint, aqua, 
navy, gray, black
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $15.99 14.99 13.99

Summit
92B
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal 
tumbler with copper vacuum insulation, and 
clear push-on lid with matching swivel closure. 
16.9 oz.
6 7⁄8"H
Colors: Stainless; Matte: White, red, mint, aqua, 
navy, black
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $12.99 11.99 10.99

h2go Essen
92C
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal food 
container with vacuum insulation, matching 
threaded lid, threaded insulated lid, rubber 
bottom, and powder coated finish. 16.9 oz.
5 1⁄4"H
Colors: Stainless; Matte: White, red, mint, aqua, 
navy, black
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $15.99 14.99 13.99

h2go Cable
92D
Single wall Eastman Tritan™ copolyester bottle 
with threaded lid, stainless steel accent, and 
braided coated wire carrying loop. BPA free. 
25 oz.
9"H
Colors: Clear, fuchsia, red, orange, pear, aqua, 
blue, purple, graphite
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $7.99 6.99 5.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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h2go Carina
93A
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal 
bottle with copper vacuum insulation and 
threaded stainless steel insulated lid. 16.9 oz.
9 5⁄8"H
Colors: Stainless; Matte: White, magenta, red, 
orange, lemon, lime, mint, aqua, navy, grape, 
black
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $12.99 11.99 10.99

Luca
93B
Stoneware mug with speckled matte gray or 
matte white on the outside and a glossy color 
on the inside. 12 oz.
4 1⁄4"H
Colors: White, red, orange, mint, light blue, 
cobalt blue, storm gray, black
Quantity 72 144
Pricing $6.39 4.39 

h2go Manhattan
93C
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal  
bottle with copper vacuum insulation, threaded 
stainless steel insulated lid, and stainless steel 
rim. 16.9 oz.
8 1⁄2"H
Colors: Stainless; Matte: Mint, black, aqua, 
white, navy, red, orange, lime
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $12.99 11.99 10.99

h2go Lodge
93D
Double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal  
bottle with copper vacuum insulation, threaded 
insulated lid, magnetic cup/lid, and powder 
coated finish. 16.9 oz.
9 1⁄4"H
Colors: Matte white, matte gray, matte black
Quantity 48 72 144
Pricing $19.99 18.99 17.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Wine Vacuum 
Tumbler
94A
Take your favorite drink on-
the-go with this wine shaped 
tumbler. This double-wall, 
vacuum sealed stainless steel 
design is sure to keep your 
drinks at the right tempera-
ture! Features spill-resistant 
clear lid. 12 oz.
4 3⁄8"H
Colors: White, black, 
gunmetal, copper
Quantity 48 144 576
Pricing $11.29 10.04 8.94

SiliPint™ Straight Up Pint Glass
94B
This colorful, versatile pint glass is as flexible in 
shape as it is in utility. Made of 100% silicone, 
this pint insulates both hot and cold beverages 
without breaking, cracking, chipping, fading or 
scratching. The perfect companion for indoor & 
outdoor dining, camping, tailgating, commuting. 
Microwave, dishwasher and freezer safe. 16 oz.
5 3⁄4"H
Colors: Sunfire smash, sea swirl, hippie hops, 
tough tangerine, frosted white, bend blue, arctic 
sky, everlasting emerald, ricochet red, mountain 
marble, bouncy black
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $8.00 7.55 7.00

Tervis® Classic Tumbler
94C 16 oz., 94D 24 oz.
Your logo will stand out on this Tervis® insulated 
tumbler made of durable Tritan® while delivering 
the ultimate combination of personality and 
performance. Features double wall insulation to 
keep your beverage hot or cold and a snap-on 
travel lid with slide closure.
6"H
Lid colors: Fuchsia, red*, black*, turquoise, yellow, 
lime*, neon yellow, brown, neon pink, white, 
blue*, pink, hunter green, maroon, navy*, purple, 
orange*, frosted* (*24 oz. available in these colors)

Quantity 100 1000 3000
Pricing, 16 oz. $15.48 12.79 11.63

Quantity 24 72 288
Pricing, 24 oz. $20.94 17.30 14.30

Tervis® Stainless 
Steel Tumbler
94G
Leave a lasting impression 
with this versatile, premium 
grade, copper-lined stainless 
steel tumbler. With double-wall 
vacuum insulation, your 
beverage will remain  
at the perfect temperature for 
hours and hours. Includes clear 
and black hammer lid. Splash 
and shatter proof. 20 oz.
6 3⁄4"H
Quantity 24 72 288
Pricing $30.13 24.90 20.58

Koozie® Triple  
Vacuum Tumbler
94E
This vacuum-insulated tumbler 
is also a can or bottle cooler. 
The unique 3-in-1 design 
features a drop-in lid to 
convert from a can cooler to 
drink-thru lid. Spill-resistant 
and sweat-proof. 13 oz.
5 1⁄8"H
Colors: Red, black, royal, 
white, silver
Quantity 24 72 288
Pricing $12.86 11.44 10.18

Dye Sublimation 
Mug
94F
This classic mug is sure  
to be a new favorite!  
The vivid, full color  
wrap-around imprint 
is only limited by ones 
imagination. White. 
11 oz.
313⁄16"H
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $4.88 3.69 2.79

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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CamelBak®  
Podium® 3.0
95A
Be part of the biking 
revolution with this premium 
bike bottle that prioritizes 
performance and excellent 
cage fit above all else. 
For both professional and 
recreational users. 21 oz.
8 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, clear, oxford, 
red, smoke, white
Quantity 48 300 600
Pricing $13.87 12.77 11.00

Cru Stemless  
Champagne Flute
95B
Celebrate any occasion with 
this durable double-wall 
18/18 stainless steel vacuum 
construction with copper 
insulation, which allows your 
beverage to stay cold for 24 
hours and hot for at least 6 
hours. The construction also 
prevents condensation on the 
outside of the tumbler. 9 oz.
5 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, gray, navy, 
silver, white, red
Quantity 48 300 600
Pricing $12.96 11.93 10.28

Arctic Zone® Titan  
Thermal HP® 2-in-1 Cooler
95C
Enjoy a beverage by drinking through 
the screw-on lid with slide closure 
or place a 12 oz. can inside the 
tumbler fixed with the interchangeable, 
rubberized ring. You choose! Durable 
double-wall stainless steel vacuum 
construction with copper insulation, 
which allows your beverage to stay 
cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 
hours. 12 oz.
6 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, gray, navy, silver, white
Quantity 24 150 400
Pricing $23.05 21.22 18.28

CamelBak® Hot Cap
95E
Your beverage will stay perfectly 
hot or cold no matter where your 
day takes you. This tumbler is 
double-wall 18/8 grade stainless 
steel with copper vacuum 
insulation for ultimate conductivity 
to keep drinks hot for 8 hours 
and cold for 24 hours. On-trend, 
durable powder coating. The black 
twist-open leak proof cap allows 
360° drinking. 20 oz.
8 1⁄2"H
Colors: Cobalt, jet, white
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $40.32 37.12 32.00

Welly® Original Tumbler
95D
Durable double-wall stainless steel vac-
uum construction with copper insulation 
allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 
hours or hot for at least 8 hours while 
preventing condensation. Additional 
features include removable stainless 
steel infuser, bamboo for a timeless 
look and comfortable grip, a screw-on 
lid and a wide opening. Welly® gives 
3% of sales to the construction of wells 
in areas without clean water. 12 oz.
8"H
Lid colors: Black, blue
Quantity 12 100 200
Pricing $41.58 38.28 33.00

Reusable Stainless  
Straw Set
95F
Minimize plastic waste to help protect our 
oceans, rivers, and marine life. This 10-in-1 
set includes eight stainless steel straws in 
different sizes, a straw brush and a cotton 
pouch. The colored silicone tips on the 
straws can be used to differentiate users 
when sharing this set. The straws are made 
of 18/8 food grade stainless steel materi-
al. Through a partnership with 1% For The 
Planet, one percent of sales of EcoSmart 
products will be donated to nonprofits 
dedicated to protecting the planet. 
11 1⁄2"H x 31⁄10"W
Quantity 48 300 600
Pricing $10.45 9.62 8.28

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Budget Stemless Wine 
Tumbler with Lid
96A
Take your favorite drink on the 
go with this double wall insulated 
stemless wine tumbler. Features 
stainless steel exterior with polypro-
pylene plastic lining and AS plastic 
lid. Designed for both hot and cold 
beverages. 12 oz.
3"H
Colors: Black, blue, red, silver, white
Quantity 48 432 1008
Pricing $4.99 4.69 4.45

Igloo® Legacy  
Stainless Steel  
Vacuum Tumbler
96B
The Legacy double wall vacuum 
insulated tumbler is a gorgeous 
nod to Igloo® heritage with a 
stainless steel finish and a clear 
Tritan™ plastic slider lid to prevent 
splashing. 20 oz.
8 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, gold, silver
Quantity 24 300 600
Pricing $17.99 15.99 14.99

Coco Quilted  
Vacuum Tumbler
96C
Design details include a double 
wall vacuum insulation with a 
quilted pattern silicone grip and 
plastic screw-on lid. Designed 
for both hot and cold beverages. 
18 oz.
8 1⁄10"H
Colors: Black, gray, reflex blue
Quantity 48 432 1008
Pricing $13.99 11.99 9.99

Vacuum Insulated 
Coffee Mug
96E
Beautiful matte finish powder 
coated double wall vacuum 
insulated coffee mug. Features 
stainless steel interior and exterior 
with clear AS plastic lid. Designed 
for use with both hot and cold 
liquids. 12 oz.
4 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, lime green, red, 
reflex blue, white
Quantity 25 150 600
Pricing $11.99 10.49 8.99

All Season Vacuum 
Tumbler
96D
Matte finish powder coated double 
wall vacuum insulated tumbler 
features a stainless steel interior 
and exterior, clear AS plastic lid and 
matching plastic straw. Designed for 
both hot and cold beverages. 20 oz.
9"H
Colors: Black, red, reflex blue, white
Quantity 25 150 600
Pricing $11.99 10.49 8.99

Cool Gear®  
Vector Bottle
96F
Double wall vacuum insulated 
water bottle features a stainless 
steel interior and exterior with a 
plastic sipper cap and PE plastic 
straw. Perfect bottle for your 
go-to beverage. 18 oz.
9 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, blue, silver
Quantity 24 300 600
Pricing $18.99 16.99 15.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Tactical Backpack
97A
Take this tactical backpack on your next 
outdoor adventure! Made of durable, 
high density polyester with military 
grade webbing straps and loops. 
Features reinforced top handle, insert 
for up to a 17" laptop and a large nylon 
zipper with zipper pulls. Adjust the 
waist and chest straps for a perfect fit. 
Includes your brand on the front patch. 
Desert tan.
14"H x 18 1⁄2"W x 7 1⁄2"D
Quantity 6 24 48
Pricing $79.99 69.99 64.99

Lunchmatz
97B
This combination lunch sack 
cooler and picnic mat unzips 
completely flat to form a nice 
place to picnic. Zips up for 
holding your food and keeping 
it cool.
12"H x 8"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black/grey
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $14.39 11.99 11.39

Wide Mouth Stainless 
Steel Vacuum Bottle
97C
Functionality meets drinkware with this 
stainless steel vacuum insulated bottle. 
Keep drinks cold or hot for up to 6 
hours. Features double wall insulation, 
screw top and wider mouth for easy 
pouring and cleaning. 20 oz.
8 3⁄4"H
Colors: Black, blue, red, silver, white
Quantity 48 144 576
Pricing $17.11 14.43 11.76

Cork Stainless Steel 
Tumbler
97E
Stainless steel outer shell with 
a plastic liner features a cork 
accent bottom and a slider lid. 
20 oz.
6 9⁄10"H
Colors: Black, silver, white
Quantity 96 384 1056
Pricing $10.49 8.49 7.49

Coffee Press
97D
Enjoy a serving of fresh coffee 
on-the go! Simply put your coffee 
or tea grounds in the bottom using 
the screen to mix with water to 
keep them separated. 16 oz.
7 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black/blue, black/gray, 
black/red, white/gray
Quantity 48 144 576
Pricing $8.49 7.49 6.75

Clip On Stainless 
Steel Bottle
97F
Stylish double-wall, stainless 
steel vacuum bottle features a 
twist-on cap with rubber tether 
and a large clip handle for easy 
transport. Keeps beverages hot 
or cold up to 8 hours. 25 oz.
11 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, red, white
Quantity 48 144 576
Pricing $17.00 16.47 16.04

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Tritan™ Bottle with 
Stainless Steel Cap
98A
Made of durable, translucent Tritan™ 
material, this trendy water bottle is 
equipped with a screw-on, spill-resistant 
stainless steel cap. A unique product 
that will be a hit at your next event. 
BPA free. 24 oz.
9 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, blue, lime, red, teal
Quantity 25 100 1000
Pricing $7.99 6.99 5.99

Matte Finish Stainless 
Steel Bottle
98B
Keep your drinks at the perfect 
temperature with this matte finish 
insulated Cola bottle. Double wall 
stainless steel with vacuum insulation 
and copper lining. 17 oz.
9 3⁄4"H
Colors: Black, gray, lime, red, royal 
blue, teal, white
Quantity 25 100 1000
Pricing $15.50 11.85 8.95

Retro Lunchbox + Double  
Stemless Wood Tone Wine Glass
98C
Get creative with this kit featuring two 10 oz. 
wood tone stemless wine cups packaged in an 
easy-to-carry retro lunchbox. Brand your logo or 
message on the full color front decal.
Lunchbox: 6"H x 8"W x 4"D 
Stemless Wine Glass: 4 1⁄2"H
Colors: Black, white, silver, gold, navy blue, red, 
royal blue
Quantity 24 144 480
Pricing $34.60 33.40 30.90

Stainless Steel  
Champagne Flute
98E
Designed to keep your bubbly cold! 
This double wall stainless steel cham-
pagne flute features a rubberized 
finish. Lid comes with rubber gasket 
for a snug fit. BPA free. 14 oz.
7 1⁄10"H
Colors: Black, blue, gray, lime green, 
red, teal, white
Quantity 36 144 1008
Pricing $12.99 10.50 7.89

Stainless Steel Stemless 
Wine Glass
98D
Take your wine to go with this stainless 
steel stemless wine glass. Features 
a wood tone finish and double wall 
construction for insulation. Lid comes 
with rubber gasket. Wood tone. BPA free. 
10 oz.
4 1⁄2"H
Quantity 25 100 1000
Pricing $15.25 11.85 8.89

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Block Nail File
99A
This lightweight and 
compact rectangular nail 
file block features four 
surfaces. Shape, smooth, 
buff and polish your nails 
with ease. Can be used at 
home or for professional 
use during manicures and 
pedicures. Perfect for spas, 
hair or nail salons or makes 
a great giveaway. White.
3 3⁄4"H x 1"W x 1"D
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $1.25 1.15 .99

Matte Finish  
Retro Lunch Box
99B
Take a trip through time 
with this sturdy retro 
lunch box. This lunch box 
is a classic addition to 
any giveaway. Perfect for 
corporate gifts, school 
giveaways and so much 
more.
6"H x 8"W x 4"D
Colors: Matte black, 
brushed gold
Quantity 24 144 960
Pricing $8.49 8.25 7.60

Colored Microfiber  
in PVC Pouch
99C
Microfiber cloth inside a clear PVC pouch 
for convenient use and storage. Features a 
petal edge that is ideal to clean or remove 
smudges on mobile devices, eyeglasses, 
computer screens and other delicate surfaces 
without the use of chemicals. Imprint options 
available on the PVC pouch only. This handy 
product fits perfectly into bags, purses, 
luggage and more!
PVC Pouch: 2 3⁄4"H x 4"W 
Microfiber Cloth: 6"H x 6"W
Colors: Royal blue, black red, grey, teal, lime 
green, orange, purple
Quantity 150 500 5000
Pricing $1.15 .89 .59

Chap Balm Ornament Set
99E
This three-pack chap balm set, packaged 
in a clear plastic case, is a great give-
away! Mix and match chap balm colors 
and choose your crinkle paper color to 
perfectly compliment your logo or theme. 
Chap balm is vanilla scented.
Plastic case: 5 1⁄2"H x 1 3⁄4" Diameter 
Chap balm: 1 1⁄2" Diameter
Colors: Chap balms: Black, blue, burgun-
dy, forest green, green, navy blue, pink, 
purple, red, sunflower, white, yellow; 
Paper: White, black, blue, green, red
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $5.99 5.75 5.50

Travel Toothbrush and 
Colgate® Toothpaste
99D
Take freshness with you wherever you 
go with this travel size toothbrush 
and Colgate® toothpaste combo. Each 
compact case includes small tube of 
toothpaste, mini toothbrush and a 
customizable case. Great for the dental 
industry, traveling, orientations and so 
much more.
4 1⁄4"H x 1"W x 1⁄2"D
Translucent colors: Black, blue, clear, 
green, orange, pink, purple, red, teal, 
yellow
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $1.75 1.60 1.49

Antibacterial Hand 
Sanitizer Pocket 
Sprayer
99F
Fight germs at home or on the go 
with this antibacterial hand sanitizer 
spray. Comes in a 1⁄3 oz. (10 ml) 
translucent frosted tube with a 
colored cap. Black tube available 
with a black cap.
5 3⁄4"H x 5⁄8" Diameter
Cap colors: Translucent: Black, 
blue, frost, green, glow in the dark, 
maroon, pink, purple, orange, red, 
yellow, teal; Solid: Black
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $.99 .90 .79

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Solo® Cup
100A
You can never go wrong with 
the classic solo party cup. 
Proudly made in the USA. 
16 oz.
4 3⁄4"H
Colors: Red, blue
Quantity 150 300 500
Pricing $.89 .84 .79

Premium BBQ Set
100B
Three piece premium wood handle 
BBQ set packaged in a gift box with a 
clear lid. Contains turner utensil with 
built in bottle opener, tongs and fork.
Case: 10 1⁄4"H x 18"W x 1 3⁄4"D 
Turner: 161⁄2"L 
Fork: 153⁄4"L 
Tongs: 153⁄4"L
Quantity 25 100 200
Pricing $18.99 18.49 17.99

Garden Trowel
100C
Tend to the garden with this 
sturdy black plastic garden 
shovel with white handle.
11"H x 3 1⁄4"W
Quantity 100 200 300
Pricing $2.79 2.59 2.49

Pocket Sized Bottle 
Opener
100E
Open your favorite beverage quick 
and easy with this durable metal 
bottle opener. Brand it with your 
full color design or message. 
White.
4 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄2"W
Quantity 50 150 300
Pricing $4.99 4.89 4.79

Cheese Slicer
100D
This cheese slicer has wired 
edges on both sides, one for 
thicker cheese slices and one 
for thinner. White.
9"H x 1"W
Quantity 150 300 500
Pricing $2.49 2.39 2.29

Arctic Scoop
100F
Scooping ice cream just got easier! 
The Arctic Scoop features both a 
sharp and smooth edge, allowing  
you to scoop hard frozen treats with 
ease. Built for daily use with an  
impressively strong heavy-duty 
handle.
9 1⁄8"H x 2 3⁄4"W
Colors: Wood handle/stainless steel 
spade
Quantity 100 300 500
Pricing $7.49 7.29 6.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Technical Back 
Pack
101A
Imported, dye-sublimated 
technical backpack features 
a sturdy zipper and design as 
well as ergonomic shoulder 
straps and a laptop pouch to 
boot! TSA compliant.
19 1⁄2"H x 11 1⁄2"W x 7 1⁄2"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $123.00 64.37 58.77

Imported Lanyard
101B
Dye-sublimated 3⁄4" lanyard 
with a sewn-in silver metal 
lobster hook and back-of-
neck convenience release.
32"L x 3⁄4"W
Quantity 500 2500 10000
Pricing $1.50 1.20 1.00

Polyester Lanyard
101C
Screen printed lanyard made 
of 1" wide polyester. Comes 
equipped with a black plastic 
slide buckle release, a silver 
metal oval hook and a back-
of-neck convenience release.
36"L x 1"W
Colors: Black, red, royal, 
navy, white
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $1.62 1.37 1.20

Sanitizer Lip Balm Duo Set
101E
Perfect for any outdoor event. This duo set contains a 
1.9 oz. bottle of SPF sanitizer and a SPF 15 lip balm. 
The lip balm is free of oxybenzone, PABA and gluten 
and fits snugly into the side of the sanitizer bottle. 
Comes with a carabiner to attach to your purse or bag.
Sanitizer Bottle: 4 7⁄8"H x 2"W x 2 1⁄4"D 
Lip Balm: 2 5⁄8"H x 5⁄8" Diameter
Carabiner colors: Silver, black, red, purple, green, blue 
Top 10 lip balm flavors: Berry, mint, vanilla, cherry, 
island paradise, cinnamon, lime, medicated, orange 
citrus, unflavored
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $3.80 3.58 3.42

Stainless Steel  
Straw Set
101D
Set comes with one straight 
straw, one bent straw, one 
clear silicone tip, one cleaner 
brush, and a branded muslin 
carry bag. Because who 
needs more plastic straws in 
our oceans?
Bag: 9"H x 2 3⁄4"W 
Straws: 8 1⁄2"L
Straw colors: Silver, gold
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $6.52 5.52 4.02

Soy Wax Candle
101F
Available in an array of warm 
and refreshing scents, customers 
will love relaxing and unwinding 
with this 5 oz. soy wax candle. 
It comes in a rectangular copper 
tin with a hinged lid that is 
decorated with your logo. This 
is a high-end, calming way to 
make them burn for more.
4 1⁄4"H x 1 3⁄8"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 50 100 1000
Pricing $5.63 5.47 4.97

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Orlando Two-Tone  
Junior Journal
102A
Take notes at business meetings, 
jot down reminders or write down 
your daily meditations using this 
compact journal. Features a soft-
touch cover, 80 lined cream-col-
ored sheets and comes with a 
bookmark.
8 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, green, blue, red, 
orange, yellow
Quantity 96 480 2496
Pricing $6.28 5.01 3.99

Greeley Two-Tone Cooler  
Tote Bag
102B
Two-tone cooler tote can hold up to 18 cans 
of your favorite beverage. Carry it with the 
22" handles as a flat tote, flat bottom tote or 
traditional squared cooler bag. Features foam-
lined PEVA interior liner to keep your food and 
drinks cool and a zippered front pocket. Perfect 
for picnics and beach trips.
16 1⁄2"H x 17"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black/blue, black/gray
Quantity 50 250 500
Pricing $14.49 13.49 12.99

Crestone  
Waterproof Bag
102C
Keep valuables dry with this dry bag. 
Store items you want to keep dry in 
the waterproof compartment, roll the 
top and secure it with buckles. Use 
the outer mesh zippered bag to store 
loose items for easy access. Useful 
for campers, hikers or a day at the 
beach.
18"H x 12"W x 1⁄4"D
Colors: Black, green, blue, red
Quantity 50 500 1000
Pricing $11.94 8.50 7.59

Biere Double Wall 
Stainless Steel Tumbler
102E
A road warrior’s dream come true in 
winter or summer. This double wall 
stainless steel tumbler features a 
copper lining, acrylic lid with spill-
proof slide closure and a drinking 
straw. 22 oz.
7 3⁄4"H
Colors: Black, green, light blue, blue, 
purple, red, orange, white
Quantity 48 240 480
Pricing $13.49 12.49 11.99

Paloma 5-Piece Stainless  
Steel Straw Set
102D
Grab the Paloma straw set before your next trip or 
dining out. Includes two stainless steel straw parts that 
can be used individually or linked together, a cleaning 
brush and a silicone tip. Packaged in an oval cylinder 
case with a transparent cap and a colored bottom. The 
lid features a beaded silicone locking strap to attach to 
your backpack, purse or bag for easy transport.
Case: 6"H x 1"W x 1"D; Straw (assembled): 10 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, green, light blue, blue, purple, red, 
orange, white, yellow
Quantity 192 1200 4800
Pricing $3.14 2.50 1.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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SPF15 Lip Balm
103A
Perfect for any outdoor event 
in addition to trade shows, 
hotels, spas and salons. 
SPF 15 artisan lip balm is 
made in the USA and FDA 
approved. Full color label 
and 14 flavors to choose 
from. White cap.
25⁄8"H x 5⁄8"W
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $.82 .76 .68

6" Square  
Microfiber Cloth
103B
The clean choice! Full color, 
scratch-free microfiber cloth 
for smartphone, tablets, 
computers and eyeglasses. 
Clear pouch for presentation 
and storage may be added 
for an additional charge.
Cloth: 6"H x 6"W 
Pouch: 21⁄2"H x 4"W
Quantity 250 1000 2500
Pricing 
Without pouch $1.52 .98 .87 
With pouch $1.73 1.22 1.10

Hand Sanitizer
103C 1 oz. Gel;  103D 1⁄2 oz. Gel;  103E 1 oz. Gel
Be ready to fight off germs wherever you go! Choose from a conve-
nient 10 ml spray tube with a colorful carabiner clip cap, a 1 oz. bottle 
with a handy carabiner (gel) or a 1⁄2 oz. pocket sized bottle (gel). All 
options have a full color label and are filled with clear sanitizer. The 
CDC recommends using alcohol-based hand sanitizers to decrease the 
risk of getting sick if soap and water are not available.
1 oz. Gel 51⁄2"H x 13⁄8"W; 1⁄2 oz. Gel 25⁄8"H x 11⁄4"W; 
Spray: 6"H x 3⁄4"W; 
Spray cap colors: Black, blue, clear, green, orange, pink, purple, red, 
yellow
Quantity 150 250 500
Pricing 
1 oz. Gel $1.20 1.10 1.06 
1⁄2 oz Gel $.85 .82 .75 
Spray $1.06 .98 .91

Silicone  
Smartphone 
Wallet
103G
Silicone cling wallet for 
smartphones, with 3M 
adhesive on the back, holds 
up to 3 cards securely. 
Wallet protects credit cards 
from deactivation.
33⁄8"H x 21⁄8"W
Colors: Black, blue, lime, 
orange, purple, red, white
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $1.42 1.12 .89

Full Color  
Coffee Mug
103F
Get creative with this 
custom full color classic 
ceramic mug. Perfect for a 
promotional giveaway or 
a simple thank you gift. 
11 oz.
33⁄4"H
Quantity 72 108 288
Pricing $4.43 4.15 3.87

Soft Touch Round 
Lip Balm
103H
This trending lip balm is 
perfect for any outdoor event 
in addition to trade shows, 
hotels, spas and salons. Lip 
balm is FDA approved.
11⁄2"H x 11⁄2"W x 11⁄2"D
Colors: Black, blue, lime, 
pink, red, white, yellow
Quantity 150 500 5000
Pricing $1.39 1.31 1.19

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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1 oz. Full Color Digibag™
104A
Digibags™ contain the tastes you love! Each 
bite is packed with yummy flavors that will 
keep your taste buds jumping. Get a colorful 
digital print of your logo on every bag. These 
assorted treats are great for tradeshows and 
conferences. Boost your business now!
21⁄2"H x 5"W
Quantity 500 2500 5000
Pricing 
Jelly Beans:  $1.58 1.40 1.34 
Jelly Belly:  $2.16 1.97 1.92 
Gummy Bears:  $1.51 1.34 1.28 
Choc Buttons:  $1.84 1.70 1.64 
Espresso Beans: $2.16 1.96 1.91

Custom Molded 
Chocolate Bar
104B
Custom 13⁄4 oz. milk or dark 
chocolate bar with full color 
graphics on the wrapper. Imprint 
the chocolate bar with your logo 
and choose between silver or 
gold foil to wrap around the bar. 
A 1-color inside imprint is also 
available on the wrapper.
5"H x 2"W
Quantity 250 1000 2500
Pricing $2.22 2.05 2.01

4 Piece Sweet Box 
Gift Set
104C
With multiple imprint areas and 
four delicious fills this is an ideal 
client giveaway! Showcase your 
logo and message with a full 
color belly band around a classic 
black box. Inside the box are four 
acrylic cubes filled with options 
of sweet and salty fills, with two 
alternating full color labels.
59⁄16"H x 59⁄16"W x 21⁄8"D
Quantity 50 250 500
Pricing $40.06 37.54 36.74

Chocolate Foiled 
Squares
104E
Reward your clients with the 
delicious taste of chocolate! 
Foiled squares available in milk 
or dark chocolate. Use up to a 3 
color imprint, or create your own 
custom full color foil wrap. Bulk 
packaging, individually wrapped.
1"H x 1"W
Colors: Gold, silver, white
Quantity 1200 9600 21600
Pricing 
1-3 color imprint: $.36 .27 .23 
Full color:  $.38 .29 .25

Sugar Free Gum 
Packs
104D
Deliver your logo on 
Gumelope! Blister pack 
includes twelve pieces of 
sugar free peppermint gum 
and is wrapped in a full color 
imprinted envelope. Bulk 
packed.
21⁄2"H x 4"W
Quantity 250 500 1000
Pricing $1.30 1.20 1.09

Domed Mint Tin 
with Industry  
Specific Mints
104F
Domed tin filled with pepper-
mint flavored mini mints. Not 
only will the recipient think of 
your company each time they 
reach for a mint, but they will 
enjoy their full color, keepsake 
tin long after the mints are 
gone. Bulk packed.
5⁄8"H x 23⁄8"W x 17⁄8"D
Colors: Tin: black, silver, white
Quantity 250 500 1000
Pricing $1.95 1.88 1.78

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Gourmet Popcorn Tube
105A
The ultimate sweet treat that will 
have your customers coming back for 
more! The tube is filled with 3 oz. 
of gourmet white and dark chocolate 
swirl popcorn that is popped fresh 
and made with only the highest 
quality ingredients. Tube is decorated 
with a full color, custom wrap. 
53⁄4"H x 3"W x 3"D
Quantity 28 84 252
Pricing $7.95 7.35 6.65

3-Way Cookie Tube  
Gift Set
105B
Treat valued customers to this new 
collection of mini gourmet cookies. 
Collection includes chocolate chip, key 
lime pie and triple chocolate cookies. 
Decorate the tubes with coordinating 
full color artwork for a beautiful and 
delicious gift. 4.5 oz.
Gift Box: 51⁄2"H x 111⁄2"W x 31⁄4"D
Quantity 24 72 240
Pricing $26.75 26.25 25.25

Bite Size Belgian 
Chocolate Gift Set
105C
Decorate these chocolates with 
your brand! Each gift set includes 
nine bite size Belgian milk 
chocolate squares topped with a 
Belgian white chocolate plaque 
and inserted into a fully custom, 
full color sleeve for a perfect 
presentation.
61⁄2"H x 61⁄2"W x 1"D
Quantity 36 108 504
Pricing $15.30 15.10 14.75

Boozy Champagne Popcorn  
Gift Bag
105E
Fill your customers up with this Boozy Popcorn. 
Available in three cocktail inspired flavors: cham-
pagne, amaretto and bourbon. Each clear gift bag is 
decorated with a satin twist tie bow and a full color 
custom label. All popcorn is non-alcoholic. 8 oz.
101⁄2"H x 4"W x 2"D
Bow Colors: White, ivory, sheer gold, red, pink, 
purple, blue, green, black, sheer silver
Quantity 36 108 504
Pricing $7.15 6.75 6.25

Hot Chocolate Peppermint 
Stick Favor Bag
105D
The perfect treat to keep your customers warm in 
the winter months! Each favor features a Belgian 
milk chocolate cube with a peppermint candy stick. 
Just add hot water or milk and enjoy! Includes full 
color imprint on hang tag and a satin twist tie bow 
in your choice of colors. Makes 1 serving.
6"H x 15⁄8"W x 17⁄8"D
Bow Colors: Ivory, gold, red, blue, green, brown, 
black, silver
Quantity 100 600 2500
Pricing $3.90 3.60 3.30

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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MoMA Cube Calendar
106A
This perpetual calendar shows 
month, date and day with 
polystyrene cubes. Simply rotate 
cubes to show correct date. A 
portion of proceeds go to benefit 
art conservation programs and 
art education at the Museum of 
Modern Art.
2 1⁄4"H x 4 3⁄4"W x 1 5⁄8"D
Colors: Black/grey/white, pink/
yellow/black
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $7.22 6.54 5.78

Areaware Cubebot
106B
Inspired by Japanese Shinto Kumi-ki puzzles, 
the Cubebot is a new take on the toy robot. 
Features a powerful beechwood frame that can 
hold dozens of poses. The elastic-band muscles 
and durable wood limbs make the Cubebot 
impervious to breakage. When it's time to rest, 
Cubebot folds down into a perfect cube.
1 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄2"W x 1 1⁄2"D
Colors: Multishades: Red, yellow, green, blue, 
purple
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $11.01 10.70 10.13

KIKKERLAND 
4-In-A Row
106C
Improve your mental
dexterity with this classic
travel sized game. Made of
solid beechwood, this game-
board features a convertible
design that tilts to close and
house the playing pieces.
6 3⁄4"H x 3 3⁄8"W x 1 3⁄4"D
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $27.85 25.68 23.15

KIKKERLAND 
Hourglass
106E
Strikingly clear hourglass 
filled with ferrous sand and 
rests on a magnetic natural 
wood base. As the sand drifts 
down it creates beautiful 
stalagmite formations before 
your eyes.
6 1⁄2"H x 2 4⁄5"W x 2 4⁄5"D
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $27.16 25.00 22.50

KIKKERLAND 
Tech Kit
106D
This 4-piece tech kit will 
keep you charged up in an 
emergency. Includes a cable 
wrap, screen cleaner spray, 
microfiber cloth and a 2-in-1 
Apple® compatible charging 
cable packaged in a reusable 
silver tin case.
3 3⁄4"H x 2 3⁄8"W x 11⁄16"D
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $12.13 11.16 10.05

KIKKERLAND 
Decision Maker
106F
Let the decision maker decide 
with this silver magnetic 
stainless steel desk accessory.
9 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄4"W x 4"D
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $18.30 16.85 15.17

Put your brand on this unique, travel 
sized classic game!

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Areaware Star 
Spangle
107A
An all-American nylon spatula 
featuring an outline of an 
American flag at the base. 5% 
of proceeds donated to the 
Penn Abramson Cancer Center.
12"H x 3"W x 2"D
Colors: Blue, green, orange, 
purple, red, white, yellow
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $11.92 10.80 10.22

Lamy Safari Pen
107B
LAMY Safari is a cap-off roller-
ball pen in sturdy plastic with 
ergonomically-shaped grip zone. 
Packaged in a black gift box.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Blue, green, pink, yellow
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $27.49 26.71 25.29

pi WARNING: Cancer: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HIT Couch Coaster
107C
The ultimate couch coaster holds 
mugs, tumblers, bottles cans and 
cups. Features a low center of 
gravity and anti-spill technology. 
The silicone body has weighted 
bands to surround any couch arm 
for a firm base.
2 3⁄8"H x 5 7⁄8"W x 16 3⁄8"D
Colors: Black, grey, red
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $25.31 24.55 23.14

Troika Construction 
Pen
107E
Multifunction yellow brass  
ballpoint pen with four different 
metric ratios, level, Phillips and 
slotted screwdriver and a stylus.
6"L
Colors: Black, yellow, red, navy, 
silver, gold
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $19.90 19.29 18.19

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
harm: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Promonotes Spiral Bound 
Notebook with Sticky Notes
107D
Beautiful textured spiral bound notebook 
with 100 white lined sheets sourced from 
managed and sustained EU forests from FSC 
certified suppliers and are environmentally 
friendly and safe. Features a to-do list on one 
side, a weekly calendar on the other side and 
three sizes of 25 sticky notes to flag pages or 
leave notes.
8 1⁄2"H x 6 1⁄2"W x 1"D
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $10.52 10.20 9.62

IMC Sunburst
107F
This solar activated sport 
bottle made of low density 
polyethylene changes from 
clear to blue when exposed 
to sunlight. BPA free. FDA 
approved. 25 oz.
8"H
Quantity 50 100 500
Pricing $3.93 3.81 3.60

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Post-it® Note Pads,  
25 or 50 sheets per pad
108A Large 3"x8" 
108B Medium 3"x5" 
108C Small 3"x3"
Post-it® Notes sized just right! Make your message stick by putting 
it on a Post-it® Notes decorated with a four color process imprint on 
each sheet! White Paper.
Large: 27⁄8"H x 8"W; Medium: 27⁄8"H x 5"W; Small: 23⁄4"H x 27⁄8"W
Quantity 500 1000 2500
Pricing 
Large/25 sheets: $1.05 .73 .67 
Large/50 sheets: $1.65 1.26 1.08 
Medium/25 sheets: $.80 .57 .52 
Medium/50 sheets: $1.31 .99 .87 
Small/25 sheets:  $.65 .40 .36 
Small/50 sheets: $.92 .69 .63

Post-it® Note Cubes
108D Half Cube 
108E Full Cube
Keep your message visible each 
time they reach for a note! Price 
includes a four color process imprint 
on all sides with up to four different 
designs. Additional charge for imprint 
on each sheet. White paper.
Half: 23⁄4"H x 23⁄4"W x 13⁄8"D 
Whole: 23⁄4"H x 23⁄4"W x 23⁄4"D
Quantity 250 500 2500
Pricing 
Half Cube $5.65 4.62 3.80 
Whole Cube $6.58 6.17 5.65

Post-it® Note Pads,  
25 or 50 sheets per pad
108F Large 4"x6" 
108G Medium 3"x4" 
108H Small 23⁄4"x3"
Post-it® Notes sized just right! Make your message stick by putting it 
on a Post-it® Notes decorated with a four color process imprint on each 
sheet! White Paper.
Large: 513⁄16"H x 4"W; Medium: 27⁄8"H x 4"W; Small: 23⁄4"H x 27⁄8"W
Quantity 500 1000 2500
Pricing 
Large/25 sheets: $1.05 .73 .67 
Large/50 sheets: $1.65 1.26 1.08 
Medium/25 sheets: $.71 .41 .37 
Medium/50 sheets: $.97 .73 .67 
Small/25 sheets:  $.62 .39 .35 
Small/50 sheets: $.88 .66 .61

Scotch® Lint Sheets 
Pocket Pack
108I
Easily remove lint and pet hair 
from clothing and more. Great for 
travel and people on the go. Each 
pack contains 40 disposable sticky 
sheets.
Pack: 3"H x 4"W
Quantity 250 1000 2500
Pricing $2.50 1.89 1.69

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Post-it® Flag+  
Highlighter
109C
Highlight and flag with this two-in-one 
marking tool. Features fluorescent 
highlighter and integrated flag dis-
penser loaded with 50 Post-it® flags.
51⁄2"L
Barrel colors: White, blue, yellow, 
green, orange, pink
Quantity 100 500 2000
Pricing $3.08 2.46 2.15

Post-it® Extreme Notes 
with Cover
109B
Tailored for the tough! Post-it® Extreme 
Notes stick to touch surfaces. Can be used 
indoors or outdoors and are water resistant. 
Includes full color design on the cover with 
45 unimprinted sheets. Not recommended 
to stick on paper.
3"H x 3"W
Sheet colors: Yellow, green, orange, mint, 
red
Quantity 250 500 1000
Pricing $3.25 2.46 2.19

Post-it® Flag + Pen
109A
Write and flag! Two great marking 
tools in one. Features integrated 
flag dispenser loaded with 50 
Post-it® flags. Choose from a white 
barrel with black or blue ink or a 
black barrel with black ink.
51⁄2"L
Quantity 100 500 2000
Pricing $3.08 2.46 2.15

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Die Cut Value Line 
Roll Labels
110A
We have taken some of the most 
common label sizes and created 
a Value-line. Available in 5 sizes. 
White high gloss paper.
Rectangle: 1 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄4"W 
Circle: 2" Diameter 
Oval: 1 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄2"W 
Rectangle: 1 1⁄2"H x 3"W 
Square: 2"H
Colors: Black, medium yellow, 
fire red, ultra blue, purple, 
emerald green (max. 2 colors)
Quantity 1000 5000 25000
Pricing per 1000  
1 Color $197.00 62.00 24.00 
2 Color $293.00  86.00 29.63

Square Cut  
Custom Decal
110B
When you need a simple, 
high quality decal, this is 
it. Printed on durable white 
vinyl. Five (5) or less square 
inches. Call for other sizes.
Quantity 125 1000 10000
Pricing $1.78 .34 .07

Bumper Stickers
110C
The only ultra-removable 
bumper sticker in the 
industry! Ideal for bumpers 
and rear windows. Printed 
on white vinyl.
3"H x 11 1⁄2"W
Quantity 125 2500 5000
Pricing 
1 color $1.50 .27 .19 
Full color $3.60 .56 .45

Die Cut Custom 
Decal
110E
Add extra punch to your 
decals by having them cut 
to shape. Printed on durable 
white vinyl. Five (5) or less 
square inches. Call for other 
sizes.
Quantity 125 1000 10000
Pricing $1.98 .39 .09

Bebco® Full Color  
Desk Calendar
110D
Beautiful full color desk calendar 
sized for today's workspaces. Free 
optional phantom imprint (muted 
image behind the calendar grid). 
Choice of premium leatherette 
corners.
17"H x 22"W
Leatherette corner colors: Black, 
navy blue, burgundy, dark green, red
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing 
Before 8/31: $8.37 5.58 5.14 
After 8/31:  $8.76 5.73 5.35

Hard Hat &  
Helmet Decals
110F
Hard hat decals identify 
companies and are great for 
employee recognition. Use 
them to mark equipment 
too. Available in one or full 
color. White vinyl.
Oval: 1 3⁄4"H x 2 5⁄8"W 
Rectangle: 1 3⁄4"H x 2 5⁄8"W 
Circle: 2" Diameter
Quantity 125 1000 5000
Pricing 
1 Color $1.62 .31 .09 
Full Color $2.16 .40 .19

Full Color  
Biodegradable 
Coasters
110G
These full color coasters will 
make a big splash at your 
event! White biodegradable 
pulpboard. Includes full color 
design on 1 side.
Round: 3 3⁄4" Diameter 
Square: 3 3⁄4"
Quantity 500 2500 10000
Pricing $.95 .36 .1823

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Double Sided  
Yard Sign
111A
These patented signs, printed 
on 18 pt. polyethylene-coated 
stock for weather resistance, 
are folded at the top and 
sealed along the edges with 
glue. Just slide the sign 
over the wire frame that is 
included. White card stock.
16"H x 26"W
Quantity 50 750 2500
Pricing $6.84 2.82 1.94

Stone Coaster
111B
Super absorbent stone 
coasters are printed digitally 
in full color and come with a 
cork backing. Stone white.
Round: 4" Diameter x 5⁄16"D 
Square: 4" Square x 5⁄16"D
Quantity 100 200 1000
Pricing $3.39 3.14 2.14

Water Bottle 
Stickers
111C
Join the latest trend by put-
ting durable and waterproof 
decals on your water bottle. 
Eight different full color decals 
are included on the white 
vinyl sheet.
Sticker sheet: 11"H x 7"W
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $2.74 1.28 0.68

Adhesive Business 
Cards
111E
Adhesive business cards 
lets you display full color 
message and allows your 
customers to save your card 
where it is most convenient 
for them!
2"H x 3 1⁄2"W 
Peel out: 2"H x 3 1⁄8"W
Quantity 500 1500 5000
Pricing $0.45 0.25 0.17

Stone Car Coaster
111D
Super absorbent stone coast-
er sized to fit in your car cup 
holder. Printed in digital full 
color and comes with a cork 
backing. Includes a notch for 
easy removal. Stone white.
2 1⁄2" Diameter
Quantity 100 200 1000
Pricing $3.00 2.67 1.86

Full Color Dry 
Erase Decals
111F
Ultra-removable dry erase 
decals conform to smooth 
surfaces yet peel off anytime 
with no adhesive residue! 
Includes a dry erase pen and 
stick-on clip packet. Full color 
on white vinyl.
Small: 8 1⁄2"H x 5 1⁄2"W 
Large: 11"H x 8"W
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing 
Large  $2.49 1.99 1.75 
Small  $2.06 1.58 1.38

Post-Cal Sticker
111G
Decals that mail like a 
postcard. Removable adhesive 
to boot! Includes full color 
design on front and back.
3 5⁄8"H x 6"W
62324 - 3 rectangles: 
(1) 3 1⁄8" x 3 3⁄8"
(2) 1 1⁄2" x 1 7⁄8"
32024 - 1 oval:
3" x 5 1⁄2"
Quantity 500 2500 10000
Pricing $3.41 1.19 .66

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Static Cling  
Custom Decals
112B
Static decals can be removed 
and reused on smooth, clean 
glass or metal surfaces. 
Available square or die cut. 
For inside or outside applica-
tion. Clear static vinyl. Five 
(5) or less square inches.
Quantity 125 1000 5000
Pricing $2.00 .39 .14

EZ MAILER Tech  
Tattoos™
112A
The newest member of the 
popular Tech Tattoos™ series fits 
into a #10 envelope! With eight 
decals in one mailing, you can 
brand your phone, tablet, laptop 
and more. Full color white vinyl 
with ultra removable adhesive.
Sticker sheet: 3 3⁄4"H x 9"W
Includes one 1 1⁄2" square, three 
1⁄2" square key decals, one 1
1⁄2" circle, one 2" square, one 
2" circle and one 1 1⁄4" x 3 7⁄8" 
rectangle
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $2.11 .76 .34

Bebco® Adhesive 
Weekly Calendar 
Notes
112C
Stay on track with these 
full color keyboard/monitor 
weekly calendars. Leaves 
no adhesive residue. White 
vinyl with ultra removable 
adhesive.
3"H x 10 1⁄2"W
Quantity 250 1000 2500
Pricing $3.68 1.52 1.14

Tech Tattoos™
112E
Ultra-removable decals that 
let you customize your smart-
phones, laptops, tablets and 
other technology. Seven 
different full color decals are 
included on the white vinyl 
sheet.
Sticker sheet: 11"H x 7"W
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $2.74 1.28 .68

Full Color HD  
Resolution Decals
112D
Full color high resolution 
graphics for the highest 
impact! White vinyl with 
permanent adhesive. Many 
materials and adhesives 
available. Five (5) or less 
square inches.
Quantity 500 2500 10000
Pricing $2.06 .51 .18

Apparel Tag  
Decals
112F
Add an extra souvenir to 
your apparel with these full 
color ultra removable decals. 
White ultra removable vinyl.
Rectangle: 2"H x 3 3⁄4"W 
Square: 3 3⁄4"H x 3"W 
Circle: 3 1⁄2" Diameter
Quantity 125 1000 5000
Pricing $1.96 .39 .17

Temporary  
"Waterless"  
Tattoos
112G
Safe and simple tattoos don't 
need water to apply! Just 
peel, stick and remove. Stays 
put until peeled off. Great 
for any event or tradeshow. 
Printed on skin-safe medical 
tape with removable adhesive.
Circle: 1 1⁄2" Diameter 
Circle: 1 3⁄4" Diameter 
Oval: 1 1⁄4"H x 1 3⁄4"W 
Square: 1 1⁄2" 
Rectangle: 1 1⁄2"H x 2"W
Quantity 1000 5000 25000
Pricing $.61 .21 .12Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Breast Cancer  
Awareness Pop  
Magnet
113A
Four full color awareness magnets 
in one set, showing support for a 
well-deserved cause!
2 3⁄4"H x 11"W
Quantity 250 1000 10000
Pricing $1.09 .63 .40

3-in-1 Pop Magnet
113B
Create your own fun design
with this 3-in-1 Pop magnet set!
Square, circle and rectangle pop-
out magnet shapes included.
2 3⁄4"H x 8 3⁄8"W
Quantity 250 1000 10000
Pricing $.98 .59 .32

2-in-1 Pop Magnet
113C
Create your own fun design
with this 2-in-1 Pop magnet
set! Circle and rectangle pop-
out magnet shapes included.
2 3⁄4"H x 6"W
Quantity 250 1000 10000
Pricing $.92 .53 .26

4-Piece Domed Magnet Set –
Circles & Squares
113E
Take your promotion to the next level with this
unique set of four-domed full color magnets pack-
aged in a square window hinged tin. Includes two
square and two circle epoxy covered magnets.
Magnets: Circle 2" Diameter 
Square 2"H x 2"W 
Tin: 4 3⁄4"H x 4 3⁄4"W x 7⁄8"D
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $12.32 11.68 11.56

4-Piece Domed Magnet Set
113D
Take your promotion to the next level with this
unique set of four-domed full color circle magnets
packaged in a square window hinged tin.
Magnet: 1 1⁄2" Diameter
Tin: 3 3⁄4"H x 3 3⁄4"W x 1⁄2"D
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $10.10 9.46 9.34

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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18" Round Microfoil® Balloons
114A
Round Microfoil® balloons have an average 
flying time of up to 30 days when filled with 
helium. Available in standard colors with 
one-color/one-side imprint. Price per piece.
18" Round
Colors: Onyx black, lime green, teal, rose, 
burgundy, dark blue, magenta, turquoise, 
emerald green, yellow, orange, pale blue, 
sapphire blue, white, quartz purple, ruby red, 
metallic gold, silver, rose gold
Quantity 20 250 1000
Pricing $5.00 1.67 1.58

Balloon Seal with 
Ribbon
114B
Clear clip for use with helium-filled 
9" and 11" round Qualatex® latex 
balloons. Includes an attached 4 ft. 
white ribbon. Packed 100 per bag. 
Price per piece.
Quantity 100 1000
Pricing $.90 .084 

18" Round/Heart Microfoil® Balloon
114C
Round or heart shaped Microfoil® balloon has an 
average flying time of up to 30 days when filled with 
helium. Includes your 4-5 spot color or full process 
custom design on one side. Price per piece.
18" Round or Heart
Quantity 20 250 1000
Pricing $9.33 3.34 2.58

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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X-Banner Stand Kit
115A
The X-Banner Stand increases
the exposure and visibility of any
brand. Lightweight and easy to set
up or take down. One-side digital
dye sublimation imprint. Features
a grommeted banner with a plastic
tripod frame, fiberglass poles and
a nylon drawstring carrying bag.
63"H x 231⁄2"W
Quantity 1 5 25
Pricing $121.78 114.92 97.75

7" Vinyl AdMax® Football  
without Stripes
115B
AdMax® football with a one-color/one-side imprint. 
Balls are made of high-quality, soft, textured, and 
embossed vinyl. Imprint will be on smooth, non- 
pebbled area of the ball. Stripes and 2nd side imprint 
available at an additional charge. Price per piece.
7" Oval
Colors: White, brown, athletic yellow, orange, red, 
green, blue, purple, pink, black
Quantity 100 250 1000
Pricing $2.08 2.03 1.65

6' Non Fitted  
Table Cover
115C
Non-fitted, 100% polyester, 
300 denier, four-sided 
table cover with full-color dye 
sublimation imprint. Multi-panel 
print, full-bleed or custom fabric 
color. Price per piece.
88"H x 130"W x 30"D
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing $200.87 132.63 106.48

10' Square Event Tent
Square event tent with full-color 
dye-sublimation in one location. Tents 
are portable, sturdy, and easy to as-
semble. Constructed with high-quality, 
water and flame retardant, UV-pro-
tected 600 denier polyester fabric. 
Includes tent frame with storage bag, 
canopy, four metal ground stakes, 
and four small canvas drawstring sand 
weight bags.
Tent Frame: 10'H x 10'W
Colors: Orange, yellow, green, red, 
brown, beige, blue, purple, cool gray, 
pink, black, white
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $661.69 602.49 582.76

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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31 1⁄2" Economy Plus  
Retractor
116A
The Economy Plus retractor's aluminum 
base is designed with a single-footed 
design keeping the retractor stable while 
maintaining a low profile. Features a 
flip-lever telescoping pole making setup 
and adjustments simple. Banner attaches 
with snap rail on top and hook-and-loop 
fasteners on the bottom so swapping out 
graphics is easy. Includes your full color 
design on Titan™ no-curl opaque fabric.
82 1⁄2"H x 32"W x 15"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $310.00 273.00 262.00

6' Outdoor Fitted 
Throw
116B
This heavy-duty, full color 
dye-sublimated throw can 
handle wind and spills making 
it a perfect choice for outdoor 
events. Constructed of durable 
400 denier polyester and 
features a tight, fitted look 
taking your table display to 
the next level.
28"H x 72"W x 30"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $330.00 275.00 255.00

EuroFit Mini  
Display Kit
116C
Perfect for tabletop or 
countertop displays! The 
sturdy aluminum frame features 
push-button connectors making 
it easy to assemble. The full 
color, double-sided graphic 
slides on with no need to 
fasten. Easily swap out graphics 
for frequent message changes.
18 5⁄8"H x 12 7⁄8"W x 11"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $77.30 72.60 70.40

Large Countertop 
Wood Chalkboard 
Kit
116D
Personalize your handwritten 
message with this lightweight 
and portable mini display. Fits 
into small areas making it great 
for tabletops and countertops. 
Features beech wood frame and 
full color graphics. Chalk not 
included.
12 5⁄8"H x 10 1⁄8"W x 2 1⁄5"D
Colors: Light brown, espresso
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $48.50 44.80 43.60

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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6' Standard Table 
Throw
117A
The most popular table throw is 
elegant in its simplicity. This polyester 
poplin throw covers four sides of 
the table featuring draped corners. 
Includes your full color design on the 
front.
28"H x 72"W x 30"D
Colors: Black, royal blue, blueberry, 
red, lime green, burgundy, gray, or-
ange, hunter green, navy blue, brown, 
white, yellow, purple, charcoal
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $202.00 162.00 152.00

Large Countertop 
Wood Chalkboard 
Decal
117B
This decal is constructed 
of removable Surface Grip 
material and can be applied 
to the Large Countertop Wood 
Chalkboard to add a logo, 
personalized message or full 
color design.
2 1⁄2"H x 8 7⁄8"W
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $9.30 8.60 8.20

Large Countertop Wood 
Chalkboard Hardware
117C
Personalize your handwritten 
message with this lightweight and 
portable mini display. Fits into small 
areas making it great for tabletops 
and countertops. Features beech 
wood frame. Chalk and decal not 
included.
12 5⁄8"H x 10 1⁄8"W x 2 1⁄5"D
Colors: Light brown, espresso
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $30.90 28.40 27.20

3' LitFit Wall Kit
117D
Light up your message with 
this illuminated display featur-
ing bright LED lights creating 
a pleasant glow effect. The 
aluminum frame features 
push-button connectors for 
easy setup. Includes full color 
double-sided graphics and LED 
ladder light.
90 7⁄8"H x 375⁄8"W x 18 7⁄8"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $920.00 875.00 860.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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3' FrameWorx Banner Display Kit
118A
This lightweight display features a contemporary design that 
looks great in any environment. Features fold-out feet for a 
small stable footprint, tension corner springs to keep the banner 
centered and taut, plus two hooks on the corner springs so you 
can create a double-sided display by adding a second banner 
(second banner sold separately). Includes a full color custom 
design on Titan™ 13 oz. smooth scrim vinyl.
74"H x 36 3⁄4"W x 15 3⁄8"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $142.00 128.00 121.00

EuroFit Ballast  
Base Kit
118B
This beautiful fabric display is 
perfect for short-term use in mild 
outdoor conditions. The plastic 
ballast base can be filled with sand 
or water and attaches to the frame 
using thumbscrews. Features 
lightweight aluminum frame with 
push-button connectors making 
it easy to assemble. Includes 
double-sided full color graphics.
55"H x 23 1⁄2"W x 17 1⁄8"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $257.00 239.00 229.00

32"Deluxe Wood 
A-Frame Chalkboard
Kit
118C
Display daily specials, menu
items, messages and creative art-
work with this upscale A-Frame.
Constructed of beech wood with
butted corners. Print your full
color graphics on two removable
Surface Grip decals. Recommend-
ed for indoor or limited outdoor
use. Chalk not included.
32 1⁄2"H x 21 5⁄8"W x 19 1⁄8"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $186.00 172.00 165.00

2' x 90" EuroFit 
Straight Wall Kit
118D
Create amazing backdrops 
or portable privacy walls 
with this lightweight, sturdy 
EuroFit design. The aluminum 
frame features push-button 
connectors making it easy 
to assemble. The full color, 
double-sided graphic slides 
on with no need to fasten.
911⁄4"H x 241⁄2"W x 19"D
Quantity 1 6 12
Pricing $247.00 232.00 225.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Non-Woven  
Vertical  
Drawstring
119A
Trendy pattern drawstring is 
perfect to hold all your essen-
tials on race day! Features 
printed pattern twist on a 
classic non-woven material, 
front zippered pocket, mesh 
water bottle pocket and a 
drawstring closure.
16 1⁄2"H x 13"W
Colors: Red, black, royal, lime
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $2.90 2.58 2.30

Prime Journal with  
Soca Pen
119B
This premium notebook and pen combo 
is a great giveaway for any tradeshow or 
business meeting! Features a leatherette 
cover, 80 college ruled lined sheets, 
a pen inserted in the elastic pen loop, 
expandable pocket and a matching elastic 
band closure and ribbon bookmark.
Notebook: 8 1⁄4"H x 5 1⁄2"W x 5⁄8"D 
Pen: 5 5⁄8" L
Colors: White, blue, red, black, turquoise, 
navy, purple, dark green, orange, silver, 
burgundy, brown
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $7.24 6.44 5.74

Value Notebook with 
Joy Pen
119C
This notebook and pen combo is great 
to throw in your bag when you’re on-
the-go! Features a leatherette cover, 
50 college ruled lined sheets, a pen 
inserted in the elastic pen loop with 
a matching elastic band closure and 
ribbon bookmark.
Notebook: 7"H x 5"W x 1⁄2"D 
Pen: 5 5⁄8"L
Colors: Blue, red, green, black, purple, 
navy, yellow, orange, lime, gray
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $3.72 3.07 2.73

Souvenir® TFW Pen
119E
Make a colorful splash with the 
TFW Pen. Each plastic barrel is a 
stunning mix of bright hue and 
white, with a die-cut Souvenir® 
icon for an added punch of style. 
With InstaGlide® hybrid ink, 
distinctive clip and embossed 
grip, this pen is unlike any other. 
Black ink.
5 5⁄8"L
Trim colors: Blue, red, black, 
turquoise, yellow, lime, gray
Quantity 300 1000 5000
Pricing $.66 .56 .46

Souvenir® Story 
Pen
119D
The story begins with the 
new ballpoint Story Pen! 
Features colorful barrel with 
chrome and black accents. 
Black ink.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: Blue, red, turquoise, 
purple, silver, lime
Quantity 300 1000 5000
Pricing $.80 .70 .60

Souvenir® Armor Pen
119F
The fully rubberized metal Armor 
Pen truly makes a statement with 
vivid jewel-tone barrels accented 
by a chrome tip, clip and die-cut 
grip design. The InstaGlide® 
upgraded hybrid ink completes 
the polished performance of this 
high-style writing instrument. 
Black ink.
5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Blue, red, black, green, 
purple
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $1.85 1.75 1.65

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Javalina® Glow  
Illuminated Pen
120A
Sleek silver barrel plastic pen  
featuring a black comfort rubber 
grip. The tip, grip and engraved 
logo are illuminated at the press 
of the plunger action stylus.  
Black ink.
6 1⁄8"L
Colors: Pink, blue, red, green
Quantity 100 1000 5000
Pricing $2.06 1.93 1.87

Lumitron Illuminated 
Logo Pen
120B
Make a bold statement with the 
super smooth Lumitron Illuminated 
pen. Light up your logo in a bright 
white light. Features coordinating 
colored light that shines through 
the slotted rubber grip. Black ink.
5 7⁄8"L
Colors: Teal, garnet red, sapphire 
blue, berry purple
Quantity 100 1000 5000
Pricing $2.25 2.08 2.00

Frolico Pen
120C
This brightly colored, translucent 
barrel pen features a jumbo com-
fort grip creating an exceptional 
writing experience. The hybrid ink 
color matches the barrel, dries fast 
and resists smears.
5 5⁄8"L
Colors: Translucent: black, red, 
blue, pink, purple, green
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $.66 .58 .53

Zippah Pen
120E
A clean white barrel with vibrant 
color and chrome accents. Features 
a double injected zipper-looking 
rubber grip for writing comfort 
and a generous imprint area to 
really make your imprint stand 
out. Full color imprint available for 
additional charge. Black ink.
5 7⁄8"L
Colors: Orange, green, black, 
blue, red
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $.81 .68 .62

Vallano Pen
120D
This sleek contemporary European 
style pen features a unique clip, 
rich corporate color selections 
and a generous imprint area to 
make your imprint really stand 
out. Full color imprint available for 
additional charge. Black ink.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: White/purple, white/
black, white/blue, white/red, 
white/green
Quantity 250 1000 5000
Pricing $.81 .68 .62

Triola Pen
120F
This executive metal pen with a 
Japanese inspired design features 
an ultra modern triangular shape 
with silver trim and strong push 
cap retraction. Black ink.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Gunmetal, metallic merlot, 
white, blue topaz
Quantity 50 1000 5000
Pricing $2.65 2.40 2.31

teal black
green

purple
orange

gunmetal
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blue topaz

white

blue

blue

pink

red

green

black

sapphire blue red bluepurple

garnet red blue
blackpink

red

berry purple green redgreen

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Sharpie® Fine Point
121A
Everyone instantly recognizes and loves 
these markers. Put your promotional 
message on a Sharpie® and they’ll instantly 
recognize and love you too! Permanent, 
fast-drying, acid-free, non-toxic ink. Ink color 
matches cap color. Gray barrel. Fine point.
5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Solid: Orange, red, green, turquoise, 
blue, magenta, black, brown, lime, purple, 
aqua, berry, slate gray, lilac, navy, pink; 
Metallic: Silver, gold, bronze
Quantity 200 1000 2500
Pricing 
Solid:  $1.85 1.50 1.35 
Metallic:  $2.53 2.05 1.84

Sharpie® Gel Highlighter
121B
Another technological breakthrough! The 
advanced gel highlighting system won’t 
bleed through paper surfaces, including 
glossy and thin papers, and is smear  
resistant. Will never dry out. Writes as long 
as a traditional pen style highlighter.
5"L
Fluorescent colors: Yellow, orange, dark 
pink, blue, green
Quantity 200 1000 2500
Pricing $2.64 2.14 1.92

Sharpie® Mini
121C
All of the qualities of a standard 
Sharpie® Fine Point, but at half the size! 
Convenient cap clip comes standard and is 
perfect for key chains, lanyards, golf bags, 
etc. Permanent, fast-drying, acid-free, 
non-toxic ink. Ink color matches cap color. 
Gray barrel. Fine point.
3 5⁄8"L
Colors: Berry, orange, aqua, black, green, 
red, lime, blue
Quantity 200 1000 2500
Pricing $2.03 1.64 1.48

Sharpie® Twin Tip
121E
Experience the value and convenience of 
two markers in one! Features a fine point 
tip for thin, detailed lines on one end 
and an ultra-fine point tip for even more 
precise writing on the other end. The 
bright, colorful ink leaves a permanent 
mark on most surfaces.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 200 1000 2500
Pricing $3.28 2.66 2.39

Sharpie® Clear View™ 
Highlighter
121D
A new addition to the Sharpie® family. 
It addresses the needs of precision,  
versatility and control. The innovative 
crystal clear tip delivers clear line of 
sight, the ability to select different line 
widths and extreme bold color through 
its pigmented ink system.
4 1⁄4"L
Fluorescent colors: Green, yellow, pink, 
orange
Quantity 200 1000 2500
Pricing $2.72 2.20 1.98
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Paper Mate®  
Eco-Element
122A
Step outside your element and 
help the environment with 
the Paper Mate® Eco-Element 
ballpoint pen. Constructed from 
renewable resources and is 
refillable. Black ink.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: White/black, white/
blue, white/red
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $1.98 1.60 1.37

Paper Mate® Flair®
122B
The world’s classic felt tip pen 
that lets you express yourself 
with true style and color. 
Quick-drying ink that will not 
bleed through paper.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Purple, lime, red, sky 
blue, tangerine, magenta, 
black, blue, green
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $2.55 2.18 1.86

Paper Mate® Inkjoy® Quatro
122C
Offers vivid colors, incredible smoothness and 
a fast dry-time to help avoid messy smearing. 
A 4-in-1 white barrel pen featuring 4 different 
ink colors! Medium point with two different 
grip colors each featuring a combination of 
four fun and colorful hybrid ball pen inks.
5 11⁄16"L
Colors: Business: Gray grip with black, green, 
blue or red ink; Fashion: Purple grip with 
turquoise, lime, fuscia or purple ink
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $2.08 1.78 1.60

Paper Mate® Inkjoy® Gel RT
122E
This pen joins the family of hybrid ball pen 
inks and features vivid gel ink that dries 
three times faster for reduced smearing 
with vibrant color! Fully wrapped with a 
comfort grip. Offers a smooth style that 
keeps the joy flowing as fast as your 
thoughts. Ink color matches pen color.
5 3⁄4"L
Colors: Black, blue, red, green, bright blue, 
cocoa, pink, slate blue, yellow, orange, 
lime, berry, teal, purple
Quantity 100 500 1000
Pricing $3.35 2.71 2.44

Paper Mate® Inkjoy® 300RT
122D
Combines the best qualities of ball point and gel pen  
technologies. InkJoy® offers vivid colors, incredible  
smoothness and a fast dry-time to help avoid messy smear-
ing. Ink can be black or color of pen. RT has a translucent 
barrel and its black barrel is also available with blue ink. 
RTW has white barrel with your choice of nine trim colors. 
Ink color matches pen color or black ink. Medium point.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: RT barrel: Turquoise, green, blue, orange, red, purple, 
lime, brown, black; RTW trim: Black, red, blue, green, lime, 
turquoise, brown, purple, orange
Quantity 300 1000 5000
Pricing $.76 .69 .59
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Uni-Ball® 207™ Gel BLX
123A
Guard against check fraud with the 
207™ Gel BLK. Its specially formulated 
pigmented ink permanently binds itself to 
the fibers in paper and cannot be washed 
off or removed! Fade and water resistant. 
Features black ink with a hint of color. 
Stylish design and comfortable grip. Ink 
color matches plunger color. 0.7mm point.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Green/black, purple/black, red/
black, blue/black, brown/black
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $2.88 2.53 2.18

Uni-Ball® 207™ Gel
123B
Guard against check fraud with the 207™ 
Gel. Its specially formulated pigmented ink 
permanently binds itself to the fibers in  
paper and cannot be washed off or 
removed! Fade and water resistant. Stylish 
design and comfortable grip. Translucent 
black barrel and grip with silver accents. Ink 
color matches plunger color. 0.7mm point.
5 1⁄2"L
Plunger colors: Black, red, blue, pink, 
purple, orange
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $2.88 2.53 2.18

Uni-Ball® Jetstream™ 
Sport RT
123C
Combines the remarkable smoothness of 
a gel pen with the fast drying performance 
and convenience of a retractable ball 
pen. Pigmented ink is fade-proof and 
waterproof. Comfortable rubber grip. 
Solid black barrel with ink color matching 
plunger color. White barrel/gray grip has 
black ink. 1.0mm point.
5 1⁄2"L
Plunger colors: Black, blue, red
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $3.32 2.84 2.43

Uni-Ball® Roller Grip™ Fine
123E
Features a rubberized grip for added  
comfort and control! Rollerball with  
archival quality, acid-free ink that is 
waterproof and fade-proof. 0.7mm point. 
Imprint available on cap or barrel.
5 3⁄8"L
Colors: Black barrel/black ink, blue 
barrel/blue ink, white barrel/black ink, 
white barrel/blue ink
Quantity 200 1000 5000
Pricing $2.56 2.23 1.93

Vision Elite
123D
Modern styling and innovation come  
together with the Uni-Ball® Vision Elite. 
This sharp looking pen will not only change 
the way you look when you write, but also 
where you can write. The patented design 
prevents ink from leaking during the rapid 
air pressure changes that occur on airline 
flights. When it comes to writing, the sky 
is no longer the limit! Black ink.
5 1⁄2"L
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 100 1000 2500
Pricing $3.90 3.17 2.85
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Leeman™ Roma Journal &  
Stylus Pen Set
124A
Journal has a textured thermo PU cover and 
smartphone pocket on front cover. The set features 
80 ruled sheets, elastic pen holder and ribbon 
bookmark with document pocket on inside back 
cover. Includes aluminum twist-action ballpoint 
pen with soft silicone tip to use with touchscreen 
devices. Beautifully presented in a gold gift box.
Journal: 9"H x 6"W x 1"D; Pen: 5" L
Colors: Black, navy blue, brown, gray, hunter 
green, orange, purple, red, tan, teal
Quantity 25 300 1200
Pricing $20.99 19.59 17.79

Tuscany™ Slim Executive Charger
124B
Slim aluminum power bank with soft leather-like 
accent body wrap includes a 4000 mAh rechargeable 
lithium polymer battery. Features four LED charge 
indicator lights that turn off one by one as power 
is drained. Lights flash while device is charging and 
blink when device is in use. Standard USB connector 
cable provided.
2 3⁄4"H x 4 3⁄8"W x 1⁄2"D
Colors: Black, brown, gray, hunter green, light blue, 
lime green, navy blue, orange, pink, purple, red, tan, 
white
Quantity 15 150 300
Pricing $25.70 23.56 21.94

Baxter Large Journal
124C
Made of thermo PU, this refillable 
journal with a linen-look features 
a front side pocket, elastic 
pen slot and polyester ribbon 
bookmark.
9 4⁄5"H x 6 3⁄4"W x 1"D
Colors: Black, gray, lime green, 
navy blue, red
Quantity 25 300 800
Pricing $17.99 16.49 15.99

PUMA® Executive 
Backpack
124E
Executive style computer backpack, 
made of 100% polyester, features 
top cinch closure into the main 
compartment, external zippered 
pocket, side zipper access into 
laptop compartment that can hold 
up to a 15" laptop and ventilated 
back panel and shoulder straps. 
Embroidered PUMA® logo located 
on front pocket. Black.
18"H x 13"W x 8 1⁄2"D
Quantity 6 24 144
Pricing $110.00 104.58 103.75

Large Roma Journal  
with Phone Pocket
124D
Take notes with this large journal fea-
turing a textured thermo PU cover and 
horizontal elastic pocket on the front 
cover. Includes 96 cream color wide 
ruled sheets, document pocket, elastic 
pen loop and ribbon bookmark.
9 3⁄4"H x 7 1⁄2"W x 3⁄4"D
Colors: Black, gray, navy blue, red, tan
Quantity 25 150 600
Pricing $18.49 16.89 15.29
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Softbound Metallic 
Foundry Journal
125A
Metallic PU journal features integrated 
zipper pocket cover and includes 80 
beige college ruled lined sheets. Features 
stitched binding and matching ribbon 
bookmark.
8 1⁄2"H x 5 3⁄4"W x 1⁄2"D
Metallic colors: Black, navy blue, rose 
gold, silver
Quantity 35 150 600
Pricing $10.39 9.79 9.19

Tuscany™ Dual Card  
Pocket with Metal Ring
125B
PU leatherette duo smartphone pocket 
with rotating metal ring. Transform your 
device to a stand using the rotating 
metal ring. Includes removable 3M™ 
non-residue adhesive back for placement 
on your device. Insert transit cards, credit 
cards and business cards into the pockets 
that doubles as a wallet. Black.
4 1⁄10"H x 2 1⁄2"W x 1⁄3"D
Quantity 75 300 1200
Pricing $4.49 3.99 3.49

Universal Car Vent Phone 
Holder
125C
This auto phone holder features easy 
installation and removal, with 360° rota-
tion capabilities. Keeps your phone safe 
and secure while driving. Expands to fit a 
variety of different smartphones. Black.
4 1⁄4"H x 2 3⁄4"W x 2 3⁄4"D
Quantity 50 300 1200
Pricing $6.99 6.29 5.59

Footprint Key Tracker
125E
Never lose your keys again with this 
tracking device. Simply attach the tracker 
to your key chain, bag or any valuable 
and install the easy-to-use app. Keep 
tabs on your property from up to 30 feet 
away. Includes 220 mAh lithium button 
cell battery. Black.
2 1⁄8"H x 1 1⁄8"W x 1⁄5"D
Quantity 50 300 1200
Pricing $7.29 6.59 5.99

4-in-1 Emergency
Flashlight
125D
Be prepared with this 4-in-1 multi-tool.
Features seat belt cutter, safety hammer,
COB light and magnet. Batteries included.
5"H x 1 1⁄8"W x 1"D
Colors: Blue, gunmetal
Quantity 50 300 1200
Pricing $6.79 5.95 5.19

black navy blue rose gold silver

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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20-Piece Tool Gift Set
126A
This 20-piece tool kit includes 10 assorted
carbon steel screwdriver bits, interchange-
able handle, connecting rod extension,
three hex wrenches and four sockets.
Packed in 600D polyester case with hook
and loop style closure and aluminum
carabiner. Black.
4"H x 6 1⁄10"W x 1"D
Quantity 35 150 600
Pricing $9.49 9.19 8.79

Tuscany™ Desk Mirror
126B
Thermo PU desk mirror stands when 
needed and folds flat for storage. Great 
for traveling or on-the-go makeup 
application.
6"H x 4 1⁄3"W x 3⁄5"D
Colors: Black, tan
Quantity 50 300 1200
Pricing $8.59 7.99 7.29

Rubik's® 9-Panel Full 
Stock Cube
126C
Play and solve with this multicolor 
9-panel Rubik's® Cube. Constructed of
100% recycled plastic, this hand held
game is perfect for a fun and creative
giveaway with so many possibilities.
2 1⁄4"H x 2 1⁄4"W x 2 1⁄4"D
Quantity 50 400 800
Pricing $7.08 6.77 6.62

Jumbo Magnetic Memo Clip
126D
Seal or hold with this durable spring-loaded 
plastic magnetic clip. Features ribbed plastic 
teeth for a superior hold, durable grip and 
extra strong magnet on the back. Ideal for 
notes, documents or to seal your favorite 
treats.
1 3⁄4"H x 1 1⁄4"W x 3 1⁄2"D
Colors: Solid: Blue, lime green, red, white; 
Translucent: Blue, green, purple, red
Quantity 250 1200 2600
Pricing $.95 .82 .74

Hashtag Backpack
126E
Laptop backpack with a convenient 
back access compartment. Features 
a padded laptop sleeve that fits up to 
a 15" laptop, padded and adjustable 
shoulder straps, two side mesh 
pockets and front zip pocket for small 
accessories.
18"H x 10 1⁄2"W x 5"D
Colors: Reflex blue, gray
Quantity 20 150 600
Pricing $21.99 19.99 17.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Rubberized Sunglasses
127A
Made of polypropylene material, these 
sunglasses provide 100% UVA and UVB 
protection with UV400 lenses.
Colors: Blue, black, gray, green, maroon, 
orange, purple, pink, red, white, yellow, 
black/blue, black/gray, black/green, 
black/maroon, black/orange, black/pur-
ple, black/pink, black/red, black/white, 
black/yellow, white/blue, white/black, 
white/gray, white/green, white/maroon, 
white/orange, white/pink, white/purple, 
white/red, white/yellow
Quantity 150 600 2400
Pricing $1.55 1.17 .89

Malibu Sunglasses
127B
Made of polycarbonate material, these 
sunglasses provide 100% UVA and UVB 
protection with UV400 lenses.
Colors: Solid: Athletic gold, black, bright 
yellow, coral, gray, kelly green, light blue, 
lime green, magenta, maroon, navy, 
orange, pink, purple, red, royal blue, sea-
foam, silver, tortoise, white, woodtone, 
frosted white; Translucent: Blue, clear, 
lime green, orange, pink
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing 
Colors:  $2.94 2.23 1.69 
Tortoise:  $3.24 2.45 1.85 
Woodtone:  $3.94 2.98 2.25

Emergency Cob  
Flashlight Multi-Tool
127C
Be prepared with this 9-in-1 multi-
tool. Features bright COB flashlight, 
seat belt cutter, window breaker, 
Phillips head and flat head screw-
driver, bottle opener, hex wrench, 
knife, scissors and a wire cutter. 
Includes 3 AAA batteries.
5 5⁄8"H x 1 1⁄2"W
Colors: Black, blue, lime green, 
orange, red, yellow
Quantity 50 250 1000
Pricing $17.47 13.21 9.99

Korabel Stemless 
Champagne Flute
127E
Stainless steel double wall tumbler 
with a powder coated finish, keeps 
drinks hot or cold for up to 6 hours. 
Tumbler has a non slip bottom and 
snap-on sip through lid. BPA free. 
14 oz.
7 1⁄4"H
Colors: Black, blue, gray, red, teal, 
white
Quantity 36 144 576
Pricing $13.98 10.57 7.99

Himalayan Tumbler
127D
This classic tumbler keeps your beverage hot or cold 
for up to 6 hours. Features stainless steel double wall 
construction for insulation and an optional snap on 
spill-resistant lid. BPA free. 20 oz. 
7"H
Colors: TUMBLER: Solid: Silver, rose gold, gold, maroon, 
navy, white, matte black; Metallic: Blue, red, fuchsia, 
magenta, green, orange, purple, teal; Camouflage: True 
timber®; LID: clear; Translucent: Blue, charcoal, lime 
green, red; metallic: blue, gold, green, pink, silver
Quantity 36 144 576
Pricing 
Colors:  $15.31 11.57 8.75 
Camouflage:  $17.93 13.56 10.25

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Bon Voyage Packing Cube 3-Piece Set
128A
Stay organized while traveling with this set of three packing 
cubes. Made of 420D polyester. Features three different 
sizes, covered piping to keep their structure, top webbing 
handle and a zipper closure.
Small: 8"L x 5"W x 2"D 
Medium: 10"H x 8"W x 3"D 
Large: 14"L x 10"W x 3"D
Colors: Black, blue
Quantity 100 500 2000
Pricing $14.99 14.39 12.49

Tower of Clips and Push Pins
128B
Three tier, swivel open tower desk organizer. 
Features color matching lid and base with clear 
compartments. Includes binder clips, push pins and 
paper clips.
4 3⁄4"H x 3 1⁄8" Diameter
Colors: Blue, lime, orange, red, white
Quantity 100 1000 2500
Pricing $6.49 5.09 4.59

Stationary Boxed Set
128C
This stationary set includes a soft touch 
notebook with 80 lined sheets, aluminum 
soft touch pen, medium binder clips, small 
binder clips and paperclips all packaged in a 
clear box.
6 5⁄16"H x 6"W x 7⁄8"D
Colors: Black, red, blue
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $9.09 8.39 6.99

Pillowplush®
128D
Travel blanket disguised as a pillow. Features 
a large plush blanket that folds perfectly into a 
pocket to create a cotton twill pillow. Use the 
pocket as a foot warmer when blanket is in use. 
includes back trolley strap for easy transport.
Pillow: 13"H x 13"W 
Blanket: 50"H x 60"W
Colors: Blue, charcoal
Quantity 36 300 600
Pricing $22.79 20.89 18.99

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Perfect 8 Gift Set
129A
Don’t just give a giveaway, give a gift! Gift set includes aluminum flashlight, 
center divider lunch bag, ear-a-biners earbuds, notebook set with stylus pen, stylus 
twist pen with screen cleaner, 16 oz. stainless tumbler, carabiner multi-tool, and 
screen cleaning cloth all decorated with a one color imprint. Mix-and-match colors!
8"H x 8"W x 6"D
Colors: Black, blue, lime, orange, purple, red
Quantity 100
Pricing $23.99

Essential Perfect Tech
129B
This seven piece gift set includes a 4-in-1 multifunction pen, a 2200 mAh 
powerbank, light-up 3 port USB hub, 3-piece charging cable set with a phone 
holder, wireless earbuds with a pouch, and a tech cleaning cloth. Set comes neatly 
organized in a tech storage case.
Tech Case: 5 7⁄8"H x 7 7⁄8"W x 2"D
Colors: Black, blue, lime, orange, purple, red
Quantity 100
Pricing $34.99 

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Dark Wood Tone 
Miami Sunglasses
130A
Shield your eyes from the sun 
in style. Constructed from 
durable polycarbonate with 
a soft touch and rubberized 
finish, these dark wood tone 
sunglasses offer both UVA and 
UVB protection. 100% FDA 
approved.
Frame: 1 7⁄8"H x 5 3⁄4"W 
Arm: 5 1⁄2"L
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $3.25 2.75 2.05

Post Card with 
Square Cork Coaster
130B
Maximize your brand exposure 
at your next event with this 
unique combo. Includes full 
color postcard with a square 
cork coaster. Perfect as a direct 
mail piece to further grow your 
business.
Post Card: 4"H x 6"W
Coaster: 3 3⁄4" Square
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $2.30 2.15 2.05

Handy Tek Pocket
130C
This super Handy Tek Pocket 
features an elastic, expandable 
front pocket that can fit many 
different items and can be used in 
an abundance of ways. Easily peel 
and stick to store your cell phone, 
wallet or hold office supplies!
5 1⁄5"H x 4 1⁄3"W x 1⁄8"D
Colors: Black, heather blue, 
brown, green, heather grey, red, 
heather tan
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $4.99 3.95 2.99

Tek-Scents Air Freshener
130E
Have a traveling ad for your brand 
wherever you go! Features a blank 
canvas for your full color design or 
brand message. Choose between seven 
scents and your choice of a white or 
black elastic hanging loop. Perfect for a 
direct mail campaign, auto dealerships 
and auto body shops.
With backer card: 7 1⁄2"H x 2 1⁄9"W 
Without backer card: 4"H x 2 9⁄10"W
Scents: Black diamond, cherry, coconut, 
fresh linen, new car, stormy nights, 
strawberry
Quantity 150 250 1000
Pricing $1.75 1.50 1.15

Silicone Smart 
Wallet
130D
Keep your cash, cards and logo 
close at hand with this silicone 
wallet. Attaches to your phone 
with adhesive glue and can 
hold up to three cards.
2"H x 2 1⁄8"W
Colors: Black, green, gray, navy 
blue, orange, pink, purple, red, 
royal blue, teal, white, yellow
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $1.30 1.05 .89

Large Fish Bowl with 
Metallic Round Lip Balm
130F
This fish bowl filled with 44 metallic 
lip balms will be the talk of your next 
event or tradeshow! Display your 
full color brand or message on both 
sides. Have contests with clients to 
see who guesses the amount or use it 
as a holiday or year round giveaway 
display, the creativity is endless!
Fish Bowl: 7"H x 6"W x 6"D 
Balm: 1 1⁄2"H x 1 1⁄2"Diameter
Metallic colors: Blue, gold, green, 
purple, red, rose gold, silver
Quantity 3 5 25
Pricing $82.00 77.60 71.00

pi WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive harm: 
www.P65Warnings.ca.govDue to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Tek Booklet with Mini Webcam Cover
131A
Share your story! This unique product allows you to further 
your promotional outreach. Comes with an ultra-thin web-
cam cover to protect your security and privacy and prevent 
webcam spying. Cover fits most smartphones, smart TV's, 
and computers.
Tek Booklet: 3 7⁄8"H x 2 1⁄2"W per pane 
Webcam Cover: 5⁄8"H x 13⁄8"W x 1⁄16"D
Webcam colors: Black, lime green, navy blue, neon pink, 
orange, pale pink, purple, red, royal blue, silver, teal,  
white, yellow
Quantity 150 500 2500
Pricing $2.65 2.45 2.29

Soft Matte Finish 
Tek Tall Tin
131B
Branded metal container 
intended for pre-rolled joints. 
Features soft matte black finish 
and flip-top.
3 1⁄8"H x 1 1⁄4"W x 3⁄4"D
Quantity 150 250 1000
Pricing $1.50 1.40 1.25

Stock King Size Rolling 
Paper and Tips
131C
King size rolling paper includes 33 
unbleached virgin hemp rolling papers 
and tips. Ultra-thin and slow burning 
papers. Translucent white paper with 
tan tips.
1⁄4"H x 4 1⁄2"W x 1⁄8"D
Quantity 150 250 1000
Pricing $1.75 1.60 1.50

Safety, Smell &  
Moisture Proof Bag
131D
Keep your product fresh with this 
safety, smell and moisture proof 
bag. Seals with zip lock and pinch 
plate. Ensured to keep product fresh 
while being child-resistant.
6"H x 8"W
Colors: Black, white
Quantity 100 250 1000
Pricing $1.75 1.50 1.25

AirPod Silicone Cover
131E
Put your company logo on display as you carry 
your AirPods around. Includes a carabiner and 
an opening at the bottom to charge your Air-
Pods. Easily clip to your bag, pants, or shorts 
to easily access your AirPods at any given 
moment. AirPods and carabiner not included.
2 1⁄4"H x 1 9⁄10"W x 4⁄5"D
Colors: Black, green, navy blue, pink, grey, 
orange, purple, red, royal blue, teal, white, 
yellow
Quantity 100 500 2500
Pricing $2.50 1.99 1.50

single fold

double fold

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Nike Men’s Therma-FIT  
Full-Zip Fleece Hoodie
134A
Nike has elevated the classic hoodie by 
improving this year-round essential with 
incredibly warm Therma-FIT fabric which 
breathes and manages moisture. The design 
includes a three-panel hood with drawcords, 
front pouch pockets and open cuffs. Made of 
7 ounce, 100% polyester Therma-FIT fabric. 
Ladies’ style also available.
Colors: Black, anthracite, dark grey heather, 
midnight navy, game royal, gym red
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing. XS-XL  $79.98 75.98 71.98

Nike Men’s Dry Essential 
Solid Polo
134B
A no-nonsense look for any occasion, this 
must-have polo is built with Dri-FIT moisture 
management technology to help you stay dry, 
regardless of the venue. Design details include 
a self-fabric collar, dyed-to-match buttons and 
open hem sleeves. Features a two-button 
placket and back seaming detail. Made of 4.5 
ounce, 100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric.
Colors: Black, white, university blue, midnight 
navy, game royal, university red
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $44.98 42.73 40.48

Nike Ladies’ Dry Essential 
Solid Polo
134C
Dri-FIT moisture management technology to 
help you stay dry regardless of the venue. 
Design details include a self-fabric collar, 
dyed-to-match buttons and open hem 
sleeves. Tailored for a feminine fit with a 
three-button placket and side vents. Made 
of 4.5 ounce, 100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric.
Colors: Black, white, midnight navy, game 
royal, university red
Sizes: S-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $44.98 42.73 40.48

Nike Men’s Dry Victory 
Textured Polo
134E
Nike scores a victory with this polo that 
has a dual-color pattern for texture and 
dimension. Dri-FIT moisture management 
technology helps you stay dry and focused 
on the task at hand. Design features 
include a self-fabric collar, two-button 
placket, open hem sleeves and a back 
seaming detail. Made of 4.1 ounce, 100% 
polyester Dri-FIT fabric.
Colors: Black heather, wolf grey heather, 
game royal heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $54.98 52.23 49.48

Nike Men’s Dry 1⁄2-Zip 
Cover-Up
134D
An ideal layer for warm ups and cool 
downs, this cover-up has a hex texture inte-
rior which delivers a subtle exterior texture. 
Dri-FIT management technology helps keep 
you dry. Design details include a cadet 
collar, reverse coil zipper, open cuffs, side 
vents and open hem. Made of 4.8 ounce, 
100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric.
Colors: Black, black heather, gym blue, 
navy heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $64.98 61.73 58.48

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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OGIO® ENDURANCE  
Ladies’ Force Hoodie
135A
Be warm and on-trend in this cozy hoodie 
made of 5.2 ounce, 88/12 poly/spandex 
with stay-cool technology. Softer, boxier 
fit with a cowl collar, drop shoulder and 
three-panel hood with self-fabric draw-
cords. Thumbholes for warmth.
Colors: Blacktop heather, gear grey 
heather, lilac heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $35.98 34.18 32.38

OGIO® ENDURANCE 
Men’s Force 1⁄4-Zip
135C
This 1⁄4-zip is made of 5.2 ounce, 88/12 
poly/spandex with stay-cool wicking 
technology. Features include flatlock 
details for comfort and reflective details 
for safety.
Colors: Blacktop heather, blue indigo 
heather, gear grey heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $35.98 34.18 32.38

OGIO® Men’s Urban Shirt
135D
Designed with marled yarns for a 
distinctive look, this shirt is best left 
untucked for a new level of OGIO® cool. 
Open collar, left chest pocket with black 
reflective trim, button-through sleeve 
plackets and two-button adjustable cuffs. 
Made of 4.2 ounce, 60/40 cotton/poly 
with stay-cool wicking technology. 
Colors: Blacktop, gear grey
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $43.98 41.78 39.58

OGIO® ENDURANCE 
Ladies’ Force Long Sleeve 
Tee
135E
Featuring a cutout back with strap and 
thumbholes for warmth, this long sleeve 
tee is made of 5.2 ounce, 88/12 poly/
spandex with stay-cool wicking technolo-
gy. Men’s style also available.
Colors: Blacktop heather, gear grey 
heather, lilac heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $29.98 28.48 26.98

OGIO® Men’s Caliber2.0 
Long Sleeve
135B
Make a statement in this long sleeve polo 
made of 5 ounce, 100% poly pique with 
stay-cool wicking technology. Features 
include a flat knit collar, 3-button placket 
and set-in, open hem sleeves. Ladies’ 
style also available.
Colors: Blacktop, bright white, diesel grey, 
electric blue, navy
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $37.98 36.08 34.18

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Sport-Tek® Ladies’ Triumph  
Cowl Neck Pullover
136A
This double knit, cotton-rich pullover is a triumph with 
integrated pockets and rubberized zippers for a modern look 
and feel. With thumbholes for warmth and a drop tail hem for 
added coverage, this pullover is made of 71/29 cotton/poly 
double-knit fleece. Tag-free label. Men’s style also available.
Colors: Athletic heather, black, black heather, dark grey 
heather, navy
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $53.98 49.07 44.98

Sport-Tek® Men’s Posi-UV™ Pro Tee
136B
These high-performance tees have a soft, matte hand and 
deliver exceptional UV protection. PosiCharge® color-lock-
ing technology and moisture wicking performance keep 
you looking cool. UPF rating of 50. Removable tag for 
comfort and relabeling. Ladies’ style also available.
Colors: Black, bright seafoam, cardinal, dark smoke 
grey, forest green, kelly green, light blue, marine green, 
sapphire, soft coral, true navy, true red, true royal, white, 
yellow
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $8.98 8.16 7.48

Sport-Tek® Ladies’ PosiCharge®  
Crop Pullover
136C
An on-trend cropped fit joins an extra-soft hand, moisture 
wicking performance and color-locking PosiCharge® 
technology for a winning look. Featuring a boxier fit and 
raw edge hem, this hooded pullover is made of tri-blend 
poly/cotton/rayon fabric. Tear-away label.
Colors: Black triad solid, dark grey heather, light grey 
heather, soft coral heather, white triad solid
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing 
XS-XL  $31.98 29.07 26.65 
Black, White XS-XL $35.98 32.71 29.98

Sport-Tek® Ladies’ High 
Rise 7⁄8 Legging
136D
This moisture-wicking black legging has 
a higher rise and features an integrated 
pocket for cell phones, keys or small 
essentials. Featuring a 7⁄8 length and 
made of 8.3 ounce, 87/13 poly/span-
dex jersey. Tag-free label.
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $31.98 29.07 26.65

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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District® Men’s Feather- 
weight French Terry™ 
Hoodie
137A
A laid-back vibe captured in a soft 
hoodie. This hoodie is made of 4.5 
ounce, 70/30 combed ring spun 
cotton/poly French terry. Tear-away 
label. Ladies’ style also available.
Colors: Black, light heather grey, 
washed coal, washed indigo
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $19.98 18.16 16.65

District® Ladies’ V.I.T.™ 
Boxy Tee
137B
Boxy, but not cropped, this tee is just the 
look with high-waisted jeans. Made of 4.3 
ounce, 100% combed ring spun cotton. 
Heathered charcoal is 50/50 combed ring 
spun cotton/poly.
Colors: White, dusty peach, black, new 
navy, heathered charcoal
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  
Colors  $9.98 9.07 8.32 
White  $8.98 8.16 7.48

District® Perfect Tri® 3⁄4-Sleeve Raglan
137C
A classic raglan perfectly created with tri-blend yarns. Made 
of 4.5 ounce, 50/25/25 poly/combed ring spun cotton/
rayon. Tri-blend fabric infuses each garment with unique 
character.
Colors: Grey frost/white, purple frost/grey frost, black frost/
grey frost, navy frost/grey frost, red frost/grey frost, royal 
frost/grey frost, military green frost/grey frost*, black/
white, deep royal/white*, new navy/white*, maroon frost/
grey frost*, black frost/black frost, fuschia frost/grey frost+, 
heathered dusty peach/white+   *men’s only / +ladies’ only
Sizes: Men’s XS-4XL; Ladies’ XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $9.98  9.07 8.32

District® Ladies’ Perfect 
Tri® Sleeveless Hoodie
137E
A lightweight must-have with just a 
bit of attitude. Made of 4.5 ounce, 
50/25/25 poly/combed ring spun 
cotton/rayon. Tear-away label.
Colors: Heather charcoal, military 
green frost, royal frost, heathered 
dusty peach, black
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $10.98 9.98 9.15

District® Ladies’ Scorecard 
Crop Tee
137D
Score a relaxed, throwback look in this 
modest crop tee. Featuring distressed 
printed stripes on sleeves and made of 
4.5 ounce, 60/40 combed ring spun 
cotton/poly. Tear-away label.
Colors: Black/white, heathered dark 
fuchsia/white, heathered nickel/black, 
heathered true navy/white, white/black
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $9.98 9.07 8.32

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Eddie Bauer® Men’s  
Sweater Fleece 1⁄4-Zip
138A
With an authentic outdoorsy look, this anti- 
pill style has stretch for easy movement, is 
smooth-faced and brushed-back for warmth, 
all while being exceptionally comfortable. 
Cadet collar, 1⁄4-zip, open cuffs and open 
hem. Zippered chest pocket. Made of 13.3 
ounce, 100% polyester sweater fleece with 
86/14 polyester/spandex woven trim.
Colors: Black, dark grey heather, river blue 
heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $65.98 62.68 59.38

Eddie Bauer® WeatherEdge® 
Plus Insulated Jacket
138B
Built to outlast the elements, this fully 
seam-sealed technical jacket has exceptional 
10K/10K fabric waterproof and breathability 
ratings thanks to exclusive WeatherEdge® Plus 
technology. Exclusive StormRepel® durable 
water-repellent (DWR) coating adds extra 
exterior weather protection. Fully insulated with 
a detachable, adjustable hood. Ladies’ styling 
features princess seams for a more feminine fit.
Colors: Black, metal grey
Sizes: Men’s XS-4XL; Ladies’ XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $145.98 138.68 131.38

Eddie Bauer® Men’s Sweater 
Fleece Full-Zip
138C
This refined sweater fleece delivers serious 
comfort. Smooth-faced and brushed-back for 
warmth, its anti-pill style also has stretch for 
easy movement. Cadet collar, full-zip, open cuffs 
and open hem. Zippered chest pocket, front 
zippered pockets. Made of 13.3 ounce, 100% 
polyester sweater fleece with 86/14 polyester/
spandex woven trim. Ladies’ style also available.
Colors: Black, dark grey heather, river blue 
heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $69.98 66.48 62.98

Eddie Bauer® Men’s 
Shirt Jac
138E
Midweight jacket warmth meets 
collared shirt style. Featuring 
snap-front closure and snap cuffs, 
this shirt jac is made of 100% 
polyester fabric and 1.8 ounce 
100% polyester fill. Water-resistant 
with a PU coating.
Colors: Black, charcoal grey heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $69.98 66.48 62.98

Eddie Bauer® Men’s Smooth 
Fleece Base Layer Full-Zip
138D
Built for versatility, this smooth-faced, brushed-
back base layer is sleek, low-profile and adapt-
able to everything from outdoor adventures to 
indoor comfort. Full-zip styling with open cuffs 
and hem and front zippered pockets. Made of 
9.3-ounce, 100% polyester fleece. Ladies’ style 
also available.
Colors: Black, cobalt blue, iron grey, river blue
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $49.98 47.48 44.98

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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New Era® Shutout  
Wheeled Bat Bag
139A
For teams on the move, this wheeled bag 
was built for practice or play. A sturdy base 
and wheel set, along with a massive main 
compartment, makes it shut out the rest. 
Holds catcher’s set up to size L–XL, helmet, 
catcher’s mitt, outfield glove, cleats, and 
sandals/slides. Zippered side pocket holds 
up to five softballs and designated bat 
sleeve holds up to four bats. Two fence 
hooks for easy hanging. Graphite/black.
37 1⁄2"H x 12"W x 10 3⁄4"D
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $150.00 142.50 135.00

New Era® Game Day Cinch
139B
Show off your team spirit with a cinch 
that’s great for game day or any day. 
Made of 100% polyester and featuring 
drawcords with sternum clip for comfort-
able fit and a large main compartment to 
store grab-and-go essentials.
16 1⁄2"H x 14 1⁄2"W
Colors: Black, royal ombre, scarlet ombre, 
static grey heather
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $16.80 15.96 15.12

New Era® On-Field 
Knit Beanie
139C
This fleece-lined, fine-knit beanie 
is often spotted on the sidelines of 
pro football games. Made of 100% 
polyester with a 90/10 polyester/
wool lining.
Colors: Black, navy, royal, scarlet
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $14.98 14.23 13.48

New Era® Ladies’ Tri-Blend 
Fleece Varsity Crew
139E
With a boxier and shorter silhouette, this 
relaxed crew has a side zip for a bit of 
attitude. Featuring a wide open neck, 
black silicone print stripes on sleeves and a 
left side Vision® zipper. Made of 7 ounce, 
55/34/11 cotton/poly/rayon fleece.
Colors: Black heather, shadow grey 
heather, lilac heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $43.98 41.78 39.58

New Era® Ladies’ Sueded 
Cotton Blend Cowl Tee
139D
A longer tunic length, a cowl neck and unbe-
lievable softness make this sueded tee perfect 
for the stands or the streets. Curved drop tail 
hem. Thumbholes for warmth. Made of 5 
ounce, 60/40 sueded ring spun cotton/poly. 
Men’s 1⁄4-zip pullover style also available.
Colors: Black heather, royal heather, shadow 
grey heather, true navy heather
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $29.98 28.48 26.98

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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The North Face® Connector 
Backpack
140A
There’s a place for everything you need in this 
versatile, all-utility 28 liter pack. This iconic 
design features a large main zip compartment 
with a floating, padded laptop sleeve. The front 
compartment features an interior organization 
panel to stash smaller items.
19 5⁄16"H x 12 1⁄4"W x 7 1⁄2"D
Colors: Mid grey/dark heather/mid grey,  
monster blue/black, rage red/asphalt grey, 
black/white, Tibetan orange/asphalt grey
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $58.00 55.10 52.20

The North Face® Men’s 
ThermoBall® ECO Shirt 
Jacket
140B
Get streamlined layering without extra 
bulk or weight. This quilted shirt jacket 
is insulated with ThermoBall® ECO for 
warmth. ThermoBall® ECO powered by 
PrimaLoft® is made from post-consumer, 
recycled content. Durable water-repellent 
(DWR) finish, snap front closure.
Colors: Black, dark grey heather
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $149.00 141.55 134.10

The North Face® Men’s 
Skyline 1⁄2-Zip Fleece
140C
A soft, warm layer that doesn’t 
sacrifice mobility. The smooth-face 
fleece provides plenty of stretch so 
you can stay active wherever your 
day takes you. Made of a 96/4 
polyester/elastane blend.
Colors: Black, dark grey heather, 
urban navy heather
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $75.00 71.25 67.50

The North Face® Ladies’ 
Apex DryVent™ Jacket
140E
Stay protected while out in the elements 
in this waterproof, breathable, technical 
jacket. The stretch-woven face and 
lightweight stretch-knit backer provide 
breathable protection, while the 100% 
windproof fabric shields you from the 
wind. Men’s style also available.
Colors: Black, dark grey heather, urban 
navy
Sizes: S-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $210.00 199.50 189.00

The North Face® Men’s 
Pullover Hoodie
140D
Soft and breathable, this cotton-blend 
pullover will keep you warm whether 
you’re resting between adventures or 
traveling to your next destination. Made 
of easy-care mid-weight cotton/poly 
fabric.
Colors: Medium grey heather, urban navy 
heather, black heather, light grey heather, 
taupe green heather
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $55.00 52.25 49.50

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Carhartt® Men’s  
Canvas Work  
Dungaree
141A
A dungaree that won’t weigh you 
down. Generous fit through the 
seat and thigh with the most room 
to move. Multiple tool and utility 
pockets.
Colors: Dark khaki, light brown, tan
Men’s waist sizes: 30-48, inseam: 
30-36 (even sizes only)
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 30-48  $46.65 43.06 39.99

Carhartt® Men’s Quilted- 
Flannel-Lined Duck Active Jac
141B
When Old Man Winter and Mother Nature get 
all riled up, reach for the Duck Active Jac. It can 
handle what this fearsome twosome dishes out. 
It’s warm, versatile and rugged. Water-repellent 
and wind-resistant. Quilted-flannel lining in 
body, quilted-nylon lining in sleeves. Attached 
quilted-flannel-lined three-piece hood.
Colors: Black, Carhartt brown, dark navy, gravel
Sizes: S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-2XL  $118.16 108.32 99.99

Carhartt Force® Men’s 
Ridgefield Solid Short 
Sleeve Shirt
141C
The quick-drying design of this 
lightweight, woven shirt sheds sweat 
to regulate your body temperature in a 
range of conditions. A mesh-lined vent 
adds breathability, while a stain-resistant 
fabric keeps the shirt looking good.
Colors: Asphalt, burnt olive, dark khaki, 
navy
Sizes: M-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, M-2XL  $48.87 43.98 39.99

OGIO® Monolithic Pack
141E
The Monolithic turns it all inside out 
with pockets, organization and storage 
inside the pack, resulting in a stream-
lined, modern look outside. Made of 
two-tone poly PU/840D coated poly 
PU with debossed camo pattern.
18"H x 12"W x 8"D
Colors: Black, tarmac
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $114.00 103.64 95.00

OGIO® Convert Pack
141D
Two OGIO® bags in one! This versatile pack 
quickly converts to a briefcase, so you’re 
always ready for a business meeting, the 
commute or travel. Features include a 
dedicated laptop compartment with large slip 
pocket for documents and a padded pocket for 
tablets, a detachable shoulder strap, multiple 
zippered pockets and a front organizer pocket. 
Integrated luggage trolley panel.
18"H x 11"W x 5"D
Colors: Black, tarmac
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing $84.00 76.36 70.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Waterfall Rain Jacket
142A
This great fitting, mid-length and fully 
lined waterproof raincoat with a matte 
finish is a go-to piece for any urban envi-
ronment. Features include ultrasonically 
welded waterproof seams for permanent 
wet weather protection. Additional 
features include flapped snap closure 
hand pockets, adjustable snap cuffs and 
snap back yoke and a stylish self-fabric 
waist belt keeping you protected from the 
elements and looking great.
Colors: Black, navy, raspberry
Sizes: Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, XS-2XL $153.00 139.09 127.50

Labrador Parka
142B
Cozy up to ultimate comfort. The ebbs and 
flows, the highs and lows. The insulated  
Labrador Parka moves with you and for you. 
The contoured fit, articulated elbows and  
adjustable waist allows for seamless move-
ment and comfort, while the 3⁄4 length and 
thermal shell technology work hard to keep 
you warm and protected. The two-way center 
front zip is a thoughtful detail that allows you 
to adjust the opening from top or bottom. 
High fashion has never been this functional.
Colors: Black/graphite, navy/graphite
Sizes: Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, XS-2XL $127.50 115.91 106.25

Stavanger Thermal Vest
142C
Be spontaneous. Sometimes you need a 
simple solution that doesn’t require much 
thought. Lightly insulated with synthetic 
down, the Stavanger Thermal Vest is the ideal 
lightweight mid-layer to grab as you head out 
the door. Its ergonomic fit allows for move-
ment that is as unrestricted as you are, and 
its packable design provides for convenient 
stowage into its own pocket – doubling as a 
travel pillow after a long day.
Colors: Black/graphite, navy/graphite, 
black/bright red, black/azure blue, garden 
green/graphite, rose/graphite
Sizes: Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, XS-2XL $93.50 85.00 77.92

Shasta Tech Fleece 1⁄4 Zip
142E
Reach the summit at work or play. This 
no-fuss, lightweight polar fleece layer is a 
gentle hug of warmth on cold days. Classically 
styled, this pullover is a versatile adventurer 
that is as content on the city streets as it is on 
a mountain top. The quarter zip high collar 
allows for core temperature regulation and 
provides a cozy, comfortable fit. So, now all 
that’s left to do is to warm your hands inside 
the brushed tricot kanga pocket and radiate a 
smile of contentment to the world.
Colors: Black, navy, graphite/black, garden 
green/graphite, burnt orange/graphite, 
burgundy/rose
Sizes: Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, XS-2XL $46.76 42.51 38.97

Juneau Knit Hoody
142D
Casual just became serious. From sea to sky 
to summit, life is built upon layers of experi-
ence and memories. The Juneau Knit Hoody 
is the perfect urban or outdoor mid-layer for 
those days where winter is more than just 
a hint in the air. Its ultra-soft sweater-knit 
fleece, scuba hood and low-profile, zippered 
hand warmer pockets are the perfect 
combination of comfort, style, and function. 
Make your life story the one that keeps them 
talking.
Colors: Graphite, denim, sage
Sizes: Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, XS-2XL $102.00 92.73 85.00

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Epsilon 2 Softshell
143A
Join the movement. Get amongst the smells and 
sounds of nature, as you move unencumbered in 
the durable Epsilon 2 Softshell. The sleek style 
boasts mechanical stretch and articulation at the 
shoulder and elbow for unrestricted movement. 
Ultra-durable, H2XTREME® waterproof/breath-
able fabric and a bonded grid fleece backing 
offer superior thermal properties, while wicking 
moisture away from the skin. This hooded 
softshell allows you to breathe and move knowing 
you have chosen the best movement – freedom.
Colors: Black/graphite, charcoal twill, navy/
graphite, azure blue, bright red
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Men’s black/graphite, navy/
graphite, charcoal twill S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, S-5XL $187.00 170.00 155.83

North Beach Shacket
143B
A casual and comfortable, work- 
inspired, plaid shacket with insulated 
quilted design to keep you warm. 
Featuring front snaps for ease of 
use and lined handwarmer pockets. 
Perfect for those casual weekends in 
the city or staying cozy around the 
campfire.
Colors: Black/dolphin, earth/navy
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Men’s black/
dolphin S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, S-5XL $85.00 77.27 70.83

Logan Performance Hoody
143C
Designed to make hard work look easy. Do 
more of what works for you, and your Logan 
Performance Hoody will do the same. Built 
with a premium quality polyester outer layer 
bonded to sherpa fleece, this hoody doesn’t 
drop its guard when the temperature sud-
denly dips. The premium fabric is continually 
working to keep you comfortable, while the 
fully lined scuba hood and adjustable hem 
work hard at heat retention. Put your comfort 
in the right hands.
Colors: Black, black/azure blue, black/bright 
red, navy
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Men’s Black S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, S-5XL $93.50 85.00 77.92

Base Thermal 1⁄4 Zip
143E
Streamlined base layer with  
H2X-DRY® moisture management 
technology that wicks moisture 
away from the skin. The Base 
Thermal 1⁄4 Zip features a grid back 
fleece which offers superior thermal 
properties, while allowing for  
excellent airflow and breathability.
Colors: Dolphin, ocean, earth, fire 
orange
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Men’s dolphin 
S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, S-5XL $51.00 46.36 42.50

Greenwich Lightweight Softshell
143D
This lightweight is no push-over. Move to the rhythm 
of your soul in the go-to Greenwich Lightweight 
Softshell. It is artfully designed to move with 
you, not around you, contemplating your needs 
at every turn. The PFC-free water-repellent finish 
and wind-resistant fabric shun the cold and cut out 
drafts. Reflective shoulder trim adds extra visibility 
in low light, for protection of a different kind. 
Breathability, durability, warmth, and comfort have 
come together to create the pinnacle of lightweight 
weather solutions.
Colors: Black, dolphin, navy, azure blue, bright red
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Men’s black, dolphin, navy 
S-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500

Pricing, S-5XL $59.50 54.09 49.58

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.

Stormtech 1:1 Initiative: All Stormtech product sales help to support charitable organizations for at-risk youth through donated products. 
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Ladies’ Bristol Utility Vest
144A
Achieve an effortlessly stylish layered look with this utility vest. Made from 
cotton/polyester fabric with full zip styling and a mock neck collar to block out 
the elements. Patch pockets keep valuables close with both button flap opening 
and side-entry opening. Features include a removable hood with adjustable 
shockcord, drawstring waistline and drop tail with vent.
Colors: Black, olive
Sizes: XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL  $56.25 50.00 45.00

Quilted Boston Flight Jacket
144B Ladies’, 144C Men’s
A fresh take on a classic. This fashion-forward jacket offers quilted styling on a modern 
silhouette. A silver metal zipper and zippered sleeve pockets add unique details. Men’s styling 
features rib knit trim on collar, sleeve cuffs and bottom band to keep the cool air out. Ladies’ 
styling features an open bottom and curved bottom hem for a more feminine look.
Colors: Black, navy, olive, grey, rose gold (ladies’ only)
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL 
Colors $70.00 62.22 54.90 
Rose Gold  $73.75 65.55 57.60

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.

rose gold 
(LADIES’ ONLY)
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black
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Color Blocked Pack-N-Go®
145A
The classic Pack-N-Go® just got more colorful with this new color blocked design! With a half-zip to 
make it easy to get on and off and using Softex™ fabric to protect you from wind and rain, this style is 
durable and designed to protect you from the elements. Three-piece hood with drawstring. Elastic cuffs.
Colors: Red/royal, grey/white, pink/olive, navy/forest, navy/white
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-3XL  $41.88 37.22 34.65

Ladies’ Chatham Satin Anorak
145B
Made from 100% Softex™ polyester, this wind and water- 
resistant pullover is lined with a lightweight jersey and nylon 
sleeve. Features include a quarter-zip styling with extended 
zipper at the neck for added wind protection, a zippered pouch 
pocket, a drop tail hem for added coverage, a three-piece hood 
with adjustable shockcord drawstring and elasticized cuffs. A 
portion of sales is donated to First Descents, an organization 
giving adventure trips to patients fighting cancer.
Colors: Rose gold
Sizes: XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL  $44.00 40.00 37.41

Color Blocked Fleece
145C Ladies’, 145D Men’s
Made of 100% polyester sweater fleece brushed 
on the inside for softness, this quarter-zip is yarn-
dyed to produce a unique heathered appearance. 
The sleeves are color blocked for added design 
appeal. In-seam pockets. Ladies’ styling features 
princess seams for a feminine silhouette.
Colors: Charcoal/light grey heather, oatmeal/
charcoal heather, light grey/blue heather
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL  $62.50 55.55 49.50

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Camden Full-Zip Hoodie
146A Ladies’, 146B Men’s
This 100% cotton sweatshirt is garment-dyed, then snow-washed to 
achieve the perfect washed-out color palette. Features include full-zip 
styling, hood with drawstring, open patch pockets and rib-knit cuffs 
and bottom hem. Each garment is unique, no two are alike.
Colors: Denim, dusty lilac, vintage black
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-3XL  $63.75 56.67 50.40

Heathered Fleece Jacket
146C Ladies’, 146D Men’s
Keep warm while taking your logo out and about! Made from 100% 
polyester, this jacket is brushed on the inside for the softest feel and is 
yarn-dyed to produce a unique heathered appearance. Full zip styling. 
Ladies’ styling features princess seams.
Heather colors: Black, oatmeal, light grey, blue (ladies’ only)
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL  $66.25 58.88 50.74

Lightweight Newport Hoodie
146E Ladies’, 146F Men’s
Designed to keep you warm on chilly days, this half-zip pullover is 
crafted with Unisoft™ fabric and backed with a lightweight, durable 
jersey for ultimate comfort. Featuring a kangaroo pouch pocket with a 
nylon taslon flap making heat transfer decoration easy.
Colors: Navy, black, grey, ivory
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-3XL  $61.25 54.44 48.60

dusty 
lilac

light 
grey oatmeal ivorydenim blackvintage 

black blue navyblackgrey

(LADIES’ ONLY)

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Girls’ New Englander® Rain Jacket
147A
Guaranteed to make your rainy days brighter! Wind and 
waterproof polyurethane bonded to woven backing lined 
with grey mesh in the body and taffeta nylon in the 
sleeves. 3M™ reflective trim on the front vent yoke and 
on the back for high visibility. Exposed zipper with inside 
wind flap to keep rain out. Covered zipper pockets and 
adjustable tabbed cuffs.
Colors: Coral, aqua, rose gold
Sizes: XS-L
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-L  $48.13 42.78 39.15

New Englander® Rain Jacket
147B Ladies’, 147C Men’s
Block out the elements with this polyurethane rain jacket! This jacket 
is wind and waterproof with heat-sealed seams for weather protection. 
3M™ reflective trim across front and back provides added visibility. A 
two-way front zipper offers freedom of movement.
Colors: Men’s colors: navy/yellow, red, yellow, taupe/black, black, 
navy/grey, grey, maroon/black; Ladies’ colors: Periwinkle, coral, wave, 
red, grey, aqua, navy, pink, black, buttercup, violet, rose gold, mint
Sizes: Men’s XS-5XL; Ladies’ XS-5XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-5XL  $66.25 58.89 49.50

Toddlers’ & Children’s New Englander® Rain Jacket
147D Children’s, 147E Toddler’s
They will be singing in the rain with this jacket! Made of wind and waterproof 
polyurethane bonded to a woven backing, providing additional fabric strength. 
Lined with mesh for air-flow circulation and featuring taffeta nylon in the 
sleeves for easy on and off. Elastic gathering at the hood with no drawstring for 
added safety and heat sealed seams throughout to keep out the wind and rain.
Colors: Coral, red, yellow, aqua, hot pink, wave
Sizes: Toddlers 2T-3T; Children 4-7
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing 
Sizes 2T-3T  $37.50 33.33 28.38 
Sizes 4-7  $43.75 38.89 32.68

pink

taupe/ 
black
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black

black
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MEN’S ONLY

TODDLER’S & 
CHILDREN’S ONLY

GIRL’S ONLY

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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UA® Corporate Rival Polo
148A Ladies’, 148B Men’s
Featuring moisture-wicking, textured fabric that is 
soft and light, this polo is made of 100% polyester 
and has mesh inserts on the sleeves and cuffs for 
added breathability.
Colors: Black, graphite, midnight navy, pink edge, 
red, royal, white
Sizes: Men’s S-4XL; Ladies’ XS-2XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $39.98

UA® Men’s Ultimate  
Button-Down
148C
This short sleeve shirt is made of lightweight, perfo-
rated, airvent woven fabric for superior comfort and 
ventilation. Athletic loose fit. Front-chest zip pocket.
Colors: Black, graphite, midnight navy, white
Sizes: S-4XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $65.00

UA® Men’s Corporate  
Performance Polo
148D
This long sleeve polo features smooth, anti-pick, 
anti-pill fabric for a more comfortable, snag-free 
finish. Signature Moisture Transport System wicks 
sweat away while anti-microbial technology keeps 
you fresh for longer. Built-in UPF 30+ sun protection. 
Made of 95% polyester, 5% elastane.
Colors: Black, graphite, midnight navy, white
Sizes: S-4XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $54.98

UA® Men’s Corporate  
Playoff Polo
148E
Featuring a loose fuller cut for complete comfort, this 
polo is made of 96% polyester, 4% elastane with 
a smooth anti-pick, anti-pill fabric that is extremely 
breathable and light. Anti-odor technology. Wicks 
sweat, dries quickly. UPF 30 sun protection.
Colors: Academy, black, neo turquoise, white
Sizes: S-4XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $65.00
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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UA® Men’s Porter 3-in-1 Jacket
149A
Featuring UA Storm® technology, this hooded shell 
repels water without sacrificing breathability. The 
super soft woven fabric of the inner jacket provides 
stretch and lightweight structure. Full front zipper 
and zippered hand pockets.
Colors: Black
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $200.00

UA® Unisex Blitzing Curved Cap
149B
Made of 100% polyester, this cap features a classic 
fit including a pre-curved visor and structured front 
panel with a low profile fit.
Colors: Black, graphite, midnight navy, white
Sizes: S/M-XL/2XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S/M-XL/2XL  $22.00

UA® Men’s Ultimate  
Button-Down
149C
Lightweight perforated airvent woven fabric delivers 
superior comfort and ventilation in this long-sleeve 
dress shirt. Features include an athletic loose 
fit, signature Moisture Transport System to wick 
away sweat and rolled forward shoulder seams for 
unrivaled comfort.
Colors: Black, graphite, midnight navy, white
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $69.98

UA® Qualifier Hybrid Corporate 
Quarter-Zip
149D Men’s, 149E Ladies’
This pullover features woven panels for added 
durability and UA Storm® panels that repel water 
without sacrificing breathability. Zip hand pockets. 
Shaped hem for enhanced coverage.
Colors: Black, midnight navy, red, royal, stealth grey
Sizes: Men’s S-4XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $60.00

white blackgraphite redstealth 
grey royal midnight 

navy

COLOR REFERENCE CHART  UA®

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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PUMA® Icon Golf Polo
150A Ladies’, 150B Men’s
Ultra-lightweight, moisture-wicking polo is 
made of 100% polyester and features four-
way stretch. Men’s has a 3-button placket 
while ladies’ has a v-neck.
Colors: Bright white, high risk red, lapis 
blue, peacoat, puma black, quiet shade
Sizes: Men’s S-4XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $40.00 

PUMA® Ladies’  
Rotation Stripe Polo
150C
This 100% polyester, moisture-wicking 
sleeveless polo features mechanical 
stretch, an elongated 5-button placket, 
and subtle heather stripes.
Colors: High risk red, peacoat, puma 
black, quarry, surf the web
Sizes: XS-2XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $50.00 

PUMA® Men’s  
Spotlight Polo
150E
With a 92% polyester / 8% spandex con-
struction, this polo boasts moisture-wick-
ing properties and features four-way 
stretch, engineered yarn-dyed stripes on 
the front panel and a 3-button placket.
Colors: Lapis blue/quarry, peacoat/high 
risk red, quarry/puma black
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $65.00 

PUMA® Men’s Rotation 
Stripe Polo
150D
This polo features moisture-wicking 
properties and is made of 100% 
polyester. Features include mechanical 
stretch, a 3-button placket and subtle 
heather stripes.
Colors: High risk red, peacoat, puma 
black, quarry, surf the web
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $60.00 

PUMA® Men’s Fusion Polo
150F
Featuring subtle heather texture and  
moisture-wicking properties, this polo 
has an ultrasoft, cottony feel with the 
performance of polyester.
Colors: Blue bell, bright white, cabernet, 
high risk red, peacoat, puma black, quarry, 
surf the web, vibrant orange
Sizes: S-4XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-2XL  $50.00

vibrant orangepeacoatpeacoatpuma black puma blackhigh risk red surf the web high risk redlapis bluequiet shade quarrybright white

high risk red

quarry

blue bell

bright white

peacoat/ 
high risk red

quarry/puma black

lapis blue/quarry

peacoat

puma black

surf the web

cabernet

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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PUMA® Iconic T7 Track Jacket
151A
Track jacket featuring full-zip closure with stand-up collar, front pockets, 
rib cuffs and hem as well as signature stripes on the shoulder and 
sleeve. Polyester/cotton-terry blend.
Colors: Galaxy blue/puma black, high risk red/puma white, peacoat/
puma white, puma black/puma white, rhubarb/puma black
Sizes: XS-4XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $70.00

PUMA® Ace Windbreaker
151B
This windbreaker features WindCell which provides breathable  
protection against windchill while helping maintain your body  
temperature at a comfortable level while exercising. Full-zip closure. 
Mesh lined to increase comfort.
Colors: High risk red/puma black, lapis blue/peacoat, puma black/
quiet shade
Sizes: XS-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, XS-2XL  $60.00

PUMA® 110 Snapback Trucker Cap
151C
Featuring a 110 Flexfit® Tech snapback design, this six panel cap 
is made of polyester and boasts moisture-wicking properties, a 
performance sweatband and a slightly curved brim.
Colors: Peacoat/quiet shade, puma black/puma black, quarry/
bright white
Sizes: One size fits most
Quantity 1
Pricing $22.00

lapis blue/ 
peacoat

high risk red 
/puma black

puma black/ 
quiet shade

galaxy blue/puma black

peacoat/ 
quiet shade

quarry/ 
bright white

puma black/ 
puma black

rhubarb/puma black

puma black/puma white

high risk red/puma white

peacoat/puma white

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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North End® Loft Puffer Jacket
152A Men’s, 152B Ladies’
UTK Subdown™ technology offers the thermal 
benefit of down with the ease of synthetic insulation 
while UTK Hydropel™ technology repels water 
without sacrificing comfort in wet conditions. Center 
front coil zipper with contrast teeth, audio port 
access through inside left pocket.
Colors: Black/carbon, burgundy/blue, classic navy/
carbon, carbon/black, blue/carbon
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $100.00 90.91 83.33

North End® Pioneer Hybrid Vest
152C Men’s, 152D Ladies’
UTK Subdown™ technology offers the thermal 
benefit of down with the ease of synthetic insulation 
while UTK Hydropel™ technology repels water 
without sacrificing comfort in wet conditions. Center 
front coil zipper with contrast teeth, audio port 
access through inside left pocket.
Colors: black/carbon, burgandy/blue, carbon/black
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $60.00 54.55 50.00

North End® Rotate Reflective 
Jacket
152E Men’s, 152F Ladies’
This 100% polyester jacket features a reflective print 
and a UTK Hydropel™ water resistant finish. Center 
front contrast zipper with auto lock slider, rollaway 
adjustable hood and lower front concealed zipper 
pockets.
Colors: Black/carbon, burgundy/blue, classic navy/
carbon
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $60.00 54.55 50.00

North End® Flux 2.0 Jacket
152G Men’s, 152H Ladies’
Full-zip jacket made of 100% polyester mélange 
brushed-back fleece with UTK Ceramitech™, providing 
improved thermal retention against the body through 
specialized printing. Front coil zipper with contrast 
teeth, lower front zipper pockets.
Colors: Black/orange soda, black heather/carbon, 
burgundy heather/blue, carbon heather/black, 
classic navy/carbon, light heather/carbon
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $60.00 54.55 50.00

blue/carbon black/carboncarbon/black burgundy/blue classic navy/carbon classic navy 
/carbon

black heather 
/carbon

light heather 
/carbon

carbon heather 
/black

burgundy heather 
/blue

black/ 
orange soda

classic navy 
/carbon

burgundy/ 
blue

black/ 
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Nike® Dri-FIT Pebble 
Texture Polo
153A
The perfect business casual 
polo for special events or brand 
building experiences. Made 
of 100% polyester, this polo 
features a self-fabric collar, 
two-button placket, open hem 
sleeves and the Nike® swoosh 
embroidered on the left sleeve. 
CPSIA certified.
Colors: Yellow, black, light blue, 
navy, white, heather
Sizes: S-XL
Quantity 24 96 288
Pricing, S-XL $50.03 46.26 44.91

Delta Short Sleeve 
Tee
153B
Enjoy wearing this com-
fortable fitted 5.2 oz. tee! 
Features short set-in sleeves, 
taped neck and shoulder 
seams for durability. Tear-
away label. CPSIA certified.
Colors: Athletic grey, athletic 
navy, black, celadon, helico-
nia, kelly green, maroon, red, 
royal, heather, white
Sizes: S-XL
Quantity 48 288 576
Pricing, S-XL $7.43 6.87 6.67

Arctic Blast Gift Set
153C
Customers and employees will have nothing but 
warm feelings with this gift set. This kit offers ev-
erything to protect from winter’s chill. Includes a 
hefty roll up blanket, a fleece scarf, and a beanie.
Beanie: 6"H x 4"W x 4"L; Scarf: 60"L; Blanket: 
60"H x 50"W
Colors: Athletic oxford/black, athletic gold, athlet-
ic green, athletic orange, athletic oxford, athletic 
purple, athletic red, athletic royal, black, black/
athletic oxford, black/athletic red, black/athletic 
royal, brown, maroon, millennium blue, navy, 
navy/athletic oxford, neon blue, neon green, 
neon orange, neon pink, neon yellow, white
Quantity 24 96 288
Pricing $55.70 51.50 50.00

Eddie Bauer® Full-Zip 
Fleece Jacket
153E
Made of 100% polyester, this fleece 
is perfect for everyday adventures 
during the cooler months. Features 
contrast roll-top collar, zippered 
chest pocket, contrast reverse coil 
zippers, front zippered pockets with 
tricot lining, open cuffs and an open 
hem. CPSIA certified.
Colors: Black, deep sea blue, grey 
steel, red rhubarb
Sizes: S-XL
Quantity 12 48 96
Pricing, S-XL  $88.24 81.59 79.21

Gildan® Hooded  
Sweatshirt
153D
Enjoy the warmth and soft feel of this 
8-ounce, 50/50 Gildan® hooded sweat-
shirt. Features double-needle stitching
at waistband and cuffs, double-lined
hood with matching drawcord and front
pocket. With a wide selection of colors,
your logo or design will be noticed. CPSIA
certified.
Colors: Black, cardinal red, charcoal, heli-
conia, maroon, navy, royal, sports grey
Sizes: S-XL
Quantity 48 288 576
Pricing, S-XL $29.71 27.47 26.67

Fleece Scarf
153F
Stay warm with this fleece 
scarf that is soft to the touch 
and comfortable to wear. The 
perfect length for everyone 
with a large canvas for your 
brand or design.
60"L
Colors: Black, burgundy, 
charcoal, forest green, navy, 
red, royal
Quantity 24 96 288
Pricing $6.58 6.08 5.90

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Redwood & Ross® Men’s  
Signature Suit Coat
154A
Traditional fitting, single breasted suit coat 
offers classic tailoring and formal style. 
Made of a polyester/worsted wool Signature 
fabric and featuring a narrow placket with 
two-button closure, two lower front flap 
pockets and four inside pockets. Single back 
vent. Wrinkle resistant.
Colors: Navy, black, charcoal
Sizes: 34-46 Short, 34-62 Regular, 38-62 
Long
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 34S-48R  $167.00 147.27 135.00

Redwood & Ross® Ladies’ 
Signature Suit Coat
154B
This hip-length suit coat has exceptional 
style. Made of a polyester/worsted wool 
Signature fabric and featuring a traditional 
fit, narrow placket with two-button closure, 
two lower front flap pockets and two inside 
pockets. Single back vent. Wrinkle resistant.
Colors: Navy, black, charcoal, navy pinstripe
Sizes: 0-32 Regular, 4-18 Tall
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 0-20R $167.00 147.27 135.00

Redwood & Ross® Men’s  
Signature Tailored Suit Coat
154C
You will look your best in this tailored fit suit 
coat made of polyester/worsted wool Signa-
ture fabric. Features include a narrow placket 
with two-button closure, two lower front flap 
pockets and four inside pockets. Double back 
vent. Wrinkle resistant.
Colors: Navy, black, charcoal, navy pinstripe
Sizes: 34-46 Short, 34-58 Regular, 38-58 
Long
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 34S-48R  $167.00 147.27 135.00

Redwood & Ross® Ladies’ 
Signature Dress Pant
154E
This traditional fit, classic dress pant 
features a flat front with hook and eye 
closure, two front pockets and one 
set-in back pocket. Made of a polyester/ 
worsted wool blend. Wrinkle resistant.
Colors: Navy, black, charcoal, navy 
pinstripe
Sizes: 0-32
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 0-20 $71.90 63.40 58.12

Redwood & Ross® Men’s 
Signature Dress Pant
154D
Tailored, classic dress pant with flat front 
styling for a modern look. Two front 
pockets and two set-in back pockets. 
Hook and eye closure with nylon zipper. 
Belt loops and a split waistband. Wrinkle 
resistant.
Colors: Navy, black, charcoal, navy 
pinstripe
Sizes: 28-54
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, 28-42 $71.90 63.40 58.12

black navy navy pinstripecharcoal

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.  
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Optical Heather Polo
155A Men’s, 155B Ladies’
Great for casual corporate wear or a day on the golf 
course, this durable polo features a polyester/span-
dex blend for added stretch. The comfortable fabric 
wicks moisture and has UV protection. Men’s style 
is short sleeve with a three-button placket. Ladies’ 
style is 3/4 sleeve and a five-button placket.
Colors: Black, steel grey, bright navy
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL, 4XLT-6XLT; Ladies’ XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL $25.90 22.84 20.93

Snag-Proof Mini-Pique Polo
155C Ladies’, 155D Men’s
A value for any budget, this traditional fit polo with 
a three-button placket is snag-proof, wicks moisture 
and is made of 100% polyester.
Colors: White, black, red, royal, steel grey, bright 
navy
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL, 4XLT- 6XLT; Ladies’ XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL  $13.90 12.25 11.23

Lightweight Snag-Proof Polo
155E Men’s, 155F Ladies’
This snag-proof polo is built strong to hold up to 
demanding wear. The comfortable lightweight fabric 
wicks moisture and has an anti-microbial finish. 
Three-button placket. 100% polyester.
Colors: White, bright navy, black, red, royal, steel 
grey, fern green
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL, LT-6XLT; Ladies’ XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL  $19.90 17.55 16.08

AirGrid™ Snag-Proof Polo
155G Men’s, 155H Ladies’
A must-have for outdoor activities. This traditional 
fit mesh polo has an antimicrobial finish with UV 
protection and is moisture-wicking and snag-proof! 
Men’s style features a three-button placket while 
ladies’ style features a four-button placket.
Colors: White, black, red, royal, steel grey, bright 
navy
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL, 4XLT-6XLT; Ladies’ XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL $19.90 17.55 16.08

white red steel greyblack royal bright navy fern green

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.  
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Classic Chef Coat
156A
Classic full cut chef coat with 
traditional features including a 
ten-button placket, long sleeves, 
sewn-in collar with extra bar 
tacking and a thermometer 
pocket on the left sleeve.
Colors: White, black, steel grey
Sizes: XS-6XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $23.90 21.07 19.32

Casual Chef Coat
156B
Casual full cut chef coat with 
classic features including a 
traditional fit, a mitered breast 
pocket, eight-button placket, long 
sleeves, sewn-in collar with extra 
bar tacking and a thermometer 
pocket on the left sleeve. White.
Sizes: XS-6XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $19.90 17.55  16.08

Casual 12-Button Mesh Back  
Chef Coat
156C
Mid-weight classic chef coat with a moisture-wicking mesh 
back and short sleeves lets you stay cool in even the 
hottest kitchens! Additional features include a 12-cloth 
covered button placket, sewn-in collar with extra bar 
tacking and a thermometer pocket on the left sleeve.
Colors: White, black
Sizes: XS-6XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $27.90 24.60  22.55

Casual 10-Button Mesh 
Back Chef Coat
156E
Stay cool in this short sleeve, mid-weight 
classic chef coat with a moisture-wicking 
mesh back. Includes a ten-button placket, 
sewn-in collar with extra bar tacking and 
a thermometer pocket on the left sleeve.
Colors: White, black
Sizes: XS-6XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $21.90 19.30 17.70

Classic Short Sleeve  
Chef Coat
156D
Classic full cut short sleeve chef coat with 
ten matching buttons offers traditional 
features including a mitered breast pocket, a 
sewn-in collar with extra bar tacking and a 
thermometer pocket on the left sleeve.
Colors: White, black
Sizes: XS-6XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL $23.00 20.29  18.60

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.  
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Men’s No-Iron Broadcloth
157A
This tailored fit, no-iron broadcloth shirt with comfort 
stretch moves with you for all day comfort. It’s 
lightweight yet durable and can be worn tucked or 
untucked due to its curved tail. Long sleeve with 
two-button adjustable mitered cuff.
Colors: White, black, French blue, French navy, black 
microcheck, navy microcheck
Sizes: S-3XL, MT-6XLT
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $33.50 29.55 27.08

Ladies’ No-Iron Broadcloth
157B
This no-iron, tailored fit blouse is Tuff-Tested® yet  
lightweight and durable. Made of a cotton/polyester 
broadcloth with comfort stretch, this blouse features a 
narrow placket that buttons to the neck, a spread collar 
with permanent stays, bust and back darts and sealed 
seams and a back yoke with a slightly curved hem. 
Available in long sleeve or 3⁄4-length sleeves for the  
same price.
Colors: White, black, French blue, French navy, black 
microcheck, navy microcheck
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL  $33.50 29.55 27.08

Men’s Stretch Poplin Shirt
157C
Lightweight, traditional fit and comfort stretch 
makes this ’The Shirt’ for active workers. Made of 
a cotton/poplin blend and featuring a button down 
collar, left chest pocket, back yoke with box pleat 
and curved tail.
Colors: White, navy, black, charcoal, royal, French 
blue, teaberry, royal gingham, black gingham
Sizes: S-3XL, MT-6XLT
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-XL  $29.90 26.36 24.17

Ladies’ Stretch Poplin Shirt
157D
Tailored fit, comfort stretch and feminine detailing 
will have you looking great during your busy day. 
Made of a cotton/polyester poplin blend and fea-
turing a narrow placket with dyed to match buttons, 
bust and back darts and a slightly curved hem.
Colors: White, navy, black, charcoal, royal, French 
blue, teaberry, royal gingham, black gingham
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XXS-XL  $29.90 26.36 24.17

white whiteFrench blue French blueroyalcharcoalblack 
microcheck

royal 
gingham

black navy blackFrench navy teaberrynavy 
microcheck Ladies’ style with 3⁄4-length sleeve

black 
gingham

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated.  
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Cutter & Buck Men’s Forge 
Heather Polo
158A
A versatile performer in a handsome heather 
design boasting features such as a knit 
collar, 3-button placket and side vents. This 
short-sleeve polo with CB DryTec™ 50+UPF 
fabric lets nothing stand in your way.
Colors: Bordeaux heather, charcoal heather, 
chambers heather, indigo heather, mars 
heather, tour blue heather
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XL $ 75.00 66.67 60.00

Cutter & Buck Men’s  
Forge Heather Stripe Polo
158B
When it’s time to switch it up from solids and 
move to stripes, this is your polo. It’s made 
with CB DryTec™ 50+UPF fabric and features 
include a knit collar, 3-button placket and 
side vents. Available in both regular fit and 
tailored fit as well as big & tall sizes.
Colors: Black, bordeaux, cardinal red, chelan, 
college orange, hunter, indigo, majestic, 
polished, tour blue
Sizes: S-3XL, 1XB-3XB
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XB $75.00 66.67 60.00

Cutter & Buck Men’s  
Forge Tonal Stripe Polo
158C
Buck the trend with tonal stripes! This 
eye-catching polo features CB DryTec™ 
50+UPF fabric, a knit collar, three-button 
placket and side vents. Available in both 
regular fit and tailored fit as well as big 
& tall sizes.
Colors: Black, cardinal red, chelan, 
chutney, college orange, digital, hunter, 
indigo, polished, tour blue
Sizes: S-3XL, 1XB-3XB
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XB $75.00 66.67 60.00

Cutter & Buck Men’s  
Forge Pencil Stripe Polo
158E
For those who prefer the finer stripes in life, this 
polo is a great choice. Made with CB DryTec™ 
50+UPF fabric, this polo is a versatile performer 
that’s great in so many situations. Features in-
clude a knit collar, three-button placket and side 
vents. Available in both regular fit and tailored fit 
as well as big & tall sizes.
Colors: Black, bordeaux, cardinal red, chelan, 
college orange, hunter, liberty navy, polished, 
red, tour blue, white
Sizes: S-3XL, 1XB-3XB
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XB $75.00 66.67 60.00

Cutter & Buck Men’s  
Forge Polo
158D
Forge a new path in the aptly named 
Forge Polo. This short-sleeve polo 
with CB DryTec™ 50+UPF fabric lets 
nothing stand in your way. Features 
include a knit collar, three-button 
placket and side vents. Available in 
both regular and tailored fit.
Colors: Black, cardinal red, chelan, 
chutney, college orange, digital, 
hunter, liberty navy, polished, red, 
tour blue, white
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XL $70.00 62.22 56.00
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Cutter & Buck Men’s Reach Oxford Button Front
159A Long Sleeve, 159B Short Sleeve
This is a durably constructed dress shirt you will reach for time and time 
again. It’s made with a sturdy pique knit cotton-blend fabric and authentic 
LYCRA® spandex for superior stretch. Little details like the button-down collar, 
sleeve placket, chest pocket and locker loop give it a professional finish. 
Available in long and short sleeve.
Colors: Charcoal, indigo, polished, white
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XL 
Long sleeve $110.00 97.78 88.00 
Short sleeve $85.00 75.56 68.00

Cutter & Buck Men’s Response  
Hybrid Overknit
159C
This long-sleeved, lightweight layering piece is equally at 
home on the course or on the town. The body of this half-
zip uses a 4-way stretch fabric for movement and moisture 
wicking, while the sleeves employ a stretch heather jersey 
knit fabric for comfort and flair. The flatlock construction 
and straight hem provide a sharp, clean-looking fit.
Colors: Black, bordeaux, chelan, liberty navy, red, white
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XL $100.00 88.89 80.00

Cutter & Buck Ladies’  
Response Half-Zip
159D
When it comes to all-day active apparel, a 
Response is always the right answer. This 
lightweight short sleeve performance half-zip 
features 4-way stretch, which allows it to react 
to the way you move and play. Meanwhile, 
moisture wicking technology keeps you cool.
Colors: Black, liberty navy, red
Sizes: XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $95.00 84.44 76.00
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Cutter & Buck Men’s  
Rainier Shirt Jacket
160A
This lightweight, versatile, travel-ready piece 
is great for throw-on layering that can go with 
anything. And the CB WeatherTec fabric provides 
year-round warmth while offering protection 
from wind and rain.
Colors: Anthracite mélange, black, dark navy, 
hunter melange
Sizes: S-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-3XL $175.00 155.56 140.00

Cutter & Buck Ladies’  
Rainier Long Jacket
160B
This fashion-forward jacket takes style to new 
heights. It’s a lightweight, versatile, travel-ready 
piece that looks sharp and acts smart. The CB 
WeatherTec fabric provides year-round warmth, 
while the longer length offers additional protection 
from wind and rain.
Colors: Anthracite mélange, black
Sizes: XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $200.00 177.78 160.00

Cutter & Buck Rainier Vest
160C Ladies’, 160D Men’s
The perfect vest for those in-between days. Low-profile Primaloft® 
quilting makes it packable and lightweight, and an insulated collar 
adds extra warmth.
Colors: Anthracite mélange, black, blue mélange, hunter mélange, 
polished, red, royal, satsuma, coconut (ladies’ only)
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $150.00 133.33 120.00
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Clique Ice Half Zip
161A
Moisure-wicking, 100% 
polyester half zip with mock 
neck. Colorblock details on side 
panels and contrast overstitch.
Colors: Black, college purple, 
dark navy, light blue, red, royal 
blue, titan, white
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ 
XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-5XL $25.00 22.22 20.00

Clique Ice Tee
161B Short Sleeve 
161C Long Sleeve
Stay as cool as ice in this 100% polyester 
tee that’s available in both short sleeve and 
long sleeve styles.
Colors: Men’s: Black, dark navy, putting 
green, ribbon pink, red, royal blue, titan, 
white; Ladies’: Black, bottle green, dark 
navy, light blue, lotus, orange, putting green, 
ribbon pink, red, royal blue, titan, white
L/S: Men’s XS-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL 
S/S: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing 
S/S XS-3XL  $15.00 13.33 12.00 
L/S S-5XL  $17.50 15.56 14.00

Clique Spin Pique Polo
161D
Style and color that stand the test of 
time. Made of 100% polyester with 
a spin-dye polyester piqué, this polo 
boasts a ribbed knit collar, a three- 
button placket and long-lasting color  
that won’t ever fade away.
Colors: Black, dusty blue, dark navy, 
gala pink, hi-vis orange, hi-vis yellow, 
ocean blue, orange, pistol, red, royal 
purple, tour blue, teal green, white
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-5XL $15.00 13.33 12.00

Clique Playlist Tee
161F Men’s & Ladies’, 161G Youth
Shuffle this fashion tee into your lineup! Made with 100% ringspun 
cotton for an exceptionally soft feel, side seams for durability as you 
wash and wear, and a modern fit. Tear-away tags allow this item to be 
easily re-branded with your label. Available in a wide variety of colors.
Colors: Apple green*, ash, black, burgundy*, bottle green, college 
orange, college purple, grey mélange, light beige, light green, lemon, 
light blue, navy, olive, red, royal blue, visibility green, white, pale 
pink+, ribbon pink+ (*men’s only, +ladies’ only); Youth: Black, college 
purple, grey mélange, light green, lemon, light blue, navy, papaya 
pink, red, royal blue, white
Sizes: Men’s XS-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL; Youth XS-XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, YXS-YXL, XS-3XL $7.00 6.22 5.60

Clique Spin Half Zip
161E
Made of 100% spin-dye polyester 
interlock with moisture-wicking 
properties, this mock neck half 
zip boasts a UPF rating of 50+ to 
keep you protected while having 
fun in the sun.
Colors: Black, dark navy, ocean 
blue, pistol, red, tour blue, white
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ 
XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-5XL $20.00 17.78 16.00
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CBUK Swish Printed Sport Vest
162A Ladies’, 162B Men’s
Wind-resistant vest made of polyester and featuring a camo 
print. Men’s style is full zip with a black zipper, quilting at chest 
and black knit fabric at inside hood and back. Ladies’ style is 
half zip with matching zipper and matching knit fabric at inside 
hood, side and back.
Colors: Black, red, tour blue
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $65.00 57.78 52.00

CBUK Thaw Insulated Packable 
Pullover
162C Ladies’, 162D Men’s
Made of 100% polyester, this wind-resistant, packable half 
zip pullover features a mock neck, front pockets and ribbed 
cuffs. Ladies’ style includes a ribbed hem.
Colors: Black, concrete, red, tour blue
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL $95.00 84.44 76.00

CBUK Thaw Insulated Packable Vest
162E Ladies’, 162F Men’s
Color-blocked, packable full zip vest is made of polyester and 
features a mock neck, front pockets, and elastic bound armholes. 
Wind-resistant.
Colors: Black, concrete, red, tour blue
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-3XL  $75.00 66.67 60.00

black black blackred red redtour blue tour blue tour blueconcrete concrete

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Clique Trail Softshell
163A Men’s, 163B Ladies’, 163C Youth
Weather protection on the outside, soft fleece on the inside. 
Made of 96% polyester/4% spandex this plain weave softshell 
is waterproof yet breathable and features a reverse coil zipper, 
elastic binding cuffs, a right chest zipper pocket and zipper 
side pockets. Available in men’s, ladies’ and youth styles.
Colors: Apple green*, blood orange, black*, bottle green, dark 
navy*, fog, pistol*, red*, royal blue* (*youth color options)
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL; Youth XS-XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, YXS-YXL, XS-5XL $45.00 40.00 36.00

Clique Basics Pullover 
Hoodie
163D
This hoodie takes you from chilly mornings 
to night practices. Constructed from air jet 
yarn, this comfy and supremely printable 
fleece was designed for active adults. 
Made of 50% cotton/50% polyester and 
available in 45 colors, up to size 7XL.
Sizes: S-7XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-7XL  $20.50 18.87 16.98

Clique Basics Fleece Crewneck
163E
Both the young and the young at heart adore this 
fleece crewneck. The straightforward design and soft 
air jet yarn combine to create comfortable simplicity 
that stands out. The common sweatshirt was just 
elevated! Offered in a wide assortment of colors.
Sizes: S-7XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, S-7XL  $12.50 12.20 10.98

Clique Basics Youth Pullover Hoodie
163F
Designed for kids who don’t want to stop, this pullover 
hoodie will keep them running from dawn until dark! 
Constructed from air jet yarn, this comfy hoodie is 
supremely printable. Available in a wide variety of colors.
Sizes: XS-XL
Quantity 24 144 500
Pricing, XS-XL  $18.00 17.76 15.98
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Toba Packable Jacket
164A Ladies’, 164B Men’s
Ultimate lightweight weather protection 
on-the-go. In addition to a water-repellent 
finish, it has a roll-away hood to keep 
the elements at bay. Articulated elbows 
and ergonomic sleeves provide maximum 
mobility. Packs into its lower left pocket 
for easy portability.
Colors: Saffron, team red, maroon, 
olympic blue, vintage navy, forest green, 
quarry, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 350 650
Pricing, XS-5XL  $38.78 32.91 28.17

Rougemont Hybrid  
Insulated Jacket
164C Men’s, 164D Ladies’
Offering superior lightweight warmth for 
an active lifestyle. A water-repellent finish 
keeps you dry while system snap tabs 
make it easy to add this jacket to another 
jacket as a warm inside layer.
Colors: Invictus/black, loden/black, grey 
storm/black, black/black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 150 300
Pricing, XS-5XL  $91.58 77.71 66.50

Shefford Heat Panel Vest
164E Ladies’, 164F Men’s
This black vest delivers lightweight,  
water-repellent warmth with a shot of 
exciting technology! The chest and back 
have interior heat panels powered by a 
power bank. The three temperature  
settings are low (100°F), medium 
(113°F) and high (131°F). A power bank 
with a minimum of 5,000 mAh is required 
to heat the vest. Power bank  
sold separately.
Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ S-2XL
Quantity 6 80 150
Pricing, S-3XL  $219.94 186.65 159.72

Peyto Softshell Jacket
164I Ladies’, 164J Men’s
This softshell is ready for anything with 
a breathable, waterproof membrane and 
water-repellent finish. It has a rollaway 
hood and features articulated elbows and 
ergonomic sleeves for maximum mobility. 
Reflective piping adds a dash of style and 
visibility.
Colors: Invictus, loden, quarry, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 150 300
Pricing, XS-5XL  $91.58 77.71 66.50

Kirkwood Knit Jacket
164G Ladies’, 164H Men’s
This stylish jacket has a distinctive 
textured jersey knit that stands out 
from the crowd. For mobility and 
comfort, it has articulated elbows, 
ergonomic sleeves and contoured cuffs 
with thumb exits.
Colors: Team red, Aspen blue, silver, 
black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 250 450
Pricing, XS-5XL  $75.50 64.07 54.83
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Price includes standard first color run charges. Set-up charges are not included in prices shown.
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Dade Polo
165A Men’s, 165B Ladies’
A classic look that never goes out of style. 
This polo offers great performance at a 
great price, with breathable fabric, a wicking 
finish, UV protection, snag-resistance and 
wash-and-wear convenience.
Colors: White, yellow, team red, maroon, 
olympic blue, new royal, navy, dark plum, 
forest green, citron green, grey storm, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 350 650
Pricing, XS-5XL  $22.92 19.45 16.65

Coville Knit Hoody
165C Ladies’, 165D Men’s
This versatile hoody is constructed of 
100% polyester jersey knit with brushed 
back. It has a front kangaroo pocket and 
sleeve cuffs with thumb exits. The interior 
media pocket and exit port keep your 
devices handy.
Colors: White, team red, olympic blue, 
new royal, navy, heather grey, grey 
storm, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 250 450
Pricing, XS-5XL  $47.96 40.71 34.83

Canyon Tee
165E Ladies’, 165F Men’s
Short sleeve, V-neck style tee 
featuring a cozy, tri-blend fabric. This 
lightweight style also provides UV 
protection (UPF 40+).
Colors: White, maroon heather, 
invictus heather, heather grey, heather 
dark charcoal, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL,
Quantity 12 350 650
Pricing, XS-5XL  $25.70 21.82 18.67

Skara Polo
165I Ladies’, 165J Men’s
Features a modern fit and on-trend 
textured linear fabric built with inherent 
cooling properties. This high-tech polo is 
also durable with a snag-resistant finish 
and provides UV protection (UPF 40+). 
Ladies’ style has shaped seams and a 
tapered waist for a flattering fit.
Colors: Vintage red heather, metro blue 
heather, charcoal heather
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 250 450
Pricing, XS-5XL  $57.14 48.49 41.50

Hakone Polo
165G Ladies’, 165H Men’s
On-trend and yet versatile enough for any 
industry. With a subtle graphic pattern on 
the sleeves, this style provides a unique 
look. Features include a moisture-wicking 
and breathable finish, snag-resistance and 
UV protection (UPF 40+).
Colors: Team red, new royal, quarry, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 250 450
Pricing, XS-5XL  $52.56 44.60 38.17
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Junction Packable  
Insulated Vest
166A Ladies’, 166B Men’s
Providing lightweight warmth through 
the ECHOHEAT lining and water-repellent 
finish that keep you warm and dry 
when weather conditions get ugly. For 
maximum convenience on the go, this 
vest packs away into a stuff sack built 
into the left pocket.
Colors: Team red, olympic blue, quarry, 
black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 150 300
Pricing, XS-5XL  $89.28  75.76 64.83

Panorama Hybrid Knit Jacket
166C Men’s, 166D Ladies’
A unique combination of woven and knit 
elements create a versatile, distinctive jacket. 
The innovative dual-layer fabric is anti-pill and 
has a water-repellent finish which makes this the 
perfect hybrid jacket to use as an outer layer in 
milder conditions. Details like a hand warmer in 
the sleeve cuff and reflective piping make this 
jacket stand out.
Colors: Vintage red, metro blue, dark plum, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 150 300
Pricing, XS-5XL  $109.94 93.29 79.83

Roots Briggspoint  
Microfleece Jacket
166E Men’s, 166F Ladies’
Roots73 Briggspoint Microfleece Jacket 
delivers lightweight warmth with anti-pill 
microfleece construction. The sleeve cuffs 
have thumb exits for comfort and there 
is an interior media pocket to keep your 
devices handy.
Colors: Dark red/black, Atlantic navy/
black, charcoal mix/black, black/black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 12 150 300
Pricing, XS-5XL  $86.98 73.82 63.25

Roots73 Beechriver 
Down Jacket
166I Men’s, 166J Ladies’
Designed with on-trend channel 
quilting and insulated with an 
80% down / 20% feather fill for 
lightweight warmth and comfort, this 
jacket features easy grip zipper pulls 
and packs away into a stuff sack for 
ultimate convenience on-the-go.
Colors: Quarry, black
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 6 80 150
Pricing, XS-5XL  $282.82 240.02 205.38

Roots Swiftrapids  
Insulated Jacket
166G Men’s, 166H Ladies’
Delivering both serious style and  
protection from the elements. In addition 
to lightweight insulation for warmth,  
it features a waterproof, breathable 
membrane and water-repellent finish 
to keep you comfortable and dry. The 
hood is detachable and there are interior 
pockets for your valuables.
Colors: Indigo blue, grey smoke
Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ S-3XL
Quantity 6 80 150
Pricing, XS-5XL  $225.56 191.42 163.80
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Ladies’ Dye-Sublimated  
Short Sleeve T-Shirt
167A
Imported, dye-sublimated short sleeve t-shirt 
features a feminine cut, super soft material and 
a fully customizable design.
S-3XL
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing, S-3XL $36.85 19.33 17.62

Men’s Dye-Sublimated  
Short Sleeve T-Shirt
167B
Imported, dye-sublimated short sleeve t-shirt 
made of super soft material and featuring a fully 
customizable design.
S-3XL
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing, S-3XL  $36.85 19.33 17.62

Dye-Sublimated Pullover  
Hoodie
167C
Imported, dye-sublimated unisex pullover hoodie 
is made of 95% polyester / 5% spandex and 
features kangaroo-style hand warmer pockets.
XS-4XL
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing, XS-4XL $69.15 36.18 33.03

Dye-Sublimated Hoodie
167D
Imported, dye-sublimated unisex raglan full-zip 
hoodie. Made of 95% polyester / 5% spandex, 
this hoodie features kangaroo-style hand warmer 
pockets, raglan sleeve and a self-lined three panel 
high neck hood.
XS-3XL
Quantity 1 25 100
Pricing, XS-3XL $99.92 56.30 51.42

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  All apparel is priced undecorated.
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Vansport Sandhill Dress Shirt
168A Ladies’, 168B Men’s
Professional style and carefree comfort are 
guaranteed wins with this dress shirt. Made of 
mini-check stretch poplin with buttoning sleeve 
placket and cuff, spread collar, and moisture 
management.
Colors: Light blue/white, blue/white, grey/
white, black
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ S-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, S-XL  $52.60 49.30 45.98

Vansport Eureka Shirt
168C Ladies’, 168D Men’s
Make a positive impact with this 
wear-with-everything, easy layering piece. 
Made of 50% recycled polyester/50% 
polyester. Through a partnership with 
1% For The Planet, one percent of sales 
of this shirt will be donated to nonprofits 
dedicated to protecting the planet.
Colors: Beach
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $50.40 47.20 43.98

Vansport Planet Polo
168E Men’s, 168F Ladies’
A polo with a purpose. Made of 45% recycled 
polyester/45% polyester/10% elastane, this 
heather jersey polo is moisture wicking and has 
a self-goods collar with collar band. Through 
a partnership with 1% For The Planet, one 
percent of sales of this shirt will be donated to 
nonprofits dedicated to protecting the planet.
Colors: Onyx, ocean, rainforest, beach
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $46.00 43.00 39.98

Easy-Care Gingham Check Shirt
168G Men’s, 168H Ladies’
Our cotton-rich, fashionable button-down has the right amount of polyester to 
give it that easy-care edge. Wear it on its own or layered under a sweater or 
vest. Men’s features a button down collar, left chest patch pocket, back yoke 
with box pleat, and buttoning sleeve placket and cuff. Ladies’ features a spread 
collar, narrow reverse continuous placket, bust darts, and buttoning sleeve 
placket and cuffs.
Colors: Black/white+, deep maroon/white+, grey/white, navy/white, purple/
white+, royal/white, red/white+, pink/white* (+ men’s only, * ladies’ only)
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $41.60 38.80 35.98
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated. 
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Vansport Zen Pullover
169A Ladies’, 169B Men’s
The perfect balance is easy to obtain with a smartly 
fashioned sport pullover that pleases the mind and the 
body. Features include moisture management, stand-up 
self-goods collar, and covered zip placket. Heather 
jersey with sanded finish.
Colors: Black, Carolina blue, dark grey, deep maroon, 
navy, orange, purple, royal, silver, sport red, berry pink 
(ladies’ only)
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $48.20 45.10 41.98

Vansport Pro Ventura Shirt
169C Men’s, 169D Ladies’
Modern camp-style polo combines polished 
performance with a casual vibe. Mélange jersey 
moisture-wicking shirt has UV and anti-microbial 
properties, a self-goods collar, is full button and 
has a shirt-tail hem.
Colors: Black, dark grey, navy, royal
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $50.40 47.20 43.98

Vansport Pro Boca Polo
169E Men’s, 169F Ladies’
Trending on TOUR, no-collar performance golf shirts are 
the latest fashion must-have. Made of polyester and 
spandex with a mélange jersey body. Design details 
include UV and antimicrobial properties, rib-knit neck, 
and two-button placket. Ladies’ style features an open 
applied two-button placket and curved hem bottom.
Colors: Navy, sport red, royal, black
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $50.40 47.20 43.98

Vansport Pro Maui Shirt
169G Men’s, 169H Ladies’
Give off a vacation vibe with this tonal palm-print, 
camp-style polo. A trendy twist on a Hawaiian 
shirt. UV protection as well as moisture wicking and 
antimicrobial properties make it the perfect outdoor 
uniform.
Colors: Ocean blue, seagull grey, sunset orange
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $51.50 48.20 44.98
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated. 
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Greg Norman Play Dry® Heather Polo
170A Men’s, 170B Ladies’
This technical heathered mesh golf shirt combines superfine microfiber 
yarn with spandex for added stretch and also features Play Dry® 
moisture management. Men’s style includes a three-button placket and 
even hem while the ladies’ style has a four-button placket, a shirt-tail 
hem and princess seams. 
Colors: Atlantic blue heather, black heather, blue mist heather, navy 
heather
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ S-3XL
Quantity 1+
Pricing, S-XL $69.90

Greg Norman Stretch Windbreaker
170C Ladies’, 170D Men’s
Easy-care, lightweight wind jacket that’s high on style, comfort, and 
function. This full-zip jacket is made of 93% polyester/7% spandex 
stretch heather dobby with water-repellent and UV protection.
Colors: Black heather, navy heather
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ S-3XL
Quantity 1+
Pricing, S-XL $69.90

Greg Norman Play Dry® Heather  
1⁄4-Zip Mock Neck
170E Ladies’, 170F Men’s
Luxurious, stretch fabric provides maximum comfort for casual outings 
or full-on play. Made of polyester and spandex, this 1⁄4-zip pullover 
features Play Dry® moisture management, UPF 50+ sun protection, a 
stand-up collar, and a 1⁄4-zip neck.
Colors: Navy heather, black heather, Caribbean heather
Sizes: Men’s S-3XL; Ladies’ S-3XL
Quantity 1
Pricing, S-XL  $69.90 
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated. 
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Boulder Shirt Jacket
171A Men’s, 171B Ladies’
Rugged and modern styling adds to the ver-
satility of this flannel-lined, workwear-inspired 
jacket. Features include snap-front closure, 
self-goods collar, and left and right chest flap 
patch pockets. Made of 100% cotton canvas 
with 100% cotton plaid flannel lining.
Colors: Dark grey, taupe green, navy
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $74.60 70.30 65.98

Everett Jacket
171C Men’s, 171D Ladies’
Jet about town in a convenient layer that’s high on style and fast with func-
tion. 100% polyester mini ripstop diamond quilted body with water-repellent 
finish. Folds into Zocket™ self-pouch. Men’s features rib collar and cuffs and 
an even-hem bottom with self-goods binding. Ladies’ features a curved collar, 
cuffs and bottom hem with self-goods binding and a dropped tail bottom.
Colors: Black onyx, navy
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $79.00 74.50 69.98

Blocked Fleece Pullover 
Hoodie
171E
The color blocked craze brings a fun fashion 
update to our softest fleece hoodie. Made 
of 80% cotton/20% polyester, this hoodie 
features brushed-back jersey fleece with a 
dark steel front chest block.
Colors: Deep maroon, royal, sport red, 
black, deep navy
Sizes: XS-5XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $41.60 38.80 35.98

Street Hoodie
171F Ladies’, 171G Men’s
Whether you wear it for training or pair it with 
jeans, active lifestyles need this full-zip hoodie. 
Made of 100% polyester. Men’s features 
self-goods cuffs and waistband while ladies’ 
features princess seams and a longer length 
with an open hem bottom.
Colors: Black, dark grey, navy
Sizes: Men’s S-5XL; Ladies’ XS-3XL
Quantity 1 12 96
Pricing, XS-XL  $61.40 57.70 53.98
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Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. /  Prices are for standard sizes indicated in the price list. Prices for larger sizes listed are available upon request. All apparel is priced undecorated. 
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Relaxed Golf Cap
172A
Low profile, six panel 
unstructured cap. Washed chino 
twill. Features fabric strap with 
antique brass sliding buckle. 
One size fits most.
Colors: Mint, black, brown, 
burnt orange, charcoal, forest 
green, green, Irish green, kelly 
green, khaki, light navy, navy, 
orange, pink, purple, red, royal, 
sage, scuba, sky blue, stone, 
white, yellow, gold, wine
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $10.40 10.00 9.60

One-Size Stretch-
fit Mesh Back Cap
172B
Medium profile, six panel 
structured cap. Poly/spandex 
blended front with stretch-fit 
trucker mesh back. UV pro-
tection and moisture wicking. 
Stretch-fit. One size fits most.
Colors: Heather black/black, 
heather blue/white, heather 
charcoal/black, heather gray/
white, heather red/black
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $16.90 16.50 16.10

Washed Pigment Dyed 
with Washed Soft Mesh 
Cap
172C
Low profile, six panel unstructured cap. 
Washed pigment dyed cotton twill with 
washed soft mesh. Adjustable plastic 
snap tab. One size fits most.
Colors: Black/stone, brown/stone, 
khaki/stone, maroon/stone, mustard/
stone, navy/stone, olive/stone, black/
red/stone, khaki/black/stone, navy/
black/stone, olive/khaki/stone
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $12.00 11.60 11.20

Modified Flat Bill with 
Mesh Back Cap
172E
Medium profile, six panel structured 
cap. Chino twill front with trucker 
mesh back. Adjustable plastic snap 
tab. One size fits most.
Colors: Black/charcoal/white, black/
red/white, navy/red/white, black/
charcoal, charcoal/red, charcoal/
black, charcoal/blaze, charcoal/neon 
blue, charcoal/neon green, charcoal/
neon yellow, charcoal/neon pink, 
navy/white, red/black, black/black, 
black/white, royal/white
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $10.40 10.00 9.60

Low Profile Trucker 
with Modified Flat 
Bill Cap
172D
Low profile, six panel structured 
cap. Chino twill with trucker mesh 
back. Adjustable plastic snap tab 
closure. Once size fits most.
Colors: Black/gray, maroon/gray, 
navy/gray, olive/gray, sea blue/
gray, black/white, charcoal/gray, 
forest/white, heather/sea blue/
stone, red/white, royal/white
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $10.80 10.40 10.00

Five Panel Poly/
Rayon with Mesh 
Back Cap
172F
Medium profile, five panel 
structured cap. Poly/rayon 
blend with trucker mesh back. 
Adjustable plastic snap tab 
closure. One size fits most.
Colors: Crimson/black, graph-
ite/black, sandstone/white
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $13.40 13.00 12.60

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Fleece Lined Knit with Cuff
173A
This knit cap with pom features polyester fleece 
lining and alternating stripes of variegated and solid 
colored yarns to match your brand colors. One size 
fits most.
Colors: Black/gold/white, royal/dark heather/
white, dark heather/heather/white, black/heather/
white, navy/heather/white, red/heather/white
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $14.70 14.30 13.90

Static Pattern Knit Beanie
173B
This two color knit beanie features a knit-in static design 
throughout. Pick your brand colors and add your logo 
embroidered on the front. Made in USA. One size fits most.
Colors: Black/dark heather, black/deep orange, black/
gold, black/heather, black/true red, black/true royal, 
forest green/heather, maroon/heather, purple/heather, 
true navy/heather, true red/heather, true royal/heather
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $15.80 13.20 12.80

Plaid Knit Cap with Cuff
173C
This plaid knit beanie featuring a solid 
cuff is great for winter giveaways. Made 
in USA. One size fits most.
Colors: Dark heather/black, true red/
black
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $15.80 13.20 12.80

Cable Knit Cap
173D
This knit cap with a cuff features a polyester 
fleece lined earband with a matching solid 
color pom. Optional faux fur pom available 
for an additional charge. One size fits most.
Colors: Black, ivory, maroon, navy
Quantity 48 144 1296
Pricing $17.60 17.20 16.80

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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Reversible Camo 
Beanie
174A
Two hats in one! One side is a 
rich, waffle knit acrylic and the 
other is a soft camo pattern 
polyester. 
Colors: Black, khaki, coffee, 
olive, vanilla
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $11.65 11.48 11.32

Reversible Beanie
174B
Two hats in one! One side is a 
rich, waffle knit acrylic and the 
other is a soft polyester.
Colors: Black, vanilla, red, navy, 
grey
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $11.65 11.48 11.32

Solid Big Bear Eco 
Beanie
174C
Made of recycled acrylic, this beanie 
boasts a waffle knit pattern in a 
skull cap design. It’s warm, stylish, 
and environmentally friendly.
Colors: Aqua blue, avocado, black, 
brown, charcoal, ivory, khaki, navy, 
red, royal, pink, safety orange, 
burgundy, safety yellow
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $8.98 8.65 8.32

Organic Cap
174E
This six panel, unconstructed 
hat is made of 100% certified 
organic cotton and features a 
low profile and velcro closure.
Colors: Black, khaki, kelly, 
brown, dark green, natural, 
navy
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $6.65 6.48 6.32

Stripe Big Bear Eco Beanie
174D
Made of recycled acrylic, this beanie boasts 
a waffle knit pattern in a skull cap design 
as well as a bold stripe. It’s warm, stylish, 
and environmentally friendly.
Colors: Black/charcoal, black/orange, 
black/red, ivory/charcoal, black/yellow, 
charcoal/ivory, red/charcoal, navy/ivory
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $8.98 8.65 8.32

Recycle Cap
174F
Low profile, six panel hat with 
self-fabric closure is made 
of 50% post-consumer PET 
recycled clear plastic.
Colors: Black, khaki, navy, 
natural
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $6.65 6.48 6.32

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply. 
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Deluxe Cable Knit Winter Set
175A
Set includes a heavy knit scarf, long plush lined 
beanie and a pair of cuffed gloves. Made of an 
extra-warm material to help you fight the cold. Add 
$3.33 for leather patch.
Colors: Cream, charcoal, black, navy
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $23.65 23.48 23.31

Flannel Plush Blanket
175B
Soft and cozy flannel plush blanket comes tied 
with a high end decorative ribbon. Available in both 
solid colors and a beautiful plaid pattern.
50" H x 60" W 
Colors: Grey plaid, navy plaid, red plaid, cream, 
camel, burgundy, purple, cobalt blue, black
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $23.98 23.65 23.31

Fleece Lined Knit Beanie
175C
Long knit acrylic beanie with fleece lining and 
a fold.
Colors: Black, royal, red, heather grey, 
charcoal, navy
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $6.48 6.31 6.15

Cable Knit Beanie with 2 Poms
175D
This adorable cable knit beanie features two fur 
pom ears and a soft plush lining.
Colors: Cream, black, charcoal, grey mix
Quantity 72 289 576
Pricing $15.32 15.15 14.98

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply. 
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Leeman™ 3-in-1 Heathered 
Knit Winter Set
176A
This trendy heathered gray acrylic blend 
set includes a beanie, gloves and a scarf. 
Each piece features a faux leather patch 
and is packed in a clear frosted zip locking 
pouch. One size fits most.
Scarf: 8"W x 59"L
Quantity 10 50 300
Pricing $33.99 31.99 29.99

Knit Beanie with Pom
176B
This stretchy 100% acrylic rib knit beanie 
features a two-tone matching pom on 
top, a 3” cuff, and white stripes. One size 
fits most.
Colors: Black, gray, navy blue, reflex 
blue, red
Quantity 48 192 720
Pricing $7.62 6.47 5.48

Two-Tone Tamy Beanie 
with Pom
176C
Keep warm with this two-tone cuffed 
100% acrylic knit beanie featuring a 
matching pom.
Colors: Black, navy blue, reflex blue, 
red
Quantity 48 192 720
Pricing $7.74 6.52 5.40

Knit Beanie with Patch
176E
Keep warm with this 100% acrylic 
knit beanie. Features cotton patch on 
the 2" cuff.
Colors: Black, gray, hunter green, 
navy blue, red
Quantity 72 288 1008
Pricing $5.39 4.89 4.49

Leaman™ Faux Fur 
Pom-Pom Beanie
176D
Fashionable acrylic knit beanie 
featuring faux fur pom and 
debossed patch on front cuff.
Colors: Black, cream, gray, navy 
blue
Quantity 30 300 600
Pricing $11.39 10.29 9.89

Due to ongoing uncertainty in tariffs, prices shown are likely to fluctuate. / Set-up charges are not included in prices shown. Additional color imprint and location charges may apply.
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